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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to test the effect of several

cognitive developmental capacities on first-grade children's

ability to learn basic concepts and skills of linear masurement.

The cognitive capacities ofinterest were logical reasoning Abil

and information processing capacity. The hypotheses.predicted that

children who had not yet developed these capacities would experiende

difficulty learning certain measurement concepts or skills.

Potential subjects were pretested to measure thei,- level

of cognitive development and to assess their understanding of the

measurement concepts on which they would receive instruction.

Logical rhsoning ability was measured using Piagetian tasks of

length conservation and length transitivity, and information prq-

cessing ctpacity was assessed with a backward digit span task.

The final sample consisted of 32 children who e;ttickced no under-

standing of the measurement concepts, with eight children in each

cell of a 2 x 2 matrix of high/low log..cal reasoning ability by

high/low information processing capacity.

Similar instruction wap provided for all subjects-on four

basic concepts of linear measurement: 1) using a continuous

representation to compare and order two lengths; 2) cohstructin

a discrete representation of a given length; 3) iterating units

and representing length numerically; and, 4) accounting for the
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inverse r;lationship between.tunit size aqd unit number. Four

lt!!/plinute lessons, designed to teach the four conaWts, were

presented-to each subject in a one-one interview setting. A

unique characteristic of insttuctibn was the introduction of

cegnitive conflict into the learning situation. After the subject

completed a-measurement task, the investigator measured in a dif-

ferent way, and the .subjecr was asked-to resolve the conflict

between the different"results.

Several assessment tasks were included as,part of each

instruction lessou. These were logically analyzed prior to

instrUction tu determine the demands they placed on the logical

reasoning abilities and on information processing capacity.

This analysis generated predictions about the tasks on which

. differences between the developmental groups would occur.

Two-way analyses of variance, were run on the sets of tasks

which presumably made similar demands on logical reasoning ability

and those which made similar demands on information processing

capacity.

The results confirmed the predictions with respect to logical

reasoning ability. SubSects who conserved length and reasoned

transitively performed significantly better than those who did

not on the set of assessment tasks which made direct demands on

these,logical reasoning ablilities. HoweVer, at least same of the

subjects who did not possess these abilities performed successfully

13
xiv



on these tys. Only the final assesspent.taak inv9lving the

inverse relationship between unit number and unit size seemed

to require conservation and transitive reasoning. No significant

between-group differeuces were found on the complementary set of

tasks which only required learning.a new measuring skill or technique.

Vo significant differences were found between the high and

low information processing capacity groups. It appears that before

signifiCant relationships between processing capacity and mathe-

matics learning can be uncovered, advances must.be made iu develop,

ing analysis procedures which reliably specify the information pro-

cessing demands of a given task, and devising context-specific

measures of processing capacity.

The developmental groups did not differ significantly in

their ability to'recognize and resolve conflict, but performhnce

in the conflict situation's did-correlate significantly with per-

formance on the final measurement tasito-. No interaction effects

between the two.developmental factors were found on the measure-

oent task scores or the conflict scores.

The results of this study indicate that some cognitive

developmental abilities do affect children's mathematics' Aarn-

ing, but only on specific concepts. Future research should

systenatically document specific relationships between particular

4:31

developmental abilities and logically related mathematical tasks.



Chapter I

STATEMENT'OF THE PROBLEM

Purnve of the Study
io

A key ingredient in the design of mathematics instruction is

the selection of appropriate mathematics content. The learning

difficulties experienced by many students studying mathematics
A

demonstrate the importance of prescribing)mathematical tasks

which are within the learning capabilities oi the student. Tradi-

tionally, the piescription of content has been baaedlen consider-

ations of mathematical structure, or on general pupil characteris-
-

tics such as age or grade level. However there is a gkowing body of

research (see Carpenter, in press-a; Case, 1975, 1978a) vhich

'suggests that careful attention must be given to specific pupil

characteristics if content is to be selected which is appropriate

for individual students. These pupil characteristics include

v.

certain cognitive developmental capacities which may have a signif-

icant effect on children's ability to learn mathematical concepts.

Thec!urpose of this study was to examine the effect of several

of these critical mental capacities on first-grade children's

ability to learn about linear measurement. The intent of the study

lass to test directly the hypothesis that cognitive developmeltal

abilities affect childien's mathematics learning. Although this

hypothesis represents one of the most powerful and fundamental



implications of cognitive development'ffr mathematics instruction,

it has rately been tested empiricallf. Positive correlations

between developmental level and mathematics learning have con-

sistently been reported (Carpenter, in press-a), but correlations

between two sets of scores provide little insight into the role

played by specifiC7developmental abilities 11; learning particqiar

mathematicaI.concepts or skills. Previous studies have not shown

yhether specific developmental abilities are necessarY to learn

certain concepts or skills. Jt is this kind of information which

-is needed in Order to presc be mathematical content which is

appeopriater chndten. The present-study was designed,. .0

to investigate the effect of two kinds of cognitive developmental

capacities on Children's ability to learn certain basic concepts

and skills of linear measurzmeat.

The purpose of the following discussion is to: 1) describe

the nature of the developmental abilities which were investigated

and provide a rationale for their inclusion in the study; 2) present

a brief overview of the procedures used to test the effect of these

abilitieS on chilaves mathematics learning; and, 3) create an
A

appropriate context within which to vi:W the contributions and

limitations of the study.

Cognitive Developmental Variables

Two basic types of developmental variables were employed in

16
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this study. The first deals with childrenc's logical reasoning

and is best operationalized within Piaget's theoiy of cognitive

.development (Flavell, 1963). The second concerns children's

limited capacity to process and integrate information. A rel-

atively novel but Otentially useful developmental approach to

this problem is described by Pascual-Leone (1970). The following

discussion will identify measures of logical reasoning and tutor-

nation processing capacity which are suggested by these theories,

and indipte why the measures were used in this study.

Logical reasoning abilities. One of the major contributions

of Piaget's work has been the clear demonstratiosthot children's

logic is different from that of adults'. Children use qualitatively

different reasoning,processes than adults to solve certain types

of logical problems. The distinction between the logical abilities

possessed by children at different stages of deyelopment has impor-

tanttramifications for education. In fact, it is these distinctions

which lie at the hteart of the potential contributions of Piaget's

theory for educaion in general (e.g. Ault, 1977; EIkind, 1976;

Furth, 1970; Hooper, 1968; Schwebel & Raph, 1973; Sigel, 1969;

Wadsworth, 1978; and Hooper & DeFrain, Note 1) and for mathematics

instruction in particular (e.g., Beni 73, 1976; Copeland, 1974;

4

Lovell, f966, 1972; Smock, 1973, 19 Ste e 1976; and Steffe
1.

&

.Smock, 1975). Moat of these at p s to 4 aw implications from



Piagetian theory for educational practice rest on the assumption

under investigation here: that childrees*ability to learn math-

ematical concepts is influenced by their logical reasoning abilities.

Piaget's theory focuses on the logical thought abilities which

are required to solve a variety of tasks. Despite the fact that

many Piagetian tasks are mathematically related, it is not clear

in what way the mental abilities he identified are required or

involved in solving school mathematics problems. For example,.at

certain levels of development children fail to conserve and fail

to use transitive inference. But little is known about how the

development of these abilities influence children's learning of

related mathematical concepts or operations. From a logical,

adult perspective, the absence of these abilities would seem to

limit children's ability to learn certain mathematical,concepfs.

However there is ample evidence that children who are preoperational

in Piagetian terms can successfully learn and apply a variety of

number, measurement, and geometric concepts and skills (see

Carpenter, in press-a).

In order to carefully investigate the effect of several
1

Piagetian constructs on children's ability to learn mathematical

concepts, this study examined the relationship between length

Conservation and length transitivity and children's ability to

iearçverai basic concepts of linear measurement. From a logical
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perspective, conservation and transitivity are swerequisites

for measurement. It is difficult to see how lengths of objects

can be meaningfully compared or measured ii it is believed that

.simply naving an object, or altering its path, will change its size.

According to Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeminaka (1960), the absence

of conservationviecludes measurement, "Underlying all measurement

is the notion that an object remains constant in size throughout

any change in position " (p. 90). Transitive reasoning is also

logically required to measure. All tndirect com llparisons, as we

as unit measurement, require transitive inferences between
*

equalities or order relations (seeiSteffe & Hirstein, 1976).

Clearly the ability to conserve length.and reason transitively

should affect the kinds of measurement concepts and skills

children are able to learn.

InjWonrmmlawcaacitrma. A well documented principle

that has emerged from the study of cognitive development is that

young children have a limited capacity to deal simultaneously with

several pieces of information (Case, 1918a). Instructional tasks

A

require children to receive, encode, and integrate a certain amount

of information. In many cases, children may possess all of the

skills presumed to be prerequisites for a particular task and still

fail the task. The reason for this failure may be children's

restricted capacity to deal with all of the incoming information



and their limited ability to integrate the skills which they

possess (Case, 1975).

Within a mathematical context, Carpenter (1976, in press-a)

and Carpenter and Osborne (1976) suggai-that children's difficulty

in learning particular concepts may result from excessive infor-

mation processing demands of the task rather than the absence of

logical reasoning abilities. In fact, after reviewing a number

of studies on the acquisition of measurement skills, Carpenter

(1976) concludes that the variation in children's performance

on measurement tasks could potentially be attributed.to information
0 0-

Processing variables.

Pascual-Leone (1970, 1976) has proposed a theory of cognitive

development which focuses on the capacity for processing and

integrating information. A central construct of the theory is

the limitation associated with the working memory or "H-space"

of the cognitive system. It is this component which functions

as the information processor, whether the informatiqn comes from

the external environment or is accessed from long-term memory.

The size of this processor or 7M-space," where discrete chunks

of information are integrated, is considered to be the key 'ingredient

in intellectual development. The basic intellectual limitation is

the number of schemes or bits of information which can be handled

sfmultaneouslya capacity that increases regularly with age.



This mental capacity is hypothesized to increase at the rite of

one scheme every two years from the preoperational stage (3-4

years) until the late formal operational stage (15-16 years).

Consequently, "aoy general stage of cognittve development could

in principle have one numerical characteristic: the number of

se &prate schemes (i.e., separate chunks of information). on which

the subject can operate simultaneously using his mental structures"

(Pascual -Leone, 1970, p. 302).

Pascual-Leone's theory suggests some possible ways

to relate children's developmental abilities to their learning

potentiel in instructionaisituations. Since mudh inbtruction

requires students to tntegrate a number of concepts or skills,

information processing capacity or M -space nay provide a measure

of individual children's ability to benefit'from a particular

instruction lesson. If the number of elements to be integrated

is beyond the capacity of the student, learning will presumably

not occur.

The present study examined the effect of this capacity on

children's mathematics'learning. A backward digit span test was

used to measure information processing capacity or M -space. This

task has been shoum to have a hi h degree of predictive validity

in certain instructional settings (Case, 1974a, 1977).
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Description of the Study

The present study was designed to measure the effects 0!

specific cognitive abilities on learning logically related

mathematics concepts. Whereas previous work considered only

global relationships between these phenomena, this study inves-

tigated the effect of specific logical reasoning abilities and

an information processing capacity on children's ability to learn

linear mftsurement concepts and skills.

Instruction Content. Mathematics content was selected which

is logically related to the developmental reasoning abilities.

Since Ilnear meassrement is 3imoe1y tied te Ikength conservation

and length transitivity, several fundamental principles of linear

measurement were chosen for thcAnstruction sequence. In order

to identify and sequence the instruction objectives the'basic

concepts.of linear measurement were analyzed from a psychological

perspective. This a priori, theoretically based analysis yielded

a framework which identified the important measurement concepts

and depicted the relationships between these concepts.

For purposes of this study, linear measurement was thought

of as a process of representation. According to Piaget (Piaget

et al., 1960), children begin measuring by forming concrete

representations of the length aitribute of objects. Lengths

are first represented using continuous materials. Children are
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subsequently able to use a series Of discrete objects to represent

a single length.- eventually they can iterate units, and, with
4.

this ability, comes a progression from concrete to symbolic rep-

resentation. Children can now represent lengths numerically by

counting units. Figure 1 outlines this progression, by identifying

two dimensions of the representation process. One is the move

from concrete to symbolic forms of representation; the other is

the progression from continuous to discrete to unit iteration as

the method of representation. The instruction lessons in this

study moved from cantinuous representation of length to unit

iteration and finally to a cwisiclerationpf the inverse or multi-.

plicative relationship between unit size and unit number.

Although the content of instruction in this study was linear

measurement, other mathematical concepts could have been selected

to study the effect.of cognitive developmeneon children's

ability to learn mathematics in an instructional situation.

Linear measurement was chosen for several reasons. First, since

this study represents an initial inquiry into this question, a

topic was selected which would maxiMIze the possibility of re-

lating developmental variables to learning patterns during

instruction. Several Fiagetian concepts, such as length conserva-

tion and length transitivity, are logically tied to linear measure-

ment operations. Consequently an instruction sequence on linear
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measurement seems especially likely as a context in which the

hypothesized importance of the developmental factors could be

detected.

In order to maximize the possibility of uncovering these

relationships it was also necessary to select content which was

not confounded with previous school instruction,_ In most school

programs first-grade children are less likely to have received

instruction in linear measurement than in beginning arithmetic

topics. This means that a sample of first-grade children coOld

be selected who had not yet been exposed to the basic skills
*

and concegts of measurement.

A third reason for selecting measurement as the instructional

content was that measurement represents a fundamental concept in

elementary school mathematics. Much of early school mathematics

can be generated from work with measurement (Romberg, Harvey,

Moser,& Montgomery, 1974, 1975, 1976; Van Wagenen, Flora, &

Walker, 1976). ln spite of this fact, little is known about how

children learn to measure. While prenumerical measurement has

received considerable attention, the processes by which children

begin to assign numbers to measured objects have not been carefully

studied (Carpenter, 1976). What is needed at this point is an

investigation into how children make use of premeasurement notions

to learn measurement concepts (Carpenter & Osborne, 1976).
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Sample and Instruction Procedures. The empirical procedures

of this stud-, can be partitioned into three major componenti:

sample selection, instruction, eand assessment. Each of these will

be briefly described. The sample consists of 32 first-grade

subjects who were selected according to two criteria: 1) to

include children of different developmental levels with respect-

to length conservation/length transitivity and M-space, and

2) to exclude children who already had some knowledge of the

measurement concepts on which instruction was given. The first

criterion permitted investigation of the effects of the cognitive

-abilities on children's learning performance, and the second

criterion served in part to equate children in the sample on

initial knowledge and to ensure that all children,coul0 potentially

demonstrate improved performan7 as a result of instrucon. The

sample contained an equal number of subjects in each eel of a

2 X 2 matrix of high/low logical reasonthg ability by hi h/low

M-space.

After the sample was selected in accordance with these

criteria, instruction was provided on several concepts and skills

of linear measurement. Children were instructed individually and

were actively engaged in measuring .by representing, comparing,

and constructing various lengths. In addition, they were asked

to recognize and resolve the conflict introduced by a discrepant
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measurement strategy used by the instructor. After the child

completed the task (correctly or incorrectly), the instructor

Isemsured in a different way and arrived at'a different answer

in order to produce same conflict which the child was asked to

resolve. Cognitive conflict has long been recognized as a powerful

motivating force in behavior.(Festinger, 1957) *13,is generally

acknowledged to be a potent learning mechanism Ginsburg

Koslowskl, 1976). One reason for its inclusion in these leasons

was to mmcimize tho. beneficial effects of instruction.

Built into each lesson were several assessment tasks. Thus,'

children's ability to learn the mmasurement concepts was eValuated

as part of the instructiori lessons. This allowed a contin6us

monitoring of the children's progress and an assessment of the

effect of each instructional episode on the relevant measurement

concept or skill. The relationship of these assessments to the.

children's level of cognitive development was described both

statistically and anecdotally. complete description of the

procedures is given in Chapter IV, and the particular analyses

which were csrried out are detailed in Chapter,V.

Questions of tftterest. The primary purpose of this study

was to examine the effect of several cognitive development variables

on children's ability to learn mgasurement'Nncepts. An in-depth

analysis of the measurement concepts in terms of the cognitive

A
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abilities required to learn thgm led to several research

hypotheses. In general; the hypotheses predieted betweeviroup

differences on some measurement tasks and not on others. The

logil analyses indicated that same tasks placed heavy demands

,ou certain cognitive.abilities, while oehers did not. Differences

between the developmental groups should appear on those taskey

which require the particular developmental ability. With tespect

to the Piagetian'constructs of conServation and transitivity, the

analysis showed that some of the instruction tasks are logically

dependent upon these abilities while others are not; they require
1

only a simple measureMent technique. The differences between

preoperational and,operational children should be greatest on

those-tasks which require the application of conservation and

transitivity principles.- Similarly, not all tasks make equivalent

demands on information processing capacity. A reasonable hypothesis

was that those tasks which require the integration of several

measurement skills or concepts demand more capacity for solUtion

than those which focus on a single skill. Therefore the differences

"between low M-space and high M-space children should be greatest

on the tasks requiring skill integration. These hypotheses

concerning berween-group differences formed the initial questions

of interest in this study.

One factor which may help to explain potential between-group
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differences is children's ability to recognize and resolve the

cognitive conflict introduced during instruction. This process

may help children reorient their thinking and autisequently

improve their understanding of the measurement concept. A question

?
of secondary interest in this study was whether the recognition

and resolution of cognitive conflict mediates the relationship

between developmental level and ability ta benefit from imstruction.

Are'childre9at a higher developmental level able to recognize

and resolve conflict to a greater degree than children/at a lower

level, and-does the recognition and resolution of eon4ict result

in improved performance on the learning tasks? These questions

were subjected to empirical test. A precise formulation of the

hypotheses and a description of the analysis procedures is given

in Chapter rv.

In order to move beyond the determination of statistically,

significant group differences, the final area of interest

focused on the description of processes which children use to

complete the measurement tasks. A detailed description of these

processes may begin to uncover some important differences in

solution strategies which are available to children at different

developmental levels. For example, Fiagetian operational children

ere theoretically able to draw upOn a qualitatively superior

set of mental operations to deal with problem-solving situations.



In this study, Children's ability to conserve length and reason

transitively should affect the processes they use to Solve

linear measurement casks. Descriptive analyses were carried out

to 1) characterize the processes used by children at different

1

developmental levels, and 2) characterize the vocesses used to

solve particular'tasks which differed in the demands they made

efore developmental abilities. The intent of these analyses was

not only to determine if developmental level makes a difference

in what was learned, but also to provide information on how or

in what way the developmental capabilities manifested themselves

in the learning process.

Rationale and Significance

The significance of this study is best understood if it

is viewed within the context of a "linking science" between

psychology and education. History has recorded a continuing

debate about the effect which psycholbgical theory and research

can or should have on education. In an effort to deal systemati-

cally with this issue, Glaser (1976) recently revived Dewey's

(1900) doncern for a linking science between the two disciplines.

Glaser argues that the application of descriptive psychological

research to prescriptive educational practice cannot rest with

the sporadic interests of individual psychologists (e.g., Bruner,

1966; Gagne, 1974, 1977; Skinner, 1968; Thorndike, 1922). If

41.
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cognitiv sychology is going to contribute to instructional

programs, a linking science suet be established to deal in a

systemattc and cumulative way with the potential *plications

of psychological theory and research for education.

Within the area of mathematics education,Carpenter (in

press-a, in press-b) supports this view in outlining areas of

needed research in mathematics education. Carpenter argues that

the unique contribution of-mathematics educators vis-a-vis

psychologists lies in the construction of a linking science

between cognitive psychologyand instructional practice in

mathematics. Whereas psychological research is only incidentally

concerned with learning anci teaching school mathematics, research

in mathematics education shOuld be aimed directly at significant

problems in mathematics instkuction. General questions of

learning and development shoUlld be recast into specific questions

about relationships between particular developmental variables

and learning school matheaatics content. Furthermore, research

should focus on the appAicatioil of current theories of cognition

and development to educational practice. Rather than testing

and extending psychological theOries, inathematics educators

should concern themselves with establishing links between

existing theories and the learning or teaching of school mathematics.

How does one build a linking science between psychology and
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imiucation? Speaking in a more general context, Popper (1963)

described the process of building sciences as one of testing

'existing theories, traditions or 9eyths." Where comprehensive

theories have nor been established, tTaditions serve the same

function. .A science is gradually constructed as traditional

notions are scientifically scrutinized and subsequently altered

or refined. Since no comprehensive theory eiists which outlines

the psychological implications for education in general, or for

mathematics education in particular, the construction of a

linking science will depend, at least in part, on testing

traditions.

The significance of this particular study rests with the

specific tradition under investigatioa, A widely accepted and

potentially useful belief, which currently holds the status

of a tradition in Popper's terms,'is that children's level cf

cognitive development influences their abilitir to learn math-

ematics through instruction. Pesumably, the rate and course

of development are not readily altered by instruction. Qual-

itatively different mental processes are available to children

at different levels of development. Earlier processes are less

complete than later ones. Fuathermore, earlier levels of develop-

ment impose certain limits.on children's capacity to deal with

all of the required information in instructional situations.



Level of cognitive development therefore.describei fundamental

individual differences tetween children at a given point in

time. The tradition suggests that these individual differences

between children can be partially accounted for, and taken advan-

tage-ret, by providing instructional taske which are appropriate

for each child's level Of development.

If the tradition survives scientific test it would have

significant consequences for instruction since it would provide

a criterion on which to individualize mathematics content. Some

I.

form of individualized instruction is the ultimate goal of many

instructional models (Klausmeier, Rossmiller, & Sally, 1977)t

The intent of individualized programa is to provide different
a.
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children with different types of instructional tasks or a different

rate of instruction to maximize J,ts potential benefit for each

child. The assumption of these programs is that it is possible

1R.

to 1) identify characteristics of children which affect their

ability to profit from instruction; 2) analyze instructional

tasks in terus of these characteristics; and 3) deaign instruction

so that each child receives appropriate tasks in terms of these

characteristics.

Traditionally, the student characteristics on which instruction

has been individualized have been global measures like IQ or

chronological age. True individualization needs to be based on
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a much more detailed analysis of children's intellectual

Abilities and the relationship between these abilities.and school

learning. What is needed at this point for mathematics education

is information on the relationship between cognitive development

abilities and learning mathematics from instruction. The current

study provides this type of information by investigating the

effect of several developmental variables on children's ability

to learn linear measurement concepts.

Scope_ of the Study

The previous sections of this chapter have outlined the

nature of this study by describing What the study is; this section

will provide additional focus for the study by describing what

it is not. The purpose of this section is not to detail all

of the liMitations associated with the methodological procedures--

these will be dealt with in the final chapter, The aim is rather

to characterize the study by *identifying its conceptual parameters.

This study touches on two major fields of research: cognitive'

development and instruction. 'In order to clarify the nature

of the study it is important to set its boundaries with respect

to each of these fields. First, as described in the preceding

section, the purpose af this study was td establish links or

relationships between cognitive development and mathematics

learning. It was a test of potential implications of cognitive
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development for mathematics instruction, not a validation of

developmental constructs. While the study drew heavily frou

several theories of cognitive development in order to identify

relevant cognitive variables, it did not represent a test of

the theories themselves. What it did iepresent was a careful

examination of the fundamental contribution which cognitive

development holds for improving mathematics instruction.

Second, although the study necessarily employed an instruction

procedure it was not a study on instruction. Instructional

variables were not systematically manipulated and the outcomes

were not explained in terms of these variables. Only one

instructional treatment was used, and it differed in significant

ways from conventional classroom instruction and other instructional

treatments. In other words, the concern of the study was not

with the dffferential effects of different instructional strategies.

The study focused on the effects of internal learner characteristics

rather than the effects of external instruction procedures.

The general view of instruction adopted in this study is

consistent with this emphasis. It is believed that the effects

of instruction are mediated in a substantive way by the cognitive

OF

processes of the learner. Consequently, an understanding of the

instructional process begins with a diagnosis of relevant learner

characteristiCs. As Wittrock (1978) has outliLed in his cognitive



model of instruction, individual differences among learners are

important in the study of learning frost instructionj especially

the individual differences in cognitive developmental abilities.

It was assumed in this study that an, examination of the ways in

which children with different cognitive characteristics respond

to instruction will contribute to an understanding of the instruc-

v.

tion/learning process. 4

It is acknowledged thaf the study considered only one of

the many components of an instructional sikuation. Carroll (1963)

proposed a school learning model with five independent components.

The present study investigated an asrect of one of these,appro-

priateness of the task as a part of the more general notion of

quality of instruction. Other important components, such as time

allowed to learn the task, were controlled rather than systemati-

cally investigated. Changes in these variables may have produced

different performance levels. Nevertheless, the argument advanced

here is that the nature of the task does represent a key ingredient

in instiuction; and, given an instruction procedure, the question

is whether, and in what way, the developmental abilities of the

learner determine its appropriateness. How do cognitive develop-

mental characteristics affect the child's ability to learn certain

mathematics content in a particular instruction situation? The

relationship or link which was examined in this study can therefore
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be more specifically identified as a link between cognitive

development and instructional content. Carpenter (in press-a)
A

has proposed that this represents one of the most productive

areas in which to begin establishing links betlian the child's

developmental abilities and learning mathematics through

instruction.
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Chapter II

THEORETICAL. BACY.GROUND

Introduction

24

Several theories of cognitive development provide the background
gm.

for the present study. Two of these theories have already been identi-

fled and briefly discussed in Chapter I piaget's theory and the infor-v

mation processing theory of Pascual-Leone, Two additional theories,

Vygotsky's theory of development and the learning theory of Gagni, are

also relevant for this study. All four theories directly address the

general theoretical notion which underlies this investigation -- the

0

relationship between development and learning. In what way does devel-

opment constrain, or facilitete, learneg? How do the cognitive abil-

ities which emerge with development impinge upon a child's learning

potential during instruction? These are the questions which provide

the focus for this investigation, and it is the theoretical statements

regarding these questions which are of primary interest. This chapter .

will review aspects of each of the four theories which relate to the

questions of learning versus development.

The present study aid not represent a test of the theories them-

%selves. Howlver, it did investigate the potential implications of

several consttructsof these theories for mathematics education: This

study drew heavily on these theories in terms of selecting measures

of cognitivedevelopment, planning instruction procedures, interpret-

ing results, and soliciting general theoretical support for the type of

study ,onducted here. Consequently, a review of the relevant parts

of these theories is important for understanding the nature and origins

;Is
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of the theoretical constructs employed in this study. The purpose

of this chapter is to provide such a review by characterizing the

general notions of learning and development and then briefly dessrib-

ing how each of the four theories views these two concepts. Along

a

with the description will be a rationale for including each theory,

a discussion of how each theory contributes to the current

study.

Development and Learning

The terms "development" and "learning" elude meaningful,

universal definition. It is difficuft to characterize these

notions in ways which are acceptable to all four of the theories

identified above. The problem is that the theories are based on

different assumptions, arise from different world views or paradigms,

and consequently define basic terms like development and learning

in different ways. These definitions are internally meaningful

but are unacceptable to theories based on other assumptions.

\

A useful distinction between two radically different world

views and their categorically-determined theories of development

has been proposed by Reese and Overton (1970). One is based on

the organismic model and is represented by the theories of Piaget

and Vygotsky; the other is based on the mechanistic (or machine)

model and is represented by Gagni's theory. Organismic theories

believe that it is useful to distinguish between development and

'learning. While both processes involve changes over time, they

are characterized in fundamentally different ways. Development which
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is the major concern of these theories, is generally regarded.as

"a sequential set of changes in the system, yielding relatively

permanent but novel increments not only in its structurebut in its

modes of operatiOn as well" (Nagel, 1957, 0. 17). Development is

therefore seen to havelan effect on the internal structure of

.the cognitive system iesulting in qualitative, as well'as quanti-

tative, behavioral changes. Furthermore, genuine,developmental

'events are considered to be those which are universal.across

individuals and across situations (Wohlwill, 1970a). Chimps which

(
are the result of specific experiences or which show up only

in certain individuals do not qual fy as deVelopmental. Development

must therefore be viewed as a broad-based process of 'change which

cannot be accounted for by particular antecedent conditions.

Learning, on the other hand, is thought of in terms of changes

t .

occurring under a relatively defined set of Eonditions, over.brief

periods of time, and for which antecedefit conditions 'are theioreticallY

specifiable. Learning can result from speCific, identifiable

conditions and particular learning events can be limited,to certain

individuals. Learning receives much less emphasis than development

in most organismic theories.

Mechanistic theories, on the other hand, are primarily concerned

with learning. In fact many such theories define development as

the simple accumulation of learning experiences (White, 1970).

Particular learning events occur over relatively brief peiiods of
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conditions.

Development is ther defined to be the sum total of all learning

events. In Ehis senSe development does not constitute a phenomena

separate from learning, but is rather subsumed by, or dependent

upon, learning.

In summary, both medhanistic and organsimic theories agree

that "learning" can be thought of in terms of behavioral changes

occurring over relatively short periods of time. The reasons

for theae'changes are theoretically identifiable. While mechanistic

theories contend that this type of learning potentially accounts.

for all changes in.human behaliior, organismic theories believe

it is more useful to postulate another type of change, called-

"deveiopmenty" which is observable cnly over longer periods of

time and is ndt reducible to particular environmental causes.

While there'are fundamental differences between these theories

which may be irreconcilable (Reese & Overton, 1970), many of the

differences between the notions of learning and development can

be accounted for by the level of analysis of behavior change

which is adopted (Wohlwill, 1973). Learning is studied using a

micropcopic level of analysis to observe changes occurring under

a defined set of conditions and over brief periods of time (e.g.,

minutes, hours, days). an contrast the study of development requires

a macroscopic approach where changes are observed (or inferred)

in more natural settings and over longer time periods (e.g., 4

months, years?.
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.
The currentstudy investigated learning and the effects pf

development on learnifig, rather than developtent itself. Consequintly,

the study employed a microscopic level of analysis. Jor this

reason it was important to consider the learning principles

proposed by those (mechanistic) theories which focus on the learning

process. Gagng's (1974, 1977) theory of lezrning was selected

for this study because of its frequent application to instructional

settings. It was also important to consider the developmental

constructs relevant to learning proposed by those (organismic)

theories which focus on the developmental process. For reasons to

be outlined below, three organismic theories of cognitive development

were selected for review: Piaget s, Pascual-Leone's and Vygotsky's.

The remainder of this chapter will briefly present the position

of Gagni's learning theory, and each of the three developmental

theories, on the question of learning versus development. It

will describe how constructs from each theorywereincorporated

in the study.

TilststIA_Tharx

For Piaget (1964, 1970, 1974), as for most organismists,

there is a clear distinction between learning and development.

Cognitive develcrent is a spontaneous process embedded ln the

context of a developing human system. The development of cognition

is_inseparable from the growth of biological and psychological

faculties. It is a broad-based process, generalizing to a wide

variety of specifiC situations.
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Learning, on the other hand, is a limited process. It

occurs when provoked by specific external situations (e.g., a

didacIic point made by an educational experimenter). It is not

widely generalizable but.is usually restricted to a single problem

or concept. This is not to minimize the importance of "learning"

since it constitutes an essential part of the educatioial process

(Piaget, 1971b). However, these descriptions portend Pire..et's view

on the relationship between these two notions.

His poaition is summarized in the following statement:

I think that development explains learning, and this opinion is

contrary to the widely held opinion that development is a sum

of dis'crete learning experiences." (Fiaget, 1964, p. 176). The

phrase "development explains learning" is more significant and

loaded with 'meaning than it might appear.at first glance. It

implies that the outcome of a learning experience is accounted for

by developmental capabilities. That is, learning potential is

defined (or explained) by developmental capacity.

This idea can be clarified by placing it within the context

of the Fiagetian notions ot assimilattion and accommodation. For

Fiaget, development is motivated and controlled by the dynamic

tension between these two ubiquitous processes. Simply described,

assimilation is the incorporation of external stimuli into existing

mental structures. Often, if not aiways, the external stimuli need

to be modified in order to "make sense," or to "fit" the internal

mental structues and thereby become assimilated. Accommodation is
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the complementary process w4ch involves the modification of mental

struCtures to bring them "in line" with external reality.

A. useful, although oversimplified, picture of the interplay of

these two processes is the following. Accommodation interjects a

qualitatively new mental operation into the cognitive repertoire.

Assimilation utilizes this operation in an ever-extending variety

of situations to internalize ncoming information. This operation

becomes inadequate (i.e., it uuable to make sense out of some

novel stimulus) and mental restructuring (accommodation) occurs,

generating a higher-order mental operation. In cyclic fashion

this pattern repeats itself over and over. This narrative is

oversimplified because it is difficult to isolate a specific

cycle and label the appropriate parts "assimilation" and "accommoda-

tion." These processes are active on many fronts simultaneously,

and any temporal ordering of them is futile.

However, these concepts are useful in interpreting Piaget's

vied of aearning and development. Learning involves assimilation

while development consists of the inter-action o'f assimilation and

accomModation. Since assimilation is dependent on the type of

mental operation which is available, ft follows that learning is-

dependent on the developmental stage of the learner. Piaget

describes this situation in the following series of statements.

I shall define assimilation as the integration of any sort

of req.ity into a structure, and it is this assimilation

which seems to me to be fundamental in learning, and which

4 4



seems to me to be the fundamental relation from the point'

of view of pedagogical or dLjIètic applications (Pi/wet,

No learning occurs when the subjects are too young for

there to be a possibility of extending the zone of

assimilations. . . . A positive effect is obtained

when the aspects introduced by the training"wIltute

an assimilatory instrument but this is also dependent

on the subjects' developmental level, i.e., his

competence. . . the notion of competence has to be

int/lanced as a precondition for any learning to take

place (Piaget, 1974, pp. xii-xiii).

Any discussion of Piaget's views on learning and development

would be incomplete without.a description of the distinctions

Piaget makes between different types of learning or knowing.

. These distinctions are important both for understanding Piaget's

theoretical position and for applying the theory to an instruetional

context (Smock, 1976). Furthermore, it is these distinctions

between qualitatively different kinds of learning which provide

such a marked contrast between Piaget's theory and many well-known

learning theories. Piaget makes two types of diitinctions, one

between operative learning and figurative learning, and another

between logical-mathematical knowledge and physical knowledge.

These two distinctions are closely related (i.e., operative learning

31
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usually involves logicalmathematical knowledge) but they are not

synonymous.

*The distinction between operative and figurative learning is

a distinction between logically-based learning and empirically -

based learning (Smock, 1976). It is a distinction between learning

about transformations and learning about states (Piaget, 1970).

It is a distinction between learning based on the generalizable,

aspect or "form" of an activity and learning based on the particular

aspect or "content" of an activity (Furth, 1969). Operative

learning generalizes across content, transfers to related problems,

is invariably stable (i.e., is not based on recall), an is resistant

to extinction; figurative learning is content,specific, i$ subject

to nemory loss, and is susceptible to counter-suggestion.

All learning follows the laws of development (Piaget, 1964),

but different types of learning "follow development" in different

ways. Both figurative and operative learning follow development

in the sense that both have developmental prerequisites. However,

even here there is a difference. The developmental prerequisites

for figurative learning (e.g., perception and memory) are already

present at an early age, while those for operative learning (e.g.,

logical operations) continue to develop throughout childhood and

adolescence (Furth, 1969), and are in fact the hallmarks of Piaget's

developmental stages. In addition, operative learning follows

development in the sense that it proceeds by the same laws or

mechanisms which guide development. According to Piaget, the primary
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mechanism in both cases is equilibration, the dynamic balance

between assimilation and aacommodation achieved by the recognition

and resolution of cognitive,conflict. Operative learning, therefore,

depends upon developmental abilities fcr its occurrence and progressea

via developmental mechanisms. In many cases it is meaningless to

distinguish thit,type of learning from development itself (Furth,

1969).

jk second distinction made by Fiaget, whiCh corresponds closely

to the first, is between logical-mathematical knowledge and physical

knowledge. The first results from acting on objects and discovering

properties of the actions; the second results from acting on objects

and discovering properties of the objects (Piaget, 1970). The

first arises from deduction and is verifiable by logical reasoning;

the second arises from induction and is verifiable by empirical'

test (Beilin, 1976). While logical-mathematical knowledge is

generated by internal mental processes, physical knowledge is

achieved by direct contact with the external environment via one

of the five senses (Steffe, 1976).

Applied to the present study, Piaget's theory on learning

and development, and his distinctions between figurative and operative

learning and between logical-mathematical and physical knowledge

have several signifitant implicepions. First the theory clearly

implies that the developmental level of children constrains

their ability to benefit from an instructional lessoCr. Several

Pi*getian measures of cognitive development which are logically

4
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related to linear measurement were included in this study to

assess the effect of development on learning measurement concepts.

Second, the distinctions between the different types Oif learning

and/or knowledge suggest that the different measurement tasks

may require different types of learning and may therefore be

differentially affected by the developmental variables. Some

of the tasks nay require only ligurative learning or physical

knowledge and may therefore be accessible to nany preoperational

children. Other tasks may involve logical-mathematical knowledge

and require operative learning, These tasks would be mastered

only by concrete operatinnal children since it is these children

wbo have attained the logical operations which are theoretically

required to achieve operational measurement. The measurement

tasks were analyzed to differentiate tho,e based on physical

knowledge from those based on loWal-mathimatical knowledge.

Finally, according to Piaget's theory, operative learning is

motivated by equilibration, or the resolution of cognitive conflict

(Piaget 1971a). This mechanism is believed to be responsible

for the acquisitica of all logical-mathematical concepts. A

learning procedure based on this mechanism has been successfully

empliyed by the Genevans in their studies on learning and develop-

ment (Inhelder, Sinclair, & Bovet, 1974). The effectiveness of

this procedure as a learning mechanism in measurement contexts

has been recently demonstrated (Carpenter & Hiebert, Note 2).

The present study made use of this theoretical construct by

0
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designing instruction which ntroduced conflict into the learning

situation. The experpsenter posed solutions to the measurement

problems which differed from the child's._ and. the child..mas_ asked_

to explain the difference between the solutions in terms of the

measurement principles involved. The alternate solutions provided

by the experimenter differed along dimensions which were found

in pilot work to have a high level of appeal or Salience for the

children so that genuine conflict was induced. Of course, according

to Piaget, whether or not children experience some form of cognitive

conflict when it is introduced into the learning situation is itself

dependent upon their level of coglaitive development.

Pascual-Leone's Theory

A second major theoretical orientation to be considered in

this study emanates from the rapidly expanding field of information

processing psychole-,,. Although there.are substantial differences

between theories, they are all based on the thesis that the input

to a psychological processing system, which may be external or

internal, provides information that is transfnrmed and acted upon

in a variety of ways demanded by the task. An attempt is made to

account for performance on cognitive tasks in terms of actions

that take place in a temporally ordered flow. Therefore, most

theories characterize mental functions in terms of the way information

is stored, accessed, and operated upon. Mental structures, on the

other hand, are often discussed in terms of,an intake register

through which information from the environment enters the system,
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a working or short-term memory in which the actual information

processing occurs, and a long-term memory in which all knowledge

is stored. A critical structural component of such a system is

its short-term memory. It is critical for two reasons: 1) it

is extremely limited in capacity, and 2) it is the locus of ill

processing, whether the informition domes from the external

environment or is accessed from long-term memory.

The increasing capacity of this working memory, i.e., of the

capacity to process information, is a fundamental characteristic'

c! crTositive development (Bruner, 1966; Case, 1978c; Flavell, 1971).

Young children are still quite limited in their ability to deal

with all of the information demands of complex tasks. This limited

capacity may be a critical developmental factor which constrains

children's learning in inaeructional situations (Case, 1975 1978a,

1978b).

As described in Chapter I, Pascual-Leone (1970, 1976) has

proposed a theory which operationalizes the development of this

inforaation processing capacity or IN-space." Since this capacity

is hypothesized to be the critical factor in cognitive development

and serves to identify developmental diffirences between individuals,

and since the ability to process information may be an important

variable in instructional situations, the construct of M-space

holds significant promise for attempts to relate children's

level of development with their ability to profit from instruction.

Paacual-Leone's theory is therefore particularly relevant for the
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present study.

Pascual-Leone's view of the relationship between learninkand

development is similar to Piaget's. "Not-only can intelligence

not be reduced to learning, but patterns of learning and the ceiling

of learning achievements are a function of the subject's intellectual

levels" (Pascual-Leone, Note 3, p. 3). According to Pascual-Leoni,

learning is a change in behavior resulting from factors itich are

extrinsic te the psychological system. Within the theory, learning

is seen to produce a change in the repertoire of schemes (internally

represented behavioral units or patterns) availab1e to the subject.

Since H-space is of limited capacity, the number of information

chunks which can be coordinated to produce a new scheme is limited,

and therefore the complexity of learned schemes is also limited.

In this way the processes of learning are constrained by the

developing psychological system.

Pascual-Leone's theory provides a potentially useful counter-

part to Piaget's theory of development. Piaget emphasizes the

structural aspects of development and suggests'that learning

through instruction depends upon the presence of internal logical

operations, Pascual-Leone, on the other hand, is concerned with

the functional aspects of development and the temporal mental

processing of information; learning through instruction depends

on the child's capacity to pfocess all of the essential incoming

information. The complementary relatitinship between these theories

has already been empirically demonstrated. Information ptocessing



varisbles have been show to account for much of the performance

variation often found on Piagetian tasks (Baylor & Gascony 1974;

Baylor & LeMayme, 19754 Case, 1974bi -Hami1ton-4 Lewis. 1976;

Hamilton & Moss, 1974; Parkinson, 1975; Scardamalis, 1977).

This study will include a measure of information processing capacity

in order to test its usefulness as a measure of Children's ability

to benefit from instruction .

It must be recognized that applications of Yascual-Leone's

theory to instructional settings are still in an exploratory stage.

Due to the relatively recent formulation of the theory itself,

its implications for education have not been clearly delineated

or tested. Several remaining problems prevent.a definitive

investigation of the role of M-space in instructional situations.

The major problem faced by this study is the following. In order

to generate hypotheses about children's performance on specific

tasks, both the infnrmation processing capacity (M-space) of the

child and the information processing demands of the task must

be known. The first is relatively straightforward since measures

of M-space have been developed. But the second is more problematic.

Analysis of the task in terms of its information processing debands

must be carried ouirfrom the child's point of view. "The natural

units into which the learner analyzes thy task should be considered

more important than the a priori units into which a sophisticated

instructor might divide them"(Case, 1975, pp. 84-85). This type

of analysis is particularly difficult sinze different children have
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different schemes available.in their cognitive repertoires and

hence may approach problems in different ways. "Since M demand is

defined from the subject's point of view, the same task may have

different M demands for different subjects, depending on the

schemes they br/ng to the task and on how they chunk the information

presented to them in the ihk" (Scardamalia, 1977, p. 29).

To date, nest empirical work emanating from Pascual-Leone's

theory has employed specially designed novel tasks and a brief

pre-training to ensure that 1) all subjects had similar cognitive

repertoires with respect to the task, and 2) a task analysis was

possible which detailed step-by-step the processes which children

could use to solve the tasks (see, e.g., Case, 1972b, 1974a;

Parkinson, 1975; Scardmalia, 1977).

At this point it is not clear how such a fine-grained

analysis of conventional school mathematics tasks might be carried

out. Consequently the approach taken in this investigation was

the following. First, children were selected who had a similar

knowledge base with respect to measurement concepts, i.e., who

had a similar set of schemes available for solving measurement

tasks. Second, it was assumed that children would use the

individual skills or concepts they learned during instruction to

solve the post-instruction task. Since these skills represent

newly-learned or non-automated skills they require some M-space

for their application. While the instruction focused on a sequence

of individual skals or concepts, the post-instruction task required
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the integration of these *kills. Therefore it was asiumed that if

M-apace affects children's ability to learn *bout ligear measurement,

this effect would be most.pronounced on'the post-instruction tasks.

Vygotsky's Theory .1

The problems encountered in the psychological analysis

of teaching cannot be correctly resolved or even formulated

without addressing the relation between learning' apd

.development in sehoo/-age children. Yet it is the

moat unclear of all the basic issues on which the

application of child development theories to educational

processes depends (VYgotsky, 1978, p. 19).

Central to Vygotsky's (19v2, 1966, 1978) theory of cognitive

development is the relationship between learning and development.

Although Vygotsky treated these terms more in line withorganiamic

than mechanistic theories, he rejected what he coasidered to be .

the two major and opposing views on the relationship between them.

lhe first, which he ascribed to Piaget, says that -learning follows

or lags behind development. Since development has a heavy mature-

tional component it is not altered by learning experiences. The

opposite view, which Vygotsky attributed to behaviorist psychology,

sees learning and develoiment as identical phenomena. Development

is only the accumulation of learning experiences.

Vygotsky introduces into this polarity of views an alternative

position comprised of several theoretical notions. Two ideas ire

especially germane: the "zone of proximal development," and ,the

distinction between spontaneous and scientific concepts. The zone
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of proximal development is defined by Vygotsky (1978) as "the distance

between the actual developmental level as determined by independent

problem solving and the level of potential development as determined

through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration

with more capable peers" (p. 86). While the actual developmental

.levc1 describes development which has already been completed,

the zone of prOximal development,characteriies the development

\\ which is to come. "What is in the zone of proximal development

today will be the actual developmental level tomorrow" (Vygotsky,

1978, p. 87). The critical feature of this construct is that the

zone is created by learning experiences. The actual developmental

processes lag behind the learning processes and this discrepancy

produce's the zone of proximal development. Therefore learning is

believed to lead, rather than follaw, development.

The distinction between spontaneous and scientific concepts is

important both for understandingjygotsky's theory and for applying

the theory to instructional-contexts. Spontaneous concepts are

those which result when the child does the abst,...acting; scientific

concepts are those which result when the,abstracting is done by

an adult who then transmits them to the child, most often by

verbal definition. Spontaneous concepts are drawn from the child's

experience and exist independent of any conceptual system; scientific

concepts always exist as part of a formal conceptual system.
e

Spontaneous concepts are "nonconscious" in that attention is centered

on the object and not on the thought itself; scientific concepts

1.1
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are under intellectual control and may themselves be reflected

upon. These distinctions may give the erroneous impression that

these types of concepts develop independently without any common

ground. The fact ie that in the interaction of these concepts

the relationship betWeen learning and development can be seen

most clearly. Vygota;ky suggests that the development of the

42

spontaneous concepts.proceeds ppward, while the development of/
/

scientific concepts pxoceedo downward. At the point of contact

the spontaneous concepts iMbue the scientific concepts with ex-
, .

periential meaning and vitality, while the scientific concepts

provide an organizational framework or system for ihe spontaneous

concepts. Vygotsky proposes that development involves the growth

of spontaneous concepts, and learning the growth of scientilic

concepts.
4

For Vygotsky, the implication of these two ideas for instructioja

is clear. First instruction should be directed toward the zone

of proximal development rather than the actual level of development.

"The only good 4nd of instruction is that which marches ahead

of development and leads it; it must be aimed not so much"at the

ripe as ai the ripening functions" (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 104).

Second, instruction should be directed toward the scientific

aspect of already formed spontaneous concepts. It sho,.. d provide

the spontaneous concepts with a formal conceptual system,

Vygotsky often viewed his work in contraA to Piaget's.

He believed that the relationship betweer school.learning (or

10
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instructionl and development constituted the basic difference

between the theories. 1Dur disagreement with Piaget centers

ony1oint only, but an impOrtant point. He assumes that

development and instruction are entirely seriarate, incommensurate

processes" (Vygotsky, 1962, p. 166). It is clear that Vygotsky

interprets Piaget as proposing an independent, or more accurately,

a unidirectional relationship between learning and development.
,

That is, learning depends on development but development is not

affected by learning. Therefore. instruction has no effect

on development. This interpretation could be understood in two

ways; one in terms of the rate of development and the other in

terms of the course of development. Although Vygotsky implies that

his theory difiers from Piaget's on both counts, it appears

fiPL

Chased on the Genevans' more recent work) that the theorie differ

only on the latter, if at all. Due to the date of Vygotsky's
y-

writings, his comments about Piagit's theory are necessarily

based only on Piaget's early work. Therefofre his interpretations
/

do not take into account Piaget's distinction between operative

and figurative learning. The fifst a close and bi-directional

relationship vivh development (Furth, 1969), while the second has

the unidirectional xelationship suggested by Vygotsky. If instruction

-succeeds in provokt ng or motivating operative learning it will

necessarily have ut least a short term effect on the rate of

development (Inhelder 'et al., 1974; Sinclair, 1973)%17 134b-4heories

agree that the occurrence of this type of learning depends upon
440.
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'the developmental level already reached by the child. Consider

the following statements by Vygotsky:

With assistance, every child can.do more than he can by.him-

self--though only within the limits set by the state,of

his development. . . . It remains necessary to determine

the lowest threshold at which instruction in, say,

arithmetic may begin since a certain minimal ripeness

of functions is required (Vygotsky, 1962, pp. 103, 104).

'Ai yell known and empirically established fact is that

learning should be matched in some manner with the

child's developmental level (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 85).

These comments imply substantial agreement with Piaget's theory.

Furthermore, the zone of proximal developmint proposed by Vygotsky

corresponds in many ways to the "zone of assimilations" described

by Piaget (1974) and to his "zone of optimal interest" (Furth,

1969). It appears then that there is substantial agreement between

the theoiies on the relat'onship between 1 arning and development,

at least where rate of development is concerned.

With respect to the course of development the mattr is

less clear. If Vygotsky believed that instruction could in fact

alter the course or direction of (levelopment, then pis theory

would differ in a fundamental way from Piaget's. Pillget's theory

depends upon teleological causes to explain development and thus

development is believed to move inexorably through an invariant

siquence to a predetermined goal. Instruction would not alter its
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course. Unfortunately Vygotskyls position on this issus is not

Clear from the translated works so a'resolution of this question

is not possible.

Duo to the unique orientation of Soviet psychology, and the

existence of only a-few translated works, several questions about,

Vygotsky's theory need to be anrwered before its implications
%*

for instruction can be tested empirically. Therefdre, its relevance

4`.

ior the present study was not in roviding developmental measures,
s

prescribing instructional procedures, or suggelsting SOMS form

of task analysis. Rather, the usefulness of Vygotsky's theory

lies in its identification and dIscription of several important

ideas. Most relevant for this study is Vygotsky's notion of

the zone of proximal development. As a description of children's

ability to benefit from instruction given their level of cognitive

development, it is the exact theoretical construct which was

investigated here. In many ways this study can be viewed as a

careful, empirical examination of the zone of proximal development.

Vygotsky s theory therefore serves to define and bring into focus

some of the central ideas in this study.

Gagni's Theory

Learning theories based on behavioristic (or mechanistic)

principles have play'ed a major role in American psychology. The

relationship between learning and development is viewed quite

differently by these theories than by the developmental theories of

Helot or Pascual-Leone. for Piaget, learning is a function of 2
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the cognitiVe developmental level,of.the child. Most learning

theories, on the other hand, assume ths'axistence of skill hisrardbies

amd\euggest that learning is a function of the acquisition of separate

bkiliiBeilin, 1976). Learniug is notconstrainedby the develop-
,

mental level of the phlid, only by the absence of prerequisite

skills,

,(40 The,theory of Gagni (1974,.,1977) represents a learning theory

applied to instructional contexts and so provided the learning

theory model for this investigation. In Gagni's theory, development
r,

is important only because it represents au increasing accumulation

of learning experiences. It is not the developmental level

(in the Piagetian sense) which affects the child's abilitylio

master a novel task, but rather the achievement of essential

prerequisite Skills. "Developmental readiness for learning any

new intellectual skill is conceived as the presence of certain

relevant subordinate intellectual skills" (Gagne, 1977, p. 145).

Consequently, the increased intellectual power exhibited 17 develop-

ing human beings results from the cumulative effects'of learning.

That is, with the accumulation orlearning comes an increase in

the likelihood that the subordinate skills for a Specifie problem

will already have been mastered.

For Gagni, these cumulative effects of learning do not include

plitative changes iu the learning,processes themselves. _Although

different types of learning are hypothesizedo all higher,forms

are reducible to combinations of lower forms. Achievement of
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the higher forme is again a matter of mastering the,preroluisite

lower forms. Consequently, children's learning in instructional

situations is not limited by immature or incomplete learning

processes.

Gagni's theory has been widely tipplied to instructional

settings. Application of his theory hat been based primarily on

the concept of "learning hierarchy." Gagne'suggests that school

learning is directed toward the acquisition ofpan organized set

of intellectual skills. These skills, he says, are "refitted

to each other in the psychological sense that the learning of

some are prerequisite.to the learning of others" (Gagni, 1977,

p. 142). This organization of dependency relationships may be

represented as-a learning hierarchy,
A*'

The learning hierarchy of an instrurnal objective may

be constructed by logically Zaizing the terminal objective in

terms of what skills are required to reach that.objective. In

iterative fashion the question "whatyould one have to know to

do that?" generates a map of the individual skills required for

mastery and their subordinate/superordinate relationships. Moving

from the lower subordinate skills to the higher skills "describes

an on-the-average efficient route to the attainment of an organized

set of intellectual skills which represents 'understanding!

of a topic" (Gaga, 1977, p. 143).

The approach of'this study was to control for the learning

variables lescribed by Gagne% rather than to investigate their
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importanceby systematically uanipulating theu. 4 logical task
,

analysis was carried out for each instructional objective. This

specified the prerequisite skills and background knowledge *squired

to master each objective. A homogeneous sample was selected with

respect to prior achievement of these skills.% Assuming an

----'.4)1

ilappiopriate hierarc y skls was identified, difforences tin

performance over the i tructional sequence were interpreted to result

from factors other than differences in prerequisite skills or

knowledge. If children having a similar knowledge base of linear

measurement differ in their ability to benefi-t from initruction,on

linear measurement this difference can be attributed to something

other than the presence or absence of prerequisite skills. 4 might

rather be attributed to differences in cognittve developmental

abilities.

Summary q
4

The-specific purpose of the current study was to describe in

detail the effect of several cognittve developmental,variables

.on children's ability to learn certain linear measurement.concepts.

Within a broader Contxt, this study can be viewed as an investigation

of the effect of development on learning. The purpose of this

chapter was to place the present study in this larger context

by reviewing several theoretical positions on the relationship

between learning arid development. While many theories address

this issue the four theories discussed here were selected for

their particular relevance and pctential contribution to the



present study.

'It must be remembered that this investigation did not

represent a test of any of these four theories. In fact many of

the issues discussed in this chapter relating to mechanistic/

organismic distinctions arise from fundamental assumptions and

are not subject to empirical test (Reese & Overton, 1970), What

the study did represent, however,was a test of several implications

.of these theories for mathematics education. In particular, it

was a test of the "tradition" in the Popperiau sense (Popper, 1963)

.
that children's level of cognitive development affects their

ability to learn mathematics in an instructional context.
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Chapter /II

REVIEW OF RESEARCH

Introduction

In testing several potential links between"Ognitive develop

ment and mathematics content for instruction, the current study

lies in the interface between psychology-and education. Consa

quently it relates, at least indirectly, to many areas of research'

in both of these disciplines. The intent of this chapter is

to review only those studies which are directly relevant to this

investigation. Four categories of research were identified which

provide impootant background information,and which nerve to sharpen

the focus of this study. Empirical studies which fit at least

one of these categories are included for review.

The first category of research to be reviewed consists of

correlational studies which considered the relationship between

cognitive development and mathematics learning. Mos% of these

studies coTrelated performance on Fiagetian tasks with general

measures of mathematics learning, usually school achievement.

The second category of research includes training studies or

teaching experiments which investigated the effect of children's

level of cognitive development on their ability to learn certain

logical or mathematical concepts through instruction. A major

difference between studies in the first category and those in

thIs category is one of status versus intervention. Whereas



the correlational studies related developmental level and mathematics

knowledge at a given point in time, or after a period of general

school instruction, the training studies included an instruction

or training procedure and related the effecttof instruction with

children'a initial developmental level. Studies of the:second type

provide the most relevant data with regard to the question of

learning and development, the general issue which underlies

this investigation.

The third and fourth categories of research deal speCifically

with measurement concepts. Studies included in the third category

are those which investigated the relationship between children's

knowledge of fundamental measurement concepts and their level

of development. Like the studies in the first category, these
vs

are primarily status studies. Most employed cross-sectional

procedures to reveal significant developmental relationships.

The final category of research is made up of those studies which

were specifically designed to teach concepts of measurement to

young children. Although some of the studies to be reviewed

here could have been placed in the second category, their direct

concern with measurement content justifies treating them separately.

These studies indicate the types of measurement concepts young

children are able%) learn through limited but direct instruction.

Jo summarize the outline of this chapter, the first two

sections will review studies which considered the relationships

between developmental abilities and the acquisition of various
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mathematical and logical concepts and the second two sections

'will 'look at similar studies which were specifically clumerned

with measureMent corcepts. The first and third sections consist of

status studies while the second and-fourth sectibns consist of

intervention studies. .

Relationship Between Developmental Level and Generalzidbibematics

Learning

Reny investigators have.taken a rather global approach in

studying the relationship between cognitive development and sehool

mathematics learning. A frequent technique is to simply administer

a battery of Piagetian tasks and a sehool achievement test

either concurrently or several months apart. Piagetian task

performance is then used as a predictor of present, or future,

learning success. A more specific approach, which is employed

by some researchers, is to relate performance on certain Piagetian

tasks (e.g., number conservation) with achievement in specific

areas of the mathematics curriculum (e.g., addition and subtraction

problems). Regardless of the approach, almost all of the studies

in this area'have used Piagetian tasks as measures of cognitive

development.

A number of studies have investigated the relationship

between Piagetian task performance and,arithmetic achievement at

a given pc;int in time. Kaminsky (1971) gave second- and third-

grade children several Piagetian tasks, an arithmetic achievement

52.
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test, and en IQ test. A apificint correlation was found

labo

between developmental level and arithmetic achievement, even with

IQ held constant. Riggs and'Nelson (1976) used two different
N

forms of a length conservation task with first-grade children.

_Ralf of the children received a-verbal form of the task, and half

received a nonverbal form. Only performance on the verbal task

vas strongly correlated with arithmetic achievement scores, and

this correlation vas higher than that between Wand arithmetic

achievement. Rohr (1973) administered several conservation tasks

end a mathematics achievement test to third-grade students. Con-

servation,performance was significantly related to achievement,

with the highest correlations found for the more advanced conservation

tasks. Cathcart (1974) and DeVries (1974) found lean correlation

than the previous studies between Piagetian task performance and

school arithmetic achievement. Cathcart gave second-grade

students an arithmetic achievement test and several conservation

tasks. Significant correlations were foulid between these measures

in the second-grade but not in the third-grade. The nonsignificant .

results with the older sample may have been due to ceiling effects

on the conservation,tasks. The sample in DeVries' (1974) study

consi ted of bright, average, and mildly retarded children, ages

5-7 years, All children received a compreheneive battery of

Piagetian tasks and a standardized achievement test. Correlations

did not reach significance in most areas, with a particIllarly

low correlation reported between number conservation and the
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arithmetic achievement subtest. Interpretations of-ithese results

must be made with some eaution due to the unique simple which

included mentally retarded subjects.

Several studies have used Piagetian task performance as a

readiness measure and have tested its usefulness in predicting.
4.

learning success over an extended period of time.. Smith (1974)

compared performance on Piagetian tasks with traditional indices

(e.g., teacher judgements) for predicting end-of-the-year achieve-

ment. Using first-grade students, Smith found that the best

predictor of arithmetic achievement was performance on the

number component of the Piagetian battery. Hi h correlations

between Piagetian task performance and first-grade children's

later achievement have also been reported by Nelson (1970).

Both a group and an individual test *number and length conservation

were significantly correlated with an arithmetic achievement test

given several months Later.

Several studies have demonstrated that these positive carrels-

tions between Piagetian task performance and later arithmetic

achievement exist over an extended period of time. For eiample,

Dimitrovsky and Almy (1975), Dodwell (1961), and Kaufman and

Kaufman (1972) found that kindergarten children's conservation

ability was highly correlated with their arithmetic achievement

at the end of first grade; Lunzer,'Dolan, and Wilk:.:son (1976)

reported that Piagetian task performance in first grade was a

*
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good predictor of arithmetic achievement in second grade; and

Preyberg (1966) found that using performance on a Piagetian

concept test at ages 5-7 sigfifficantly increased the accuracy

of using mental age alone iu predicting arithmetic achievlent

two years later. In an extended longitudinal study, Bearison

(1975) followed kindergarten children over a four-year Perlod
1

io investigate the relationship between conseryation ability in

kindergarten with arithmetic achpvement,in third grade. Some

of the subjects had been trained to conserve liquid quantity in

kindergarten, some were already natural conservers, and some

were nonconservers (see Bearison, 1969). Results showed that

early spontaneous conservation was significantly correlated with

arithmetic achievement but trained conservation was not. Children

who had been trained to conserve in kindergarten did mit do better_

in third grade arithmetic achievement than their later conserving

peers. Bearison (1975) concludes that some benefit results from

being able to assimilate school instruction at a hist r developmental

level (as evidenced by the high achievement of the early conservers),

!lit this benefit cannot be induced by Larly training in specific

developmental concepts.

A series of investigators have considered the relationship

between particular developmental abilities and children's

facility with specific mathematical skills or concepts. Steffe (1970)

and LeBlanc (Note 4) observed first-grade children's addition and

tibtraction skills respectively, and their relationship to number

r 9
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conservation ability. Bothipmald that conservation performance

was a significant predictor of arithmetic skill, with lcw con-

servation scores associated with especially poor arithmeAc scores, ,

Ulla= also'reported that number conservation was a better predictor

of subtraction skill than was IQ. S9hns (1974), on the other

itand, found only a few significant,correlations between number

lcoitservation and the subtraction skirls of first-, second-, and

third-grade children. The fact thkOese- significant correlations
. .

occurred for only certain types of problems suggests that slightly

different skills or concepts may make different demands on various

developmental abilities.

Several studies have considered the relationship between

IMP

performance on Piaget's class inclusion task and various arithmetic

abilities. Howlett (1974) tested first-grade children, who had

mastered the relevant number fact m verbal and written missing

addend problems. Class inclusion performance was significantly,

related to scores on the missing addend test, and evidence from

several individual interviews indicated that children at.different

stages of class incluslon aLility used different processes to

solve the problam: Two investigators found,less of a relationship

betweenfclass inclusion ability and mathematical concepts. Dodwell

(1962) reported no clear relation between class inclusion and

fundamental number concepts in 5-8 year old children, and Sohns

(1974) found no significant correlations between class inclusion

and subtraction abilities of first-, second-, and third-grade zhildren.
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Summary. Several conclusions emerge from the studies revitwed"

in this section. Fyst, level Of cognitive development as measured

by performance on Piagetian tasks is significantly relateirto t..

arithmetic achievement. This_relationship is maintained even

when IQ is 'heid constant. Second, developmental level, particularly

conservation ability, is a good predictor of arithmetic achievement

up to.one, twl;--and even four years later. Developmental level

is generally a setter predictor than IQ, and when used with IQ

significantly increases the predictability compared with IQ

ust.d'alone. Furthermore, the benefit of early conservation appears

to be a Alily developmental one, i.e., it cannot be induced by

specific training. Third, it is difficult to tease out the

relationships between particular developmental abilities end

specific mathematical concepts. Although there is some evidence

that'number conservation is related to certain arithmetic operations,
#

this relationship may depend upon the particular arithmetic task.

Different tasks may make substantially different demands on

number conservation ability. The same thing can apparently be

said for arithmetic operations and class inclusion ability.

The positive correlations_Jound in most of these studies

indi&te,thai a reldtionship does exist between level of development

and ability to benefit from instruction, bu,t they provide little
4

insight into the reason for this relationship. High correlations

do not imply causal telations. They do not indicate that

developmental abilities are prerequisites for learning arithmetic
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concePts. The basic question is still whether certain developmental

abilities are required to learn specific matheMatical concepts.
41,

The studies.to be ,reviewed in the next sectioft deal with this question

more directly by instructing children on particular concepts and

relating learning success to initial developmental level.

Level of Cognitive Development aritERIEL.ThsaizInstrt_ction

The second category of res,mrch to be reviewed consists of

training studies or teaching experiments which considered directly
4

the effects of children's developmental level on their ability

to learn certain mathematical or logical concepts. Three sub-

categories of research can be identified here. The first two

consist of studies concerned with learning ind development in

general, whili the third focuses specifically on mathematics

4p.

learning. Studies in the first sub-category were conducted within

a Piagetian framework anddealt with training children to acquire

logical concepts which are often considered developmental themselves.

These studies are usually discussed within the Piagetian training

literature and are viZwed as attempts to accelerate development.

However their unique feature is their direct concern with the

effect of initial developmental level on children's ability to

make use of instruction or training.

The second sub-category of research'falls within an information

processing framework and consists of a few recent studies which

'have investigated the.F._ffect of children's information processing

capacity on'their ability to learn various skills and concepts.
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Like those in the firstsub-category', these studies were concerned

udth general questions of le4rning and development.' The difference

is that in-these studies, development was described in terms of

information processing capacity rather than logical reasoning

ability. Furthermore, while the studies in the first sub-category

Lamined how well children were able to learn certain Piagetian"

concepts, the studies in this sAb-category considered children's

ability to master specially designed information processing tasks.

Studies in the third sub-categorydealtwith the effect of

development on children's ability to learn mathematics concepts.
6.

These studies differ from the previous ones in the type of criteria

tasks employed. While many of the studies in the first two sub-

categories used laboratory type learning tasks, those in this

section used tasks drawn from school mathematics curricula.

All of these studies were conducted using Piagetian constructs of

development.

The potential fourth sub-category of research and the remaining

cell of the matrix would consist of studies which relate information

processing capacity to mathematics learning. At present this cell

t,
is empty; no studies exist which have carefully examined the effect

of information processing capacity on children's ability to learn

specific mathematical concepts. An important contribution of

the present stUdy is the initial data it provides on this

relationship.
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FrainitIS rinottAn c,orteertP.. The Interst of thin ppet4m1 to

not to review the large number of training studies which have

attempted to improve children's performance on vaçious Piagetian

operations. Reviews of these studies exist elsewhere (see Beilin,

19,1; Brainerd, 1973; Strauss, 1972); and as Brainerd (1977)

points out, most of these studies provide little valid information

on the relationship between learning and development since most

do not assess children's initial developmental level independent of

their performance on the criteria tasks. There is, howeirer, onee

general conclusion which emerges frbm this research which is

important for this study. Training, of whatever kind, is not

successful with very young children, i.e., a minimUm,level of
.
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deVelopment seems to be required for children to benefit from

training. As Beilin (1971) notes after a comprehensive review

of training research, "No logical or mathematical learning is likely

to occur, at least without great difficulty and tenuousness, if

the concepts to be learned are far.beyond the operational level

of the child's available cognitions" (p. 117).

Evidence that developmental level significantly affects

learning comes from a number of studies which have-instructed

childrem of different developmental levels on =ertain logical

r'easoning tasks. Several.studies have focused on the ability of

children of different ages to learn formal operational concepts

(Danner & Day, 1977; Ervin, 1960; Lovell, 1961). The investigators

uniformly found that older children learned more than younger
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children, whether age was mmasured in mental years (Ervin, 1969)

or chronological years (Danner & Day, 1977). This was true even

when prerequisite knowledge was controlled (Ervin, 1960). Further-

more, instruction was found to be of little value for the younger

subjects, presumably because they had mot yet attained a required

level of developmental competence and did not have available the

appropriate cognitive operations (Danner & Day, 1977; Lovell, 1961).

Similar conclusions were reached by Voyat (1973) after finding

differential effects of instruction on a concrete operational

concept with children of different developmental levels.

Although it may be safe to conclude from these studies that

children's level of cognitive development constrains their ability

to learn logical concepts, the studies suffer from a basic limitation.

Equating development with age means that the concept of development

is defined ambiguously and developmental:level is measured imprecisely.

Different children develop atdifferent rates and consequently have

certain cognitive operations available at different ages. The

use of age as a measure of development ignores this act and provides

little information on the specific developmental competencies which

may affect children's ability to learn particular logical or

mathematical concepts.

One set of studies which was directed toward Llarifying the

nature of theso developmental constraints was conducted by the

Genevans (lnholder et al., 1974). These training studies focused

on the mechani::ms responsible for progression from one developmental
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mechanism by whicil

Piaget's, theory suggests that the primary

develoliMent proceeds is equilibration, or the
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resolution of cognitive conflict (Piaget, 1971a). Children apply

different strategies to solve similii problems, recognize the conflict

of their various solutions, and spontaneously resolve this conflict

by constructing higher-order strategies. Ciignitive Conflict is

often created when an already existing mental structilre' is applied

in a less familiar domain: Theoretically, development 'constrains

this process by determaning the availability of mental structures

which can operate in novel domains.

The studies reported by-,Inhelder et al. (1974),were deSigned

;

to investigate this hypothesis by examining how one mental structure

or operation might affect the development of another. One study

has-particular importance for the present investigation.

this study the authors attempted to identify the mechanisms that

lead to the development of length conservation. The hypothesis

was that, since number conservation is often acquired two to three

years earlier than length conservation, development of the latter

could be facilitated by exercises in which numerical opekations

could be used to evaluate length.

Working with a sample of number conservers/length non-

conserVers, ages five through seven, Inhélder et al.' (1974)

presented a series of three length activities. All tasks were

given to all children individually during three brief sessions.

Results onia length conservatic-n posttest showed that most of
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the children improved their performance from the pretest. These

results are.interpreted by the Genevans as support fortheir

belief that the acquisition of one logical concept or operation

depends upon the existence of other related operations. The

tasks in this study were presumed to elicit two types of strategies,

one arising from the child's number conservation ability (an already

acquired operation) and the other from qle child's immature concept

of length. These strategies, being incompatible', were presumably

resolved by the child during/ihe course of the training resulting

in improved length conservation performance. The Genevans suggest

that these results show development to be an important precondition

for learning.

In a re-examination of this question, Carpenter and Riebert

(gote 2) replicated Inhelder et al. (1974) study with several

important modifications. Both number conservers and lumber non-

conservers were included in the sample of kindergarten children.

In addition, an equal number of children were randomlydat's

to one of two treatments. The first treatment included those tasks

in which number strategies were frequently applied, and the second

treatment consisted of the remaining activities. tonsistent with

Inhelder et al.'s (1974) procedure, children were asked to complete

the tasks but were given no feedback on the correctness of their

solutions. The children who improved their length conservation

performance on the posttest were about equally divided between
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number conservers and nonconververs, and between treatment I

and treatment II children. Carpenter and Hiebert conclude that

number operations do not play.the critical role described by

the Genevans in acquiring length conservation. Furthermore,

children seemed to benefit from the measurement-like activities

even though they could not conserve length or number. Based

on these results the authors concur with Carpenter's (19760i

hypothesis that some children may benefit from'instruction in

measurement which appears to be beyond their level of cognitive

development.

Summary. The evidence provided by these studies suggests .

that initial developmental level has some effect on children's

ability to acquire a particular frogical concept via instruction.

Children at a higher developmental level usually benefit more

4
from the instruction than those at a lower level. Much of the

evidence for this conclusion, howevr, comes from studies which

have used gross measures of development such as chronological

age. Consequently it is impossible to isolate the particular

developmental abilities which limit children's performance with

respect to a specific logical concept. Although Inhelder et al.

(1974) defined and measured development more precisely, their

failure to include children of different developmental levels

restricts the generalizability of their results. Furthermore,

the evidence collected by Carpenter and Hiebert (Note 2) suggests

that the explanation provided by the Geneyans for del.ielopmental
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constraints on learnins is inadequate. Finally, although development

seems to make a difference, it is not clear what minimum develop-

mental level is required to benefit from instruction on a given

concepv.. What is needed at this point in order to clarify these

issues are studies which select a concept for instruction,

identify logically related developmental abilities, and instruct

children of several different lel:rels with respect to these abilities.

The present investigationrepresented a study of this kind.

Information processing capacity and learnirlg potential.

Several studies have recently been conducted.to examine the effect

of information.processing capacity on children's learning potential.

Most of these stem from Pascual-Leone's information processing

theory. The theory postulates an upper bound on learning established

by the child's present level of development. 'Learning may

improve performaLce on certain-tasks but it'is theoretically

unable to remove the basic constrai4 imposed by cognitive develop-

ment, i.e., limited information processing capacity. Case (1974a)

summarizes this view:

According to Pascual-Leone's neo-Fiagetian theory of

development, a subject's performance on any given cognitive

task is a function of three parameters: the mental strategy

!

with which he approaches the task, the demand which the

strategy puts on his mental capacity' (its M-demand), and

the mental capacity which he has available (his M-space).

0,1*

9
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Specific learning experiences ari assumed to be

capable of improving a subject's performance on-

the task by providing him with a more sophisticated

mental strategy for executing it, or in certsafi

instances, by decreasing- the M-demand of the strategy

which he applies spontaneously. However, specific

learning experiences are assumed to be incapable

of increasing the size of a subject's M-space (p. 382).

Studies which have empirically tested these hypotheses have

used specially designed learning tasks for which it was possible

to identify the solution strategies which the subjects had

available and to dPtermine the specific strategy with which

they approached the task. Given this information, along with

the subject's M-space, it is theoretically possible to predict

whether a given child will be able to learn the task in question.

Several studies have used age as a measure of M-space to

investigate the constraints imposed by this parameter. Parkinson

(1975) used a specially desigl.ed "Concept Atti-imment Scoob Task"

with 5, 7, 9, and 11 year olds. All subjects were trained to

mastery on the prerequisite skills or component schemes of a

successful solution strategy. The learning task Was then presented

as a series of trials with feedbaek provided on the correctness of

each response. The M-demand of the task was systematically altered

within each age group. Results confirmed that children could

learn to perform successfully only the task forms which had an
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M-demand within their range,

Case (1974b) used a version of Piaget's bending rods task

with 6 and 8 year old children. All schemes required for solution,

exr.ept one, were assumed to be available to the subjects. This

scheme, a "coutrol of variables" strategy, was taught to half

the subjects of each age. Hypotheses were: I) 6 year olds would

not master the task since the M-demand of the task, even with all

schemes availablp, exceeded their M-space; 2) all 8 year olds

who had received training would pass the task since they had

available all required schemes and-a sufficient M-space; 3) some

8 year olds that had not received training would fail the task

since they lacked a scheme required for solution. The results

confirmed these hypotheses.

Equating-age with M-apace, although teoretically appropriate,

is empirically problematic. Recent work (Lawson, 1976; Carpenter

& Hiebert, Note 5) using other measures of M-space, such as backward

digit span, has shown that M-space is not perfectly predictable

from age. Furthermore, the use of age as a measure of M-space

makes-it impossible to check whether specific learning eXperiences

are, in fact, "incapable of increasing the size of a subject's

M-space" (Case, 19744, p. 382). It is possible that children's

improved performance on the learning tasks resulted from a

growth in M-space rhther than a change in the repertoire of schemes.

Some evidence tlmt the backward di it span task effectively

measures children's loarning potential has been reported by Case
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(1977). In this study the sample consisted of 5-8 year old

children whose M-space was measured using a backward digit span

task. The learning taskrwas liquid quantity conservation %mid

the instruction was a cognitive conflict training procedure.

The results of the training showed that lolf of the experimentai

group and none of the control group improved their conservation

performance. The improvement was highly cm-related with initial

M-space. Case concludes that cognitive conflici procedures

effectively induce learning, but this effect is mediated by

children's M-space, i.e., by their ability to coordinate cues

and perceive the conflict.

A number of studies have focused on the other two "parameters"

in Pascual-Leone's theory of learning, i.e., on the decrease in

task M-demand which results from learning more efficient solution

strategies. Case (1974a) pretested 6, 8, and 10 year old subjects

on a specially designed digit placement task. By identifying the

solution strategy each subject used and analyzing the M-demand

of the task when approached with these'strategies, the initial

performance of the subjects was found to match that predicted

by their M-spaCe. Half of the children in each age group were

then instructed on more efficient strategies which would reduce

the M-demand of the task by a determined amount. After instruction,

the performance of the control children had nut changed (i.e.,

there were no retesting effects) but the performance of the

instructed children had improved by the predicted amount.
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Case (1972a) investigated the.effect of an experimental

kindergarten program on children's ability to waiter special verbal

classification and gestural classification tasks. These tasks

were analyzed in terms of the schemes which must be coordinated

for solution. Theinstruction program was designed to teach each

of the separate schemes to an acceptable level of mastery.

The results showed, as predicted, th6t the performance of the

experimental children on the post-instruction tasks was equal to

the performance uf fourth-grade control children on the verbal

7
tasks, awl second7grade control children on the gestural rasks.

\

Case concludes that the instruction allowed the subjects to t'onstruct

new schemes essential for task solution, reduced the M-demand of

the task, and thereby improved performance relative to a control

group of kindergarten children. However this learning was subject

to a predictable upper bound defined by the tnitial M-space of

the subjects and.the M-demands of the tasks after instruction.

A study by Whimbey and Ryan.(l969), although conducted outsiic

of Pascual-Leone's theoretical framework, also demonstrated t_he

effect of improved solution strategies. The topic under investiga-

tion was the role of short-term memory (a sinificant component

of M-srace) in collegeAqudents' ability to learn syllogistic

reasoning problems. Significant correlations were fcund on pretests

of digit span and the reasoning problems, However after training

in syllogistic reasoning the correlations disappeared. The authors

conclude that '.:raining provided subjects with automated skills
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which brought the short-termi iNmory demand of the task within

all subjects' capabilities.

Summary. Two conclusions can be drawn from the information

processing studies reviewed in this section. First, instruction

designed to improuabildren's effiCiency in information processing

can'improve children's performance on various kinds of tasks.

Second, sthe amount or complexity of fhis learning is often constrained

by children's M-space or information processing capacity. For

specially designed tasks the nature df these constraints can be

predicted with impressive accuracy. However it is still not clear

haw information processing capacity contrains learning in more

natural and more complex school instruction contexts. The problem,

as noted in Chapter 11, is that it is not always possible to analyze,

a priori, a complex learning *task in the same way a child would

and to identify all the relevant schemes which the child brings

to the task. This ma'sçei it difficult to specify the information

processing or,M-demand of a given task, which is a necessary step

in ,relating children's M-capacity'to their ability to learn the task.

In spite of theseproblems, Case (1978a, 1978b) has reported

several-successful attempts to apply principles of the M-space

construct in instructional settings. These were basically pilot

efforts designed to teat the effectiveness of various instruction

procedures in reducing M-demands of the learning tasks. However,

no attempt was made to control for prerequisite-knowledge or to

relate learning success tc5 M7.space. What is needed at this point
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7.1

is an empirical test of the effect M-space capacity on ehildren's

ability to learn a complex and school-related mathematics task.

The present studyrepresented an exploratory test of this kind.

leaching mathematical concepts. A number of studies have

investigated the effect of children's level of development on their

ability to learn matheMatical concepts or skills. Since the content

of learning in these studies is taken from school curricula, the

information they provide constitutes the most direct evidence

available on the relationship between cognitive development and

ability to learn school mathematics content through instruction.

As noted previously, all of these studies have been conducted

within a Piagetian framework.

Several investigators have used chronological age as a measure

t cognitive development and have found that older children learn

more than younger children, with a certain minimum age apparently

required to benefit from instruction. Carr (1971) tested three

groups of kindergarten children on various number concepts. One

group had received two years of preschool training, including

instruction on number, the second gKoup had received one year, and

the third group had received none. Performance was low and results

showed no significant between-group differences on nuM4i. skills.

Carr concludes tha.:. arithmetic instruction, of the kind o ered

here, is not effective or meaningful until the child has achieved

a cognitive developmental level of "number readiness" and has

available the necessary mental operations.
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Lovell (1971a, 1971b, 19710 reports on a-series of studios

which investigated how well secondary school students were able

to learn mathematiCal concepts such as function, proof, and

probability. The details of the subject characteristics, experimen-

tal design, and the nature of the instruction are incomplete, -

but the results of all studies showed a positive correlation

between performance and chronological age. Lovell c'oncludes

that the relationship'between performance and age indicates that

certain developmental abilities are required for students to

benefit from mathematics instruction.

Limitations associated with the use of chronological age

as a measure of development have been discussed previously.

Since the subjects in the studies by Carr (1971) and Lovell (1971a,

1971b, 1971c) were not tested for the specific developmental

abilities believed to be required on the mazhematical tasks,

the results only indicate that chronologio%1 age, with its many

experiential and maturational factors, has an effect on ability

to learn mathematics. Mpt-e precise interpretations are desirable

but unwarran.t.ed..

Mental age has also been used as a measure of cognitive

development. Washbarne (1939) directed a series of studies which

attempted to identify the mental age required to learn various

. school arithmetic topics. The assumption was that a certain mental

age is most appropriate for learning a given concept. Instruction

beiore this level is reached will be relativel,y inefficient and
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nonproductive. In order to identify these "optimum" levels for

each topic, a series of studiee was conducted over a 10-lear

period, immolving a large nuMber of elementary school teadhers

and students. The weral procedure in all studies was tha following.

A pretest was administered to measure the students' mental age and

their knowledge of the topic to be instructed. lUstruction was

then provided, oMer several days or weeks, on a specific arithmetic -

topic. Achievement was measured by a retention test given six

weeks later. Average retention scores were plotted for subjects

-at each mental age. In most cases,.the curves obtained rose

steadily with an increase in mental age, reached a critical

point, and flattened out. Aly6 mental age associated with this

critical point was interpreted as the optimal level of development

for instruction'on the given topic.

Although the intent of these studies falls within the domain

of the present investigation, several conceptual d methodological

differences reduce the relevance of their findings. A fundamental

dieerence is the use of mental age as a measure of development.

The problem is that mental age is a psychometric, rather than

theoretic, measure of development (see Elkind, 1971). Although

correlations were found between mental age and ability to learn

arithmetic concepts or skills, nohypotheses can be advanced which

might explicate this relationship. There is nothing sOtcifically

about mental age that is logicany tied to arithmetic skills or

the one hand, and cognitive development on the other, to suggest

8.7
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the reason for the relationship. It is simply an empirical

relationship, and any other measure of developeent might have

served as well provided it had the desired psychometric properties

(e.g.; reliability, individual va&ation, etc.).

The implication of this is that the results must be interpreted

quite narrowly. It is difficult(to.generalize to other instructional

settings which use different ,ethods, teach slightly different

topics, or evaluate with different criteria. 'For example, since

the lesults deal only withjOkery a iven topic taught in a

given way, nothing can be said about the timum" mental age

at which to introduce a topic. Without knowing the specific

developmental abilities which accounted for these relationships

and their logical connections with the arithmetic topics, it is

impossible to determine how changes in the situational variables

wopld affect the results. The intent of the current study was pot

only to establish empirical relationships between developmental

measures and learning performance but also to explicate these

relationships within a theoretical contexte

teveral studies have been.designed to tease out the effect

of partiular developmental abilities on learning specific mathemat-

teal concepts. Using college students as subjcts Adi (1978)

investigated.the relationship between developmental level as

meaputed by a paper-and-pencil formal operations,task and ability

to learn certain related problem-solving 'processes. Subjects

were classified by their performance on the formal operations .



task into one of three developmental levels framtoncrete

to formal operational. All subjects received tbe same instruction

on solving algebraic equations by two methods: 1) inverting or

reversing the sequence of operations; and, 2) compensating for

an alteration on one side of the equation by similarly altering

e other side. It was hypothesized that the method of iaversions

developmentally precedes the method of compensations, end that

differences between the groups in ability to learn the methods

would appear on the compensstion problems but not on the inversibn

problems. Results on an equation solving posttest partially

c

confirmed the hypotheses. The higher developmental group performed

.
significantly better than the lower group on both types of problems,

but this difference was substantially greater on the compensation

problems due to the relatively poor performance on these problems

'by the low developmental group. The author concludes that developW.

a

ment is a factor in learning mathematical processes, and that

its effect depends on the type of process to be learned.

A study by Mpiangu and Gentile (1975) investigated the effect

of number conservation on children's ability to learn certain

arithmetic skills. Kindergarten children were pretested on an

eight-item number conservation test and a four-part arithmetic

test. Problems on the arithmetic test involved numbers 0-1C,

and most of them required rote or point counting skills. (Rote

counting consists of recitation of the counting numbers in correct

sequence, either forward or backward; point counting involves

setting up a one-one correspondence between the counting numbers

75
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and a set of markers, and labeling the set yip the appropriate

cardinal number.) An equal number of children were randomly

assigned to the experimental and the control group using a procedure

to ensure equal distribution of number conserverkand nonconservers.

The experimental group received ten 20-minute arithmetic training

sessions designed to instruct children Oil the pretest tasks.

The control group received the same amount of instruction on

unrelated content. As expected, the results showed a significant

main effect for treatment in favor of the experimental group.
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This effect was obtained using a regression analysis with arithmetic

posttest scores regressed on number conservation pretest scores.

The regression lines for the experimental ane control group were

essentially parallel, Indicating that, although nUmber nonconservere

still performed lower than conservers, they had gained as much from

ir.struction. The authors interpret this as strong evidence

that conservation: 1) does not affect children's abiliiy to

benefit from mathematics instruction; and, 2) is not a necessary

condition for mathematiLd understanding.

Steffe, Spikes, and Hirstein (Note 6) contested this conclusion

after conducting a study wtich investigated wtether two Piagetian

constructs, class inclusion and number conservation, were required

for young children to learn certain number concepts. Their first-

gra4e sample included au equal number ti)f extensive quantifiers

(conservers) and gross quantifiers (nonconservers). These

classifications were made on the basia of a pseudo-conseVV2t4on
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task in which subjects were required to judge the equality of

two static and differently arranged sets of markers. The

experimental and control groups were formed by placing half

of the Children of each quantification ability in each group.

Both groups received about 40 hours of arithmetic instruction over

-a three-month period. The control group received conventional

school instruction while the experimental group participated

in specially designed activities on classifying, set partitioning,

counting, solving addition and subtraction problems, and.using

hand-held calculators. Most of the activities were directed

toward improving the children's counting ability.

After instruction all children were tested on 29 individual

measures which wete clustered into seven achievement variables.

Six of these assessed numerical sk Jch as working with

cardinal and ordinal numbprs, solving orally presented addition

and subtraction problems with, and without, objects, and counting

at the rote, point, and rational levels (rational counting is

evidenced by counting-on or counting-back to solve a numerical

problem). The results of the study are complex and difficult

to summarize. However several of the major findings are thu

following: a) experimental and control groups did not differ

significantly on any of the achievement variables; b) number

conservers performed significantly better than number nonconservers

on those tasks which required rational counting; c) number
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conservation was not required to perform tasks solvable by rote

counting; d) with special training, number conservation was not

required to perform tasks solvable by point counting; e) thert

was no evidence that class inclusion was a readiness variable

for any of the numerical tasks.

From their results the authors conclude that children On

differed in their developmental abilities (number conservation

or quantification) differed in the benefit they derived from ,

instruction (of either type). The learing experienced by the

number conservers was qualitatively different than that of the

nouconservers. Number conservers were able to acquire rational

counting skills and could apply them to a variety of problems.

Nonconservers, on the other hand, demonstrated task specific

learning and used rote and point counting procedures. The

authors suggest that the conclusions of Mpiangu and Gentile (1975)

suffer from overgeneralization. WhOte developmental abilities

may not affect the learning of simple skills_based on physical

knowledge (Piaget, 1964, 1970), they ere important for learning

skills based on logical-mathematical concepts.

Summary. The evidence reviewed in the preceding studies

suggests that children's level of cognitive devel6pment does

affect their ability to learn mathematical concepts. However these

affects may be specific to certain developmental ability/mathematical

concept dyads. For example,-Mpiangu andlGentile (1975) found that
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children's performance on a single developmental task does not

predict their learning potential in all mathematical situations..

Nonconservers could learn simple arithmetic skills. Nowever

Steffe et al: (Note 6) demonstrated that a form of number con-

servation is required to learn more advanced and logically-

oriented arithmetic concept!. Furthermore, Adi (1970:showed

that people with particular developmental abilities could learn

related mathematical skills which were within their range of

development, but were unable to learn skills beyond their develop-

mental level. In summary, it appears that the constraining

nature of development manifests itself through the limitations

imposed by the absence of particular developmental abilities

on learning logically related m!thematical concepts. The present

sq!dy investigated this hypothesis.

Relationship Between Developmental Level and Knowled_ge of Measure-

ment Concuts

The studies which are most relevant for the present investiga-

tion are those,which have focused on children's learning of measure-

went concepts. As described briefly in Chapter I the content

of instruction in this studywas linear measurement. The objectives

of the instruction lessons focused on the initial concepts of measure-

ment dealing with physical and symbolic methods of representation.

In particular, the lessonsdealt with comparing lengths using con,
. _

tinuous, discrete, and numerical representation.ls. Basic concepts

of linear measurement which characterize these representation



systems, ouches the additivity of length, and the inverse or

multiplicative relationship between unit size and unit number,

formed an integral part of the lessons. The measurement concepts

of concern are, therefore, those which bridge the gap between
a

premeasurement concepts, such as'conservation and transitivity,

and the measurement concepts of a well-developed mathematical

system (see Blakers, 1967).

Studies which have investigated the acquisition of these

concepts can be partitioned into two categories. The first

category consists of status studies which are concerned with the

relationships between developmenyd abilities and knowledge of

measurement concepts at a given point in time. These studies

will be reviewed in this section. The second category is made

up of intervention studies which consider the effects of specific

instruction on children's learnihi of measurement concepts.

These will be reviewed in the next section.

A number of studies have investigated the relationship

between children's cognitive developmental abilities and their

understanding various measirement concepts. Some of these

studies have traced the dyvelopment of these concepts, either

cross-sectionally or longitudinally, and some have considered.

the relationship between developmental abilities and measurement

concepts at a single developmental level. All have been conducted

within a Piagetian framework, i.e., the developmental abilities

were defined in terms of Piagetian constructs such as conservation
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and transitivity.

The focus on Piaget's work is understandable since Piaget

and associates (Piaget et al., 1960) have proposed the most complete

theory of the development of measurement concepts in young children.

From their perspective, measurement includes both prenumerical

aspects, where objects are compared on the basis of some attribute

(e.g., length) without assigning number to the attribute, and

numerical aspects introduced by unit iteration. In their studies,

'children, ages 3-12 years, were asked to carry out both types of

measurement in clinical interview situations. Based on the results,

Piaget et al. (1960) maintain that children's understanding of

measurement develops in stagewise fashion and is closely interrelated

with the development of conservation and transitivity. Three major

stages are identified with respect to the development of length

concepts. In the first stage children do not conserve length and

cannot make transitive inferences. They are also incapable of

using units to measure. Length is viewed only as a function of

endpoints; polygonal or undulating paths between endpoints are

ignored. By age 6-7 years most children reach the second major

stage. They begin to recoghize conservation add transitivity in

certain situations and they understand some properties of unit

measure. For example, given congruent unkts, they iealize that

the length measuring more units is longer. towever they fail

to account for the size of the unit when noncongruent units are

used. The final stage is marked by the achievement of unqualified
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numerical measurement. By age 8 or 9 years children can conserve

length and reason transitively. Soon thereafter they attain

the final step in Piagetian measurement--dhey are able to'iterate

units and understand the inverse relationship between'number of

units and Oat size.

Piaget et/al.'s (1960) position on the relationship between

conservation, transitivity, and measurement is clear: "Conservation

and transitivity are thus shown to be the first and essential

conditions for complete (measurementl" (p. 123): Presumably

length conservation and length transitivity are prerequisites

for measuring length'in a meaningful way.

Further research has shown that, although Piaget et a .

conclusion may not be incorrect, the relationships between

conservation, transitivity, and measurement are more complex than

the Genevans' statement would indicate. For example, evidence

from two studies suggests that conservation and measurement abilities

may interact to each facilitate the development of the other,

rather than conservation being required for all measuring activity.

The first is a study by Tatourais (1975), who investigated the effect

of uaasurement activities on conservation, and vice versa. Three

area conservation tasks and two area measurement tasks were given

to children ages 6-9 years. The children were randoml,' assigned

to one of two presentation sequences, conservation-measurement

or measurement-conservation. The results showed that in both cases

children performed better on the second group of tasks. Taloumis

S
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concludes that area conservation does not necessarily precede

area measurement, and that measurement activities may facilitate the
MP

development of conservation.

In reporting the results of a longitudinal study, Wohlwill

(1970b) arrives at a similar conclusion but suggests a more complex

relationship between conservation and measurement. The study in

question investigated the developmental interrelationships between

conservation and measurement concepts. Kindergarten and first-

grade children were administered codservation tasks of number,

\N
length and liquid quantity. They were also given a set of mea re-

ment tasks which required them to campare lengths by direct
,

comparison, by using a physical representation, and by unit

iteration. All tasks were administered two additional times over

an 18-month period. Results indicated that conservation and

measurement were related in rather complex ways. No cies. or

simple,pattern'emerged but thedatasuggested the following inter-

relationship, The simpler measurement concepts are erstood

prior to conservation, but the more advanced concepts (e.g.,

the unit number/unit size relationship) are acquired only after

conservatfon is achieved. Wohlwill (1970b) suggests that in the

early stages measurement activities may serve to direct children's

attention to the relevant attributes and may facilitate, rather

than depend upon, the development-of conservation. This conclusion

is supported in a conservation training study by Bearison (1969).

A number"of studies provide a4eitional insight into the types
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of measuring behaviors which require conservation abilities

and those which do not. Many of these studies have focused

on the notion of unit and measuring by unit iteration. A sub-

.stantial body of evidence collected by Carpenter (1975 ), Wagman (105),

and Bradbard (Note 7) using liquid quantity, area, and length

contexts,respectively, suggests that children can and do make

appropriate measurement judgments based on the number of units

measured.

Carpenter (1975) administered five types of liquid quantity

problems to first- and second-grade students. One was a conserva-

tion ta.k and the remaining four were measurement tasks which

systematically varied the distinguishability of the comparative

unit sizes employed, and the perceptual equality (or inequality)

the initial and final states of the two littuid quantities.

Results showed that almost all children recognized that more units

implied more quantity, and most children maintained these measure-

ment responses in the face of visually conflicting cues. 01n fact

number was such a salient cue that there was no significant

difference in difficulty between conservation problems, ;A7here the

distracting cues were visual, and measurement problems, where the

distracting cues were mumerical.

Consistent with these findings are those reportl by Wagman

(1975). In order to study the development of area concepts i 8

10, and 11 year old children, four fundamental axioms of area were

initiall; identified from a mathematical analysis of area. These
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included the additivity axiom, the area axiom (the unit measure

of an arelt4knique), the congrueipe axiom (two congruent areas

measured with the same unit have equal measures), and the unit

postulate (the Ii4asure of an area can-be derived fram its length

and width). Tasks were devised to measure an'understanding of each

axiom. Some tasks were given only to children who could conserve

area while others were given to nonconservers as well as conservers.

The results from the latter are those which are of interest for

the current study. It was found that an understanding of the

Congruence axiom preceded conservation, while the additivity axiom

and conserVation developed concurrently. The first finding

suggests that children were able to ittend to the number of units

in a unit measure before they could conserve.

Similar results were'also obtained by Bradbard (Note 7)

in a length 'context. Bradbard tested first-, second-, and third-

grade children using tasks of prenumerical linear measurement,

numerical linear measurement, conservation of length, and transitivity.

The results showed a stepwise progression in the development of length

concepts similar to that described by Piaget et al. (1960). There

/ere, however, s me important differences between Bradbard's results

and those of Piaget et al. on the relationship between measurement

and conservation and transitivity. The latter eWQ abilities were

not found to be prerequisites for elgaging in measurement strategies

1

such as unit iteration. Some children who could not conserve or

make transitive inferences could successfully measure by iterating
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units.

While it seems clear that conservation is nov required to

respond appropriately if congruent units are used (i.e., if the

measures are defined by the number of units), there is some

evidence to suggeSt that logical reasoning abilities like conserva-

tion may be more heavily implicated in more complex measurement

concepts, such as the coordination of unit number and unit size.

It is certainly true that these concepts are more difficult for

children to understand. In Carpenter's (1975) study with first-

and second-grade children, only about half the children realized

that the size of the unit affects the result, one-fourth understood

the importance of using a constant unit.of measure, and only

a few were able to infer the inverse relationship between unit

size and unit number from the measurement results.

Bailey (1974) found that even third-grade children had

difficulty applying the inverse relationship between unit number

and unit size to evaluate 1ength. Second- and third-grade children

were asked to compare the lengths of two polygonal paths. The two

paths consisted of unit segments which varied between paths in

comparative size, or number, or both. Complete results are not

reported but apparently conservation and transitivity preceded the

ability to coordinate unit number and unit size.

Hatano and Ito (1965) suggest a disti9ction which may help

to clarify this complex relationship between conservation and

children's measuring behavior. In investigating the development
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of linear measurement concepts, they identified two basic yypes of

measurement tasks. The first type ate those which require the

application of a learned measuring technique, such as measur!ng

length with a'ruler. The second type are those which require

logical inference, such as indirectly comparing the lengths of

two objects measure/1 with different-size units. In their study,

Ratano and Ito (1965) administered several tasks of each type to

first-, second-, and third-grade children. They found that the

technique-based tasks were easier than, i.e., were performed

prior to, the logical inference tasks.' For example, most first-

grade children could use a ruler to measure length and cou/d attend

to the number of units when iterating. But only about one-third

of them could conserve, reason transitively, or coordinate unit

number and unit size, These data, which are consistent with the

results of the studies just revieWed, suggest that conservation

plays a very different role in different types of measuring skills.

Conservation is clearly not required to count the number of units

when measuring or to make use of numerical results to compare

lengths. However it may be more closely tied to the acquisition

of other measurement skills, such as coordinating unit number

and unit size.

this hypothesis was supported by Carpentei and Lewis (1976)

who exploted the origins of chiliren's eventual understanding

of the Inverse relationship between unit number and unit size.

First- end second-grade children were giVen two types of linear

87
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and liquid measurement problems. ln one type cat' prbblem, visually

A

equal quantities were measured with different size'units and children

were asked to re-compare the quantities. Responding on the basis

of number of units alone would lead to conservation-type errors.

In the other problem, one of two equal quantities was measured

with a visibly larger unit. Children were then asked tepredict

how many smaller units it would take to measure the other quantity.

Results showed that in both the linear and liquid contexts children

performed significantly better on the prediction problems than

on the compar'ison problem. Thr authors conclude that the notion of

a compensating or inverse relationship between unit number and

.unit size,develops before it can be applied in measurement situations.

Thus, the development of this measurement concept appears to follow
...-

the same pattern as that pf conservation, where the logical reason-

ing ability is present before it can be applied in physical

situations (see Halford, 1969).

The mechanism wh.ich May account for the development of both

concepts is described by Carpenter (1975). In this study cited

earlier, Carpenter systematically varied the visual and numerical

cues by which children might compare two measured quantities. The

results showed that visual and numerical cues were equally salient.

However children could attend to only one cue at a time. They

appeared to focus their attention on a single dominant dimension

and ignore other relevant dimensions. Carpenter concludes that

the increasing ability of children to both measure and conserve
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can be explained in terms of an increasing ability to decenter their'

attention and consider several dimensions simultaneously. The

centrneion of young children presumably accounts for the difficulty

they experience in coordinating unit size and unit number and

recognizing the inverse relationship between the two.

Only a few studies have investigated the relationship between

transitive reasoning and children's ability to measure; and the

results are evenless conclusive than those involving conservation

and measurement. Harris and Singleton (1978) conducted a series

of experiments to investigate the role of transitive reasoning

in children's measurement. Piaget et al. (1960) reported that

young children were unable to make use of a middle teri when

measuring because they lacked the ability to make transitive

inferences. In order to test this conclusion Harris and Singleton

modified Piaget et al.'s (1960) task of building towers and admin-

istered it to 4 and 6 year old children. They found that even 4

year old children built towers equal in height to a distant one

by spontaneously copying the height of a nearer tower which they

had bven shown was equal. The authors conclude that young children

can use a middle term to measure, i.e., they are not logically

deficient.

in order to determine why the children in Piaget et al.'s

(1960) stildy had not exhibited this transitive reasoning behavior,

Harris and Singleton (1978) ran two additional experiments with

41.
children ages 4 and 6 years. In the first, subjects were asked

03



to visually compare the height of several towers. While 6 year

old's acknowledged the difficulty in comparing towers separated

by some distance, most 4

based judgments. In the

build the tower anywhere

to build their towers in

90

year olds did not hesitate to make visually-

second experiment, children were asked to

they pleased. Four year olds were content

the orig.inal location while 6 year olds

moved nearer the standard in order to make more accurate comparisons.

The results of these two studies are interpreted 7.o mean that younger

children have more confidence in their visual comparisons than

older children. The authors conclude that the behavioral deficit of

young children in measurement situations results from over-confidence

in their visual skills rather than from the absence of transitive

reasoning.

While this conclusion was supported in a similar study by

Bryant and Kopytynska (1976), it must be viewed with caution.

Transitive reasoning ability was never directly assessed in either

study and consequently any conclusions concerning its role

development of measurement concepts are tenuous. The fact

year 'old children were able to exhibit a primitive form of

in the

that 4

transitive

reasoning behavior in a facilitative context is not surprising (see
Olt

e.g., Braine, 1959). Furthermore, only a single prenumerical

concept of measurement was considered. The real question concerns

the role of transitivity in the sFquisition of increasingly complex

measuroment concepts. The results of Bailey (1974) and Hatano and

Ito (1965) indicate that transitive reasoning may be important in

0
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more advanced measurement concepts.

Summary. The relationship betweep the developmental abilities

of conservation and transitivity and children's knowledge of

specific measurement concepts is complex and difficult to establish.

Some investigators conclude that conservation and/or transitivity

are required to carry out measurement strategies (Bailey, 1974;

Piaget et al., 1960), while others suggest that certain measure-

ment strategies precede conservation (Carpenter, 1975; Wagman,

1975; Bradbard, Note 7) and may even facilitate its development

(Taloumis, 1975; Wohlwill, 1970b). These mixed results may be

explained in part by the different measurement concepts used

to test children's abilities. As suggested by Hatano and Ito

(1965), same measurement strategies are technique-based while others

appear to be more dependent on logical reasoning abilities. Con-

sequently young children ha:re much more difficulty with some concepts

than with others. Even with respect to a particular conceptual

domain, e.g., unit of measure, children's understanding emerges

ove; an extended period of time. They are able to deal with the

number of units of measure at a relatively early stage (Carpenter,

1975), probably before they can conserve (Hatano & Ito, 1965;

Wagman, 1975; Bradbard, Note 7). However the ability to deal

with the size of the unit and to coordinate unit numLer and unit

size is achieved much later, perhaps after conservation is fully

developed (Hatano F, Ito, 1965; Piaget et al., 1960; Wohlwill,

1970b). Since different measurement conCepts may be differentially
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related to developmental abilities such as conservation and

transitivity, any attempt to investigate the relationship between

them will need to consider a wide range of measurement concepts.

The current study illustrates this by moving from elementary

prenumerical measurement concepts to more advanced numerical measure-

ment concepts in its instruetional sequence.

Although the relationship between information processing

capacity and children's knowledge of measurement concepts was

not investigated directly in any of the studies previously reviewed,

some evidence does suggest the following. Children can and do

perform poorly in measurement situations even though they possess

the required logical abilities (Carpenter & Lewis, 1976). The

reason for their inability to measure may be explained in part

by their inability to decenter and consider several dimensions

simultaneously (Carpenter, 1975). The current study investigated

this hypothesis by including M-space as a measure of children's

information processing or cipcentering capacity.

The studies reviewed in this section are status studies;

most of them employed cross-sectional rather than longitudinal

methods of investigation. Therefore, conclusionslbased on theSe

results, about the role, played by conservation and transitivity

in the acquisition of measurement concepts are highly inferential.

For example, the .fact that children spontaneously develop conservation

and/or transitive reasoning before they master the inverse relation-

ship between unit number and unit size does not necessarily imply
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that these logical reasoning abilities are required for, or even

contribute to, the acquisition of this measurement concept
'RR

during instruction. The evidence provided by status studies is

primarily fuggestive. More direct evidence about the relationship

between developmental abilities and learning measurement concepts

comes from intervention or instructional studies.

Ac uisition of Mo.asurement Conce ts Throu-h Instruction

The purpose of this section of the review is to consider

studies which w e designed to'teach young children the fulidumental

concepts of measurement. Those to be reviewed have included

instruction on the kinds of measurement conceptis which are of

interest in the current investigation. Therefore the review will

include neither studies designed to teach the premeasurement

4

concepts of conservatiim and transitivity, nor those which instructed

older children in more advanced measurement techniques, e.g.,

using standard units of measure (for a more complete review of

measurement studies see Carpenter, 1976). Methodologically, the

studies to be reviewed in this section are of two types. One type

considered the extent to which children of a particular age or

developmental level could learn various measurAent concepts.'

'The second type of study invest t d the effect of children's

developmental status on their ability to learn measurement concepts

and consequently included children of different developmental levels.

Several stu4ies of the first type have examined the feasability

of teaching initial mathematics concepts through a measurement
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approach. Van Wagenen et al. (1976) provided an experimental

group of first-grade children with an alternative mathematics

program for the entire year which emphasized concepts of linear

measure. Activjties included representing length physically and

.

symbolically, and comparing lengths using various representations.

At the end of the year,the experimental group performed significantly

better than a control group, which had received conventional

instruction, on a measurement test and equally well on an arithmetic

achievement test.

Another matnematics program, Developing Mathematical Processes

(Romberg et al., 1974, 1975, 1976), uses measurement ideas to

\
introduce basic mathematics concepts. Before developing the program,

a series of pilot tryoUts were conducted to ascertain what measure-

ment concepts young children were able to learn. It was found

that after several weeks of instruction, kindergarten children

could represent length using continuous physical representations

and could compare and order lengths using these representations

(Romberg & Gornowicz, Note 8). First-grade children could, after

several lessons, measure length using both a collection of congruent

units and unit iteration (Romberg & Planert, Note 9); and second-'

grade children were able to learn the multiplicative relationship

between unit size and unit number (Romberg & Planert, Note 10).

A study by Minskaya (1975) focused specifically on introducing"'

the concept of number through meauAremellt activities. First-grade

children were pfesented witit spectially designed mathematics lessons



which dealt with comparing quantities fr& various Number

'was introduced during the second half of the.year by'.using unit

iteratan and number line actiAties. The emphasis of most

lessons was on unit size, and the relationship between total

quz ,ity, unit nuMber, and unit size. The reSUlts-which are

reported are impressive. On the final retention and transfer

test, which included many problems on the inverse rolatiOnship

between unit number and unit size, 8 f the responses were

.:rect. This'is noteworthy in light of the relstive difficulty of

this concept for young children, a fact whe4i has been documented

in.Several4+studies reviewed earlier.

-Apparently young children can learn measurement concepts, and

can be taught othex mathematical concepte through ,a Measurement

agproach. However this does not mean that children experience

no diffic y in learning about measurement. A teaching experlment

by Gal'perin and Georgiev (1969) attempted to alleviate some of

these problems. Based on earlier work, they hypothesized that

children's misconceptions of measurement result from a lack of

understanding of the Unit of measure. Presumably children do not

appreciate the sizeof units and rely only on visual cues when

measuring. In order to correct these misconceptions they devised

a series of 68.instruction lessons for 6 and 7 year olds which

focused on the measurement process and systematically differentiated

between units of measure and discrete entities. The results

show impressive gains in children's understanding of meagurement.

f
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Although it is cleat that the children did learn some basic concepts

a
'of measurement the reasons for their initial misconceptions are

ess clear. Carpenter (Note 11) readministered some of Gal'perpm

and Georgiev's tasks along with some additional tasks to investigate

the reason for children's errors. Carpenter found the same

errors as those reported by Gal'perin and Georgiev but based on

the additional results suggests an alternate interpr4tation.

Carpenter ma,intains that the errors are not the result of inattention

to the size of units but rather children's limited capacity to

make more than one-dimensional comparisons. They aTe capable

of attending to the size of units or the number of units, but

.tre unable to coordinate these two dimensions.

The previous,studies indicate that young children can learn

measurement concepts.through careful instruction, but some mis-

conceptions may occur along the way. From a logical perspective,

these misconceptions may result in 'Cart from the absence of fully

developed logical reasoning abilities. However, only a few

studies have been conducted to test this hypothesis, i.e;, to'

examine the effect mf developmental abilities on children's measure-

"
ment learning.

One such study was conducted by Beilin and Franklin (1962).

They investigated the age-related developmental limits imposed

upon the acquisition of measuYement concepts. First-grade and

third-grade students were pretested on their ability to compare and

order various objects by length and area uSing unit iteration.

7 0
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The children were then instructed on how to solve these tasks

using appropriate iteration strategies. The posttest consisted

of a series of transfer tasks which' usedvdifferent-size shapes

but required the same measurementprç,esses. The results showed

that the third-grade dhildren knew more about measurement initially,

and were able to tractsfer theirknowledge to the novel tasks on

the posttest. The first-grade children displayed &come knowledge

of linear measurement after instruction, but were unable to learn

V

about area measure. "This lends support to theiew that the

child's level of development places a limit on what he may acquire

by virtue of experience or training at a particular time" (Beilin

& Franklin, 1962, p. 618). Unfortunately, the conclusion of the

authors is attenuated by the lack of control fOr prior knowledge,

and the use of age as a gross measure of development. It is

difficult to assess the effects of specifically "developmental"

abilities in this situation, and it is impossible to isolate the

particular abilities which may have come into play.

One of these methodological problems, a difference between

age groups in prior knowledge, was incidentally alleviated in a

study reported by Montgomery (1973). It was not Montgomery's

intention to investigate the relationship between developmental

status and ability to benefit from instruction in linear measurement,

but the study provides significant information in this regard.

The purpose of Montgoiery's study was to examine the-interaction

of second- and third:grade ehildren's ability to learn length



concepts with two instructional treatments on area concepts.

An initial teach-test procedure partitioned subjects on their

ability to learn to compare two lengths measured with different

units. They were randomly assigned to one of two instructional

sequences which differed in their treatment of the unit of area

% mdasure. One sequence always used congruent units to compare

regions, while the other used noncOngruent units and therefore

emphisized unit size as Well as unit number in all comparisons. ,..

It was hypothesized that ehe children who experienced more difficulty

using different units duning the teach-test, procedure would not be

able to take advantage of the latter, more sophisticated instruction.

However, the results shawed none of the hypothesized interactions.

Main effects were found favoring the students wild had scored higher

on the teach-test assessment, and favoring the instruction sequence

which used noncongruent units.

Two results of Montgomery's study are particularly relevant

for the present investigation. First, the lack of interaction

and the main effect:favoring the more advanced instruction sequence

indicates that the less capable children benefitted more from this

form of instruction, even though it was logically beyond their

abilities. This may have been because it directed their attention

to all of the relevant attributes in measuring, a general hypothesis

suggested by Gelman (1969) in number contexts, and Carpenter and

Hiebert (Note 2) in measurement contexts. The main effect for

ability level is less relevant for this study since the form of



ability which was measured, while of general interest (see Carpenter,

in press b), is not a developmental ability of the type-assessed here.

The second result of interest pertains to the relationship

between developmental status (as measured by age) and ability to

learn linear measurement concepts. As mentioned earlier, this

information was not an intended outcome of Mbntgomery's (1973)

study and the data were not analyzed with this in mind. However

a re-analysis of the original data contained in Montgomery (Note

12) shows the following. Second- and third-grade students did

a

not differ in their knowlege of unit of length concepts before

the teach-test procedure. After two periods of instruction, however,

the third-grade students performed significantly better than the

second-grade students on a unit of length posttest. Evidently

the older children were able to benefit more from instruction on

length concepts than the younger children. Of course it is still

not known what particular developmental abilities were involved.

Summary. It is clear that young children can be taught some

of the basic concepts of measurement. But what about the effect

of cognitive development on children's ability to learn measurement

concepts? Some evidence suggests that children can benefit from

measurement instruction which would appear to be beyond their

capabilities (Montgomery, 1973; Carpenter & Hiebert, Note 2;

see also a conservation training study by Bearison, 1969).

However this is not to say that children of all developmental

levels ai.e equally able to benefit from instruction (Beilin &



Franklin, 1964 Montgomery, Note 12)'....DeVelopmentai constraints

seem to be real, but these may be in the form of information

processing limitations, as suggested by Carpenter's (Note 11)

results, rather than logical reasoning deficiencies. This is

the conclusion arrived at by Carpenter (1976) after an extensive

review of measurement research.

Unfortunately, theconstraints of cognitive development

have usually been inferred from differences in performance of

.children of different ages. No evidence exists which might link

specific developmental abilities tp children's learning during

instruction on measurement. The current studywds intended to fill

this gap by investigating the effect of several logical reasoning

abilities (conservation ,and transitivity) and an information

processing capacity (M-space) on children's ability to learn

linear measurement concepts during instruction.

Conclusions
,

Previous research has uncovered a significant relationship

between cognitive development and mathematics learning. It

appears that children's level of cognitive development elects

the kinds of mathematical concepts or skills which they are able

to. learn. An absence of certain developmental abilities.limits

children's learning potential.

With respect to the Piagetian logical reasoning abilities,

the relationship between development'and learning seems to be

specific rather than general. Certain abilities, such as

4
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conservation and trAnsitivity, are required to learn some math-

ematical concepts but not others. More specifically, length

conservation and length transitivity play an important role in

learning some measurement.concepts, but areonet required for

learning others. The present study fits well within this research

background. Itwas designed to systematically-investigate the

effect of length conservation and length transitivity on learning-

a sequence of increasingly complex measurement concepts and skills.

Much less is known about the relationship between the develop-

ment of information processing capacity and mathematics learning.

Data from laboratory-type settings suggest that this developmental

capabity has a direct effect tin children's learning potential.

In addition, there is some indication that the cognitive capacity

Which limits children''S mathematics learning is the ability

to process and coordinate several pieces of information simultaneously.

However there is almost no inforMation on the relationship between

this ability and learning school mathematics concepts. The present

study explored this relationship by applying Pascual-Leone's (1970)

notion of M-space to the learning of linear measurement concepts.

1 ;.5
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Chapter IV .

HYPOTHESES AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect.of basic

developmental capacities on children's ability to learn mathematics

through instruction. The research strategy employed was outlined

briefly in Chapter I and will be expanded upon here. The major

steps in fhis strategy can be summarized as follows. Cognitive

developmental abilities were identified for their liotential ;

influence on mathematics learning. Mathematics content whi6h is

logically related to the developmental abilities was selected for

,instruction. Since the intent of the study was to isolate and

describe the role of these abilities in learning mathematics, the

mathematics tasks were logically analyzed to determine 'their pre-

requisite skills and to specify the demands they placed on each

developmental ability. The results of this analysis were used in

two ways. First, the learning hierarchies established through the

specification of prerequisite skills were used to design the

instruction lessons. Second, the identification of the requirements

placed on the developmental abilities by each mathematics task

generated hypotheses about the points during instruction where

developmental differences would affect learning. The data-gathering

process was then implemented by selecting subjects who differed in
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their developmental ntatus but not in their initial knowledge of .

the primary.measurem('nt concepts. All subjects were provided

with similar instrurtion and their responses to instruction were

carefully recorded: Children's performance over the course of

instruction was then related to their initial level of develop-

sent.

The first step En this sequence, the selection of develop-

mental variables, han been disucssed in Chapters I and II. The

remaining steps have been outlined previously but will be described,

in detail in this chnpter.

Selection and Analysts of Instructional Content

Linear measurement was selected for instruction because of

its logical relatiónnhip with the developmental variables and its

importance in school matheilatics programs. As described in Chapter I,

an analysis was carrted out to identify and sequence the instruction

objectives which embodied the basic concepts of elementary measure-

ment (see Figure 1). Four principles of linear measurement were

selected from this analysis, each providing the focus for one

instruction lesson. Given in the sequence in which they were

presented, the four objectives are: 1) using an intermediary,

continuous representntion and attending to endpoints when measuring;

2) using a discrete tepresentation (i.e., subdivision of length)

and attending to thd additivity of length and the linearity of
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the interval between the endpoints when measuring; 3) using a

collection of units (i.e. several same-size discrete objects)

'and unit itel.ation (i.e., a single unit and change of position)

to assign numbers to lengths; and 4) accounting for the inverse

or multiplicative relationship between unit size and number of

units when measuring.

Tasks were constructed to assess children's understanding

of these principles and these tasks were then carefullyanalyzed

along several ,different lines. The primary analysis procedure

was a rational task analysis as prescribed by Gagng (1977).

Each of the four major tasks was broken down into,a hierarchy

of logically re1atd prerequi#ite skills as shown in Appendix A.

These learning hierarchies identified the skills and concepts

required to complete ench task. An important characteristic of

this type of analysis is the specification of instructable components.

Each prerequisite skill represents an intermediate instructional

objective. From the Ntandpoint of many learning theories, including

Gagne's (1974, 1977), n maximally effective instruction procedure

must attend to these prerequisite skills and their hierarchical

status.

In this study the highese-level prerequisites formed the basis

for the instruction lensons and the lower level prerequisites were

-

used to screen subjectn on the linear measurement pretest (see,
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Appendix A). Each lesson consisted of several instruction

problems which focused on a single prerequisite and a post-
-

instruction task which eMbodied the primary concept or terminal

objective of that lesson. The analyses in Appendix A identify

both the prerequisites on which the instruction problems were

based, and the post-instruction tasks used to assess children's

understanding of the major measurement concepts.

In addition to their use in designing instruction, the task

analyses also identified the developmental abilities which are

logically required to complete the tasks. That is, the analyses

specified the demands made by each instruction problem and each

post-instruction task on the developmental abilities. As Resnick

(1976) and Miulman (Note 13) have pointed out, attention to these

psychological components of the task is a particularli important

aspect of task analyses which are concerned with the intellectual

processes involved in task solution.

In this study, the task analyses specified the demands made

by each measurement task on the developmental abilities of length

conservation and length transitivity. Although most concepts of

linear measurement are related in a general way to conservation

and transitivity, they are not equally dependent on'these abilities.

Piaget makes a distinction between logical-mathematical knowledge

and physical knowledge', and a related distinction between operative
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learning and figurative learning (see Chapter II). These

distinctions suggest that various learning tasks may place different

types of demands on children's developmental abilities. The analysis

of the measurement tasks which was used in this study showed that

some of the tasks were heavily dependent on logical-mathematical

knowledge while others were based primarily on physical knowledge

and required application of a measurement technique. Tasks which

require operational learning or logical-mathematical knowledge

may be more dependent on developmental capabilities than those

requiring figurative learning or physical knowledge.

Ideally, a final analysis should be carried out to specify

the information processing or M-space demands of each task. However,

as alluded to in Chapter I, the application of M-space to instruc-

tional contexts is not sufficiently advanced to prescribe methods

for analyzing complex mathematical tasks in terms of their M-space

demands. Recent work by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) in the area of

verbal learning suggests that the information processing demands

of instructional tasks can be specified in terms of task content.

variables. However, similar analyses have not yet been carried

out for school mathematics tasks. Consequently,in this study

M-space was treated in a more global way as a general integration

capacity.
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Research Hypotheses

As outlined in Chapter I the major questions of interest

concern developmental group differences in learning measurement

concepts and descriptions or characterizations of the measure-

ment strategies used by children within each developmental group.

40.

Some of these questions lend themselves to statistical analysis;

others must be handled descriptively. The following section

specifies the various,hypotheses and provides a rationale for

their inclusion.

Statistical questions. The analyses discussed in the preceding

sections generated predictions about the effect of the developmental

abilities on children'3 performance over the course of instruction.

The predictions of primary interest concern differences in per-

formance on certain measurement tasks.between operational and pre-

operational children, and between low M-space and high M-space

children. However,before these hypotheses could be tested, a

check was needed on the stability of the sample in terms of the

developmental factors.

The following hypotheses are presented as substantive questions

of interest rather than as statistical hypotheses about observed

scores.

Hypothesis 1. Children's performance on length conservation/
length transitivity and backward.digit span will remain stable
over short-term instruction on linear measurement.
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All of the qu'estions which deal with the developmental notions

of conservation, transitiviiy, and.M-space assume that over a short

time period they represent relatively stable constructs. It was

assumed in this study that performance on these measures would

remain stable over the brief instructional period. A check 611

this assumption constituted the first research question since a

.
rejection of this hypothesis would alter the interpretation of

most results.

Eypothesis 2
a) Operational children will perform better than pre-

operational children on the instruction problems and

post-instruction tasks which depend on logical-mathe-

matical.knowledge.
b) Operational and preoperationaf children will not per-

form differently on the instruction problems and post-

instruction tasks which require only physical knowledge

or measurement technique.

Based on the analysis which specified the demands mrde by

each instruction problem and post-instruction 4-ask on the develop-

mental abilities of conservation and transitivity, the tasks

were labeled as either logical-based or technique-based tasks.

Figure 2 indicates these designations and specifies the pre-

requisites for each problem or task which were used to determine

its classification. It was hypothesized that those problems or

tasks which are based on logical-mathematical knowledge would show

the effects of logical reasoning ability: Therefore it was on

this se.6.-of tasks that differences between high reasoning-ability
\

L
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aid low reasoning-ability chtliVen were predicted to occur.

Hypothesis 3
a) High M-space children will perform better than low

M-space children on the post-instruction tasks.

b) High M-space and low M-spate children will not per-

form differently on the instruction problems.

Differences between low M-space and high M-space children in

measurement task performance were hypothesized to be.evident on

the post-instruction taskti but not on the instruct* probleMs.

Each instruction problem focused/on one prerequi ite skill or
r

concept, while the postinstruption task requi

7

d the integration

of these skills. ,SinceM-space represents w7 king short-terp'

memory, i.e., an information integration capacity, its effect,

should be most evident on those tasks requiring the integrav!on

of newly learned skills or concepts.- Case (1975) points out that

M-space capacity often comes into play at the point where children

have learned all the prerequisite skills and must integrate them

to Complete the superordinate task. Consequently, differences

between the M-spAce groups were predicted on the set of post-

instruction tasks but not on the set of instruction problems.

Hypothes,is 4
a) Opeirational children will\recognize and resolve conflict

to/a greater extent '-.han preoperational children.

b) High M-space children will recognize and resolve conflict

tla a greater extent than low M-space children.

Thia represents the first of two hypotheses which consider

the mediating role of cognitive conflict betweeri the developmental

oir



abilities and performance over instruction! According ta Piaget,

a certain developmental level must be reached-before the child is

able to recognize the conflict generated by applying different

strategies to solve the'saMe taskand resolve this conflict

by identifying the inadequacy of one strategy or the other.

Therefore, operational children should.engage in this behavior to

a greater extent than preoperational children. In addition, since

the construct of M-space'is theoretically the functional equivalent.

of Piaget's structural notions, it 4as pr icted that hi h M-space

children would recognize and resolve con lict to a greater extent

than low M-space children.

Hypothesis S. Recognition and resolution of conflict
will relate positively to performance on the post-
instruction tasks.

The second hypothesis which concerned the role of conflict

resolution in learning measurement focuses directly on the relation-

ship between recognition and resolution of conflict and subsequent

performance on the measurement tasks. By switching the conflict

variable from dependent to independent status this question considers

the importance of the ability to recognize and resolve conflict

on the learning of linear measurement concepts. The process of

resolving cognitivv conflict represents a central tenet of Piaget's

position on the relationship between learning and development,

and on the mechanigm by which learning occurs. It was therefore
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hypothesized that Children who recogn44!..and resolve conflict

during instruction would learn about linear measurement than

Children who do not.

Descriptive questions. The statistically testable research

questions in this,study deal with between-group differences. These

ite
questions focus on comparisons of various developmental groups

in terms, of their mean performance on the measurement tasks.

Several questions of interest still remained which could not be

adequately handled by statistical tests. These questions were

addressed using descriptive procedures.

Iwo major areag of interest provide the focus for the descrip-

tive analyses. The first is the characterization of performance

within particular developmental groups. Whereas xhe statistical

analysis employed in this study considers differences betWeen

developmental groups and indicates whether the high developmental

children learned more, on the average, than the low developmental

children, the descriptive procedures were designed to characterize

the absolute performance level of individual developmental groups.

The question of interest pertains to the constraints which the

lack of developmental abilities impose on learn4i'g measurement.

Consequently, this descriptive analysis was directed toward the

low developmental groups and the question was whether these

children had learned the measurement concepts or skills. In other
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words, are certain developmental abilities required to learn

about measurement; and if so, which abilities are required to learn

which concepts or skills.

The second area of interest is a description of measurement

stracegies used by individual children or clusters of children

on specific measurement tasks. An attempt was made to characteriz

the strategies used by the group of children in each cell of the

developmental level matrix. This description contrasted the

strategies used by, for *eample, high M-space operational children

with those used by high 141-space preoperational children on specific

measurement tasks.

A description of the strategies used by children with different

cognitive characteristics provides a way of re-analyzing the tasks

from the child's point of view. The logical task analysis used

in this study (see Appendix A) was based on an analysis fram the

adult's perspeczive. While this type of analysis is useful, it

does not always match the child's analysis. Children may approach

and solve a task in a way which does not correspond with a priori

"logic" and consequently may succeed fram a unique set of pre-

requisites. For instance, some measurement tasks logically involve

the application of the transitivity principle. A comparison of the

strategies used by children who reasoned transitively on the

developmental task with those who did not indicates whether in
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fact transitivity is required to complete the task in question.

In summaryta description of the strategies used to solve particular

measurement tasks begins to reveal the way in which children view

these tasks, and lhe cognitive abilities which are required to

solve them.

Background of Methodology.

Inteiest has been expressed recently by educational and

psychological researchers in methodologies which are sensitive

to individual responses and individual change. Since the intent

of the current study was to observe the strategies which individual

children use to solve measurement tasks and to instruct.children

in one-to-one interview situations, these methodologies contributed

to the design of the study.

A central feature of many methods which focus on the individual,

rather than the group, has been referredto as the case study

approach. Stake (1978) and/MacDonald and Walker (1975) have

pointed out the merits of the case study method in education

research. Case studies are designed to describe and characterize

individuals, rather than groups. They argue that this approach

can be used effectively when understanding, rather than proof,

Is desired. Because of their compatability With people's experien-

tial understanding, case studies can be used to increase under-

atandin$ of the phenomena in question. Shulman (Note 14) reiterated
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this point by noting the importance of attending to the idiosyn-

cratic cases--the ones which do not fit the norm. Here again

the concern is with understanding rather than statistical certainty.

In the area of mathematieir education research, Ginsburg (1976,

1977) has consistently argued for the use of clinical interviews
mier

to determine how children think about mathematical problems.

That such interviews may reveal critical aspects of the child's

thinking which do not show up,on conventional group tests has

been comvincingl demonstrated by Erlwanger (1975).

Several non-traditional metho4ologies have been used to study

the effects of instruction. Soviet psychologists (e.g.,.

Menchinskaya, 1969) have employed longitudinal designs together

with natural classroom settings and individual interviews to

investigate the effects of various instructional approaches on

the developmenttof children's mathematical concepts (see Kantowski,

Steffe, Lee, & Hatfield, Note 15). Recently, Piaget and associates

(Inhelder et al., 1q74) launched a series of training experiments

designed to reveal in more detail the mechanisms of development..

They suggest several guidelines for studying the effect of

development on learning. Children's developments:: status is

assessed by their performance on developmental tasks logically

related to the learning Content. Each child is then followed

over the course of instruction. Differences between children..

40
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In their.ability to benefit froi instruction are related to their

initial developmental levels. Wohlwill (1973) recognizes this

as a viable procedure for studying the effects of one factor

.on the change in another.

The specific method used in this study was not identical

to any of the methods used in the previously cited investigations.

However, it does reflect the spirit of them all. The study was

a form of teaching experiment, but unlike the Soviet experiments,

many of the instruction variables were controlled and protocols7

were relatively standardized to increase the generalizability

of results. Children were instructed individually following

the principles of case study and clinical interview techniques.

Differences between children in their ability to benefit from-

instruction were related to their initial developmental.levels

in line with the suggestion of Inhelder et al. (1974). In summary,

the overriding concern in this study,was with individuals' responses,

with changes in these responses over instruction, and with the

effect of development on these changes.

Procedures

The concern with inter-individual differences and intro-

individual change guided the selection and implementation of

procedures. Methods were chosen which would permit a detailed

description Of the performance of children of different developmental
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levels as they were learning about measurement. It was,especially

important to characterize the processes or strategies which children

use to measure, and the way in which these strategies change over

.the course of instruction. The remainder of this chapter will

detail the procedures which were used to elicit record, describe,

and analyze these strategies.

Sample seledtion. The sample.consisted of 32 first-grade

children drawn fram three elementary schools in Madison, Wisconsin.

Subjects were selected on the basis of two criteria; developmental

level and measurement knowledge. A pretest was used to assess

children's developmental statUI on the Piagetian and information

processing variables, and to test their existing knowledge of

the measurement concepts on which instructian would be provided.

With respect to the Piagetian variables, children were classified

as concrete operational, transitional, or preoperational based

on their cumulative performance on tasks of length conservatioa

and length transitivity. An equal number of operational and

preoperational children were selected for the study. Operational

children were those who .u.7.ceeded on both tasks; preoperational

were those who failed both tasks. Transitional children were

excluded from the sample for two reasons. First, children who

are in the trAnsitional stage from preoperations to concrete

operations exhibit rather unstable performance on concrete

f 3
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operational tasks. They are more likely to be influenced by slight

changes in task format, perceptual cues, etc. Since some of the

measurement tasks to be used during instruction necessarily

incorporated concepts of conservation and transitiVity, it was

important to only include children who dealt with these concepts
*IP

in a consistent way, i.e., who responded similarly totthese concepts

p.

across changes in task format. Second, since this study represented

an initial investigation in this area it was desirable to maximize

the difOrence in developmental levels represented in the sample,

i.e., to maximize the potentially differential effects of develop-

ment on learning.

Information processing capacity, or M-space, was assessed

using a backward digit span test. Previous work (Lawson, 1976;

Carpenter & Hiebert, Note 5) shows that about an equal number of

first-grade children fall into one of two categories: those

who succeed with a 3-digit series and those who do not. Very

few children fail with two digits or pass with more than three

digits. The 2- and 3-digit categories will be referred to here

as low and high M-space. The final sample included an equal number

of high and low M-space children. Therefore, with respect to the

dtiAlippmental variables, the final sample consisted of 32 children

witWeight in each cell af a 2 X 2 matrix of operational/pre-

operational by high/low M-space.
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The second portion of the pretest assessed Children's existing

knowledge of linear measurement. This part of the pretest was

constructed from the logical task analyseisk,of the major measure-

ment concepts (see Appendix A). The prerequisites identified

through these analxses were of three types: high-level prer.

rquisites which provided the focus for:instruction; developmental

abilities which were used to select the sample and formulate

hypotheses of where during instruction developmental differences

would be found; and, low-level prerequisities which were used to

..No. screen subjects from the sample. The first part of the measure-

ment pretest focused on the lower-level prerequisite skills.

Children's performance on most of these prerequisites was

assessed as a part of other items on the pretest. For example,

the ability to make direct comparisons of lengths was assessed

as part of the length transitivity task. Since instruction was

not provided On these skills, children who did not have them

were excluded from the sample. The sample therefore contained

only children who possessed all of the (non-developmental) pre-

requisite skills upon whigh instruction would build.

The second part of the asurement pretest consisted of

uyi

forms of the post-instruction asks which were given at the

conclusion of each lesson. These tasks were designed to assess

children's understanding of the major measurement concepts on

3 3
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which instruction was given. Only children who were unsuccessful on

All of thse tasks were included in the sample-. Ibis selection pro-

cedure ensured that alfchildren entered instruction with a similar

level of me.isurement expertise. A description of all theitems con-

tained in the pretest, along with the protocols for their adminis-

tration and the scoring criteria, are given in ATIpendix B.

A total of 143 children uere pretested in order to identify 32

children who filled the 2 X 2 developmental level matrix and who

satisfied the measurement knowledge criteria. Appropriate procedures

were used for obtaining parent and school permission for subject

participation. All subjects fo) whom approval had been received

were pretested. The pretest items were given to all subjects in the

same order: counting to determine the cardinality of a set, length

transitivity, length conservation, forms of the four post-instruction

tasks in the same order as the instruction lessons, and backward digit

span. In order to reduce testing time and make minimal demands on

students and teachers, pretesting with a particular subject was termi-

nated as soon as the subject was eliminated from the final sample

According to the criteria described above. Consequentiy, many of the

subjects received only some of the pretest items.

Pretesting'began with 35 children at School A. Twelve of these

children were included in the sample; one of them was high Piagetian--

lligh M-space, four were low Piagetian--high M-space, and seven were

low Plagetian--low M-space. Of the 70 children pretested at School B,

14 were included in the sample. Three of these were high Piagetian-.-
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high M-space, six were high Piagetian--low M-space, four were low

Piagetian--high M-space, and one was low Piagetian--low M-space.

4

Pretesting concluded with 38 children at School C. Six of these were

included in the sample; four were high Piagetian--high M-space and

two were high Piagetian--low M-space. A summary of the pretest per-

formance of all 143 potential subjects is given in APpendix H.

The sam pie size of 32 was selected primarily on the basis of

external conatraints such as testing and instruction time,
-14

availability of initial pool of subjects, etc. Thirty-two was

considered the maximum number given these constraints. A power

analysis was carried out to determine the probability of detecting

between-group differences of a specified magnitude with this

size sample, With a .05, N 32 (8 subjects per cell), and

n2
'2 .20, tho power for two-way analysis of variance tests Is

.76 (Cohen, 1977). This is a reasonable level of power.

A word 0 f explanation is in order about n2, a measure of

the magnitudo of differences which are hypothesized to be present

in the popuLition. The coefficient n is interpreted as a partial

correlation coefficient and n2 as the proportion of variance

accounted for by-one of the factors with the other factor and

interaction hold constant or partialled out. In this study it

is assumed that 20% (n2 - .20) of the variance in performance

on the limeav measurement tasks can be accounted for by population
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membership in either of tbe developmental groups (Piagetian or 41

M-space). The position taken here is that, although n2 - .20

4
'is a comparatively optimistic expectation, if thq between-group

differences are less than substAal in relatively controlled

instruction situation, then the developmental var ables have

questionable educational value as predictors of children's

ability-to benefit from classroom inStruction. Relatively

large-liatistical differences must exist before they can be

considered educationally significant.

Instruction and Assessment. The data collection procedures
dev

consisted of a preikest for purposes of sample selection, an

instructional sequence consisting of instruction and assessment,

and -aNposttest to measure developmental change. It should be

noted that the'procedures whicil were used to assess learning

during instruction were built in as part of the instructional

sequence. For each subject, all testing and instruction was

Conducted within a three,week period.

After the 32 subjects were selected according to tLe criteria

sircified earlier, they were presented with four instruction

leSSyns.- The lessons were given individually, and each subject

received no more than one lesson per day over the course of 5-6

school daya. Each lesson focused on one fundamental principle

of linear measurement as d'escribed previously.

1 ;2;

0
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All of the.instruction lessons were designed to follow a

similar.progression. From a developmental perspective children

learn to represent the lengths of objects. They are then able

to use this representation as an intermediary measure to compare

and order two objects on the basis of length, and then to construct

a second length equal to a first. In general the instruction

lessons followed this developmental pattern.

Each lesson consisted of a series of instruction problems

which focused on the primary prerequisite skills or concepts

required to successfully complete the post-instruction task.

These problems proceeded from a simple construction or represen-

tation of length to a compare and order situation. Each problem

required the child to measure a length in some way. The experi-

menter then measured the same length in a different way. If

the child had measured incorrectly, the experimenter measured

n.J.L-veCtly; iethe child had'measured correctly, the.experimenter

ileasured incorrectly in a predetermined way. The experimenter

then asked the child to explain the reason for the different

results. The purpose of this procedure was to introduce cognitive

conflict. After the child was given opportunity to resolve this

conflict, the experimenter verbalized the measurement principle

involved. That is, the experimenter stated the principle in

appropriate language so as to make available to the child the
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information needed to complete the taik. Opportunity was ihen

given for the child to apply this informationiand practice the

skill on a task which was similar in structure but different

in fore to the initial task. This task permitted an assessment

of the child's knowledge of that prerequisite skill or concept

after instruction. NO feedback was given on this practice trial.

The experimenter then moved to the next instruction problem.

After all instruction problems were completed the post-instruction

. task was presented. This task was designed to assess the child's

understanding of the major, measurement principle of that lesson.

It required an integration of the prerequisite skills and a

synthesis of the representation and the compare and order operations

covered during instruction. No feedback was given on this task.

A complete description of the instruction problems and the post-

instruction tasks for all lessons is given in Appendix C. The

lesson protocols are presented in Appendix D.

The instruction procedure used in this study can be further,

characterized by identifying its five salient features. First,

instruction was provided in a one-to-one setting. This format

m4ximized learning opportunity by encouraging student-teacher

interaction, by permitting individualized-feedback rom the teacher,

and by ensuring a high-level of engagedtime for thelearner.

The importance of engaged time in learning situations has been

13s
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recently demonstrated (Berliner, Note 16). Individually admin-

istered instruction also made Possible the recording of individua1

responses during instruction. It allowed detailed observation

of the processes children used to measure and the ways in which

.they responded to instruction.

The second feature of instruction was that children were

required to carry out actual measurements on a series of

instructional problems. This activity oriented approach en-

couraged on-task or engaged behavior. It is also consonant with

viewing the learner as actively engaged in constructing knowledge,

a perspective taken by many psychologists and educators (see e.g.,

Elkind, 1976; Lesh, 1973; Osborne, 1976; Wittrock, 1978; Romberg S

Harvey, Note 17). Furthermore, requiring children to overtly

measure permitted observation of the strategies children used

to measure. This in turn revealed children's conceptions of

linear measurement. Requiring children to actively manipulate

objects in conjunction with questions about these manipulations

has been established as a fruitful way to investigate children's

thinking. In fact it is the basis for Piaget's meyhode.clinique.

A third feature of instruction was the attention given to

the logical prerequisites of the instruction objectives. Designing

instruction which accounted for the prerequisite skills co ributed

I

to the effectiveness of instruction and permitted an inves gation
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of the factors responsible for variation in learning performance.

For example, the post-instruction task, which assessed the effect

of the preceding instruction, represented an integration of the

highest-level prerequisites. Failure on this task could be

attributed to an incomplete mastery of one or more of these skills,

or to a failure to integrate them. Children's performance on

each of the instruction problems indicated their level of mastery

of each prerequisite. Assuming an adequate task analysis, masiery

all prerequisites and failure on the terminal (post-instruction)

task suggested a limited integration capacity (M-space). Therefore,

a less than successful performance on the post-instruction task

could be traced to an incomplete mastery of a prerequisite or

to an inability to integrate these individual skills (see Figure 2).

A fourth feature of instruction was the form of student-teacher

(subject-experimenter) interaction which occurred in each instruction

problem. The most important aspect of this interaction was the intro-

duction of cognitive conflict by the experimenter. A method'of gen-

erating conflict in measurement situations has been illustrated by

Inhelder et al. (1974). Simila; procedures were used in this study..

Situations of cognitive conflict presumably serve to promote

operational learning (Furth, 1970; Lovell, 1966; Smock, 1976; Hooper

& DeFrain, Note 1). Such situations place the learner in a position

which calls for a rethinking or reorganization of existing conceptions.

From a Piagetian perspective, the-recognition and resolution of

cognitive conflict is a form of equilibration,
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the mechanism postulated to govern operational learning and der.

velopment (riaget 1971a).

The fifth characteristic ofinstruction was its completeness

with respect to providing the information necessary to carry out

the required measurement and providing opportunity for practice.

After children were given the opportunitWo resolve the conflict

introduced in the instruction problem, the experimenter verbalized

the measurement principle involved. The children were then given

a problem on which they could practice their newly learned skill.

In addition to promoting acquisition of that skill, the practice

task permitted an assessment of the child's mastery of that pre-

requisite skill or concept after instruction. It therefore

provided essential information on the role of that particular

prerequisite in the child's performance on the post-instruction

task.

Several days after instructikplwas completed, each subject

was given a cognitive task posttest. This consisted of a read-

ministration of the cognitive developmental tasks which were given

in the pretest: length conservation, length transitivity, and

backward digit span. Theoretically, performance should remain

stable on these tasks over the brief instruction period. The

posttest was given to check on this assumption.

VIAll testi and instruction was conducted by the experimenter.

1
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A trained observer was present during the instruction lessons

to record children's measurement strategies and their responses

I
to the cognitive conflict situations.

;

Coding Responses

/

The initial roblem in analyzing data which consists of

descriptions TA/children's solution processes or strategies is

one of coding. The overwhelming amount of information must be

organized and translated into some manageable form. The dilemma

is that some reduction and scaling of the data is necessary in

order to apply available statistical procedures and to abstract

general patterns or chaiacteristics from the myriad of individual

responses; but an over-reduction of the data may lose important

information about individual responses and specific strategies.

The analysis to be used here deals with this problem by reporting

the results at two levels. Based on pilot studies and a logical

analysis of the tasks, lists of strategies by h children could

complete the instruction problems and the post-instruction tasks

were constructed for each lesson (see Appendix E). These strategies

were used to classify the processes children used to measure.

The purpose of.this level of coding was to retain all non-trivial

information on children's measufement processes. This data was

used as the basis for the descriptive analysp.

Soow scaling or reduction of the data was required for the

1 4 2
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statistical andlysis. While each of the lists of measurement

strategies show a general progression from perceptually-bound

_

129

to conceptually-based strategiesla complete scaling of all strategies

within eac/1 list was not possible. For example, there are usually

several incorrect strategies which evidence a similar level of

underetanding of the measurement concept in question. It was

poscible, however, to classify all strategies into one of three,

ordinal categories. The lowest level category included those

strategies based on perceptual judgments and/or showing no resem-

blance to appropriate measurement techniques. The second category

consisted of those strategies which were partially correct, i.e.,

which evidenced some understanding of the measurement principle

in question, but which for some teason did not achieve an accurate

result. The inaccurate results were often due to a deficient

measuring technique. The final category was limited to those

strategies which evidenced an understanding of the measurement

principle and which yielded an accurate result. Using these

criteria children's measurement strategies were scored 0. 1, or

2 on each problem and task. (See Appendix E for the specific

scoring criteria for each problem and task.) These data were used

for the statistical analyses.

In addition to coding children's measurement strategies,

some measure was needed of children's ability to recognize and
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resolve conflict during instrtIction. Presented with a conflict

situation, children can respond in one of three ways: they may

not recognize the conflict and therefore see no need to resolve

the different results; they may recognize the conflict but not

be able to resolve it; or, they may recognize the conflict and

resolve it by explaining or demonstrating the reason for the

different results. Using the more specific scoring criteria

given in Appendix E, children's responses in the conflict situation

were classified into one of these three categories and scored 0,

1, or 2.

Taken together, the scores for measurement task performance

and the conflict scores generated a vector which characterized,

in a quantitative way, each subject's performance throughout

instruction. Figure 3 identifies the instruction problems and

the post-instruction tasks, and depicts the vector of scores

which was constructed for each subject. All statistical analyses

were based on the e data.

Observer Agreement. As indicated previously, observers were

trained to record and score children's measurement strategies

and their responses to the conflict situations. Two observers

were trained using videotapes of first-grade children receiving

the instruction lessone from the experimenter. In line with the

recommendations of Frick and Semmel (1978), observer agreement

144



LESSON!

astruc t tun Problem

1

Construct a con-

tinuous repre-
sentation of the
length of a giv-

en object

2

Compare and order
two lengths using
an intermediary
continuous rep-
resentation

Post-instruction task

Construct a 2nd length
equal to a 1st using
an intermediary con-
tinuous representa-

tion

Ono vector will be constructed for each subiscti

Post-Lesson 1, Problem 1

1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 LP
task

1::::(1 Recognition Practice

of cOnflict(RC)
and resolution task(PT)
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LUSO_ It

Instruction Problems

Construct a lnd
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At 8 different
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discrete linear
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Construct a 2ad
length equal tO
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Post-instruction task

Construct a 2nd straight
parh equal to A 1st po-
lygonal path using dis-
crehte linear segments

scores are 0, 1, or 2 for each measure

t 11.2 11.2 II.?

PT IC PT

Figure 3. Instruction Lessons and Vector of Scored Responses
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natructioe Problems

2

Represent a length,
numerically by
meaauring it with

Repreient a length
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measuring it with

Compare and order I

two lengthaoby
measurinik with a

colltction of single unit single unit and
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Post-instruction task

Construct a 2nd length
equal to a 1st using
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sure (unit iteration)

111.1 111.1 111.2 111.2 111.3
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(Figure 3 continued)
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Post -instruction task

Construct a 7nd straight
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was computed both prior to, and during, data collection. For

purposes of computing observer agreement prior to 4ata collection,

an additional tape was shown of one child receiving all four

.instruction lessons. Since the basic unit of analysis was the

score assigned to each measurement strategy and.each response to

the.conflict situation, the percentage of observer agreement was

computed from these scores. Using the experimenter as the criterion,
Oft

Observer A agreed on 91.72 (11/12) of the codeable Measurement

scores and 75% (6/8) of the codeable conflict scores. Observer

B agreed on 100% (12/12) of the codeable measurement scores and

87.5% (7/8) of the codeable conflict scores.- Due to problems

associated with video-taping, one conflict response and one

measurement response were unclear and were not scored.

To check observer agreement during instruction, the experimenter

scored the responses of several children, selected at random, for

each instruction lesson. To compute percentage of observer agreement,

three protocols for each lesson were randomly selected from this

set. Since only one observer was present for a particular lesson,

the agreement for Observer A could only be computed for Lessons 1

and 2, and that for Observer B for Lessons 3 ind 4. Using the

experimenter as the criterion, Observer.A agreed on 94.2% (17/18)

of the measuremicnt scores and 83.3% (10/12) of the conflict scores.

Observer B agreed on 100% (21/21) of the measurement scores and -
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93.31 (14/15) of fhe conflict scores.

Analysis Procedures

Statistical imalysis. Information was collected from each

child in this study on 24 measures. One of these was a collective

measure of Piagetian operational level with respect to length;

one was a measure of M-space or information processing capacity;

nine were measures of ability to recognize and resolve conflict;

and the remaining 13 were the linear measurement assessment tasks

presented during instruction. Some information on the relations

between these variables was av:ilable from logical analyses.

For example, a subset of the linear measurement tasks were closely

related from a logical standpoint since they required logical-

mathematical knowledge for solution. The complementary subset

_of tasks were also related since they depended primarily on physical

knowledge or me .,irement technique (see Figure 2). It was this

kind of information that was utilized in the statistical analysis.

Differences between the Piagetian-level groups were investigated

using a partitioning of tasks along the dimension logically

related to the Piagetian variables. A similar logic held for

investigating M-space between-group differences.

The statistical proceduren which were used will be described

with respect to the research hvpotheses presented earlier.

Hypothesis 1 (see p.107) was tested using the Pearson goodness-of-fit
1%,
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test (Marascuilo & McSweeney, 1977). This is a itonparametr4.4

test which measures the agreement between an obtained distribution

and a theoretical or expected distribution. Theoretically,

performance on.the Piagetian and M-space 'tasks should remain

relatively stable over a short time period. Consequently it was

expected that the sample would be equally distributed over the

cells of the 2 X 2 developmental level matrix on the posttest.

Analysis of variance procedures were used for hypotheses 2

and 3 (see pages 108 and 109) wit!, Piagetian operational level

and M-space serving as the independent variables. These hypotheses

focused on differences between the developmental groups in

performance on the measurement tasks. Since the logical analyses

indicated the particular tasks on which these differences were

expected to occur, the scores were aggregated as follows. With

respect to the Piagetian factor,scores on the logical-mathematical

tasks were summed to create one dependent variable (hypothesis 2a)

and scores oh the technique tasks were summed to create a second

dependent variable (hypothesis 2b). The tasks were partitioned

in a different way to investigate the effect of M-space. The sum

of scores on the post-im;truction or integration tasks formed one

dependent variable (hypothesis 3a) and the sum of scores on the

instruction problems or Individual skill task," formed a second,

dependent vakiable- (hypothesis 3b). Reliability coefficients



were computed to mpasure the internal consistency of each set

of scores.

It should be noted that the partitioning of tasks for hypotheses

2 and 3 represented two different aggregations of the same set of

scores, hence tests of the hypotheses are not statistically inde-

pendent. This is reasonable, however, since all the tasks were

analyzed from two different perspectives: One analysis involved

the logical-mathematical component oi the demands placed on logical

reasoning abilities, and a second analysis involved an integration

component or the demands placed on M-space. Since all the tasks

were represented in both partitionings, there was potential for

an interaction between the developmental factors. For example,

three of the four post-instruction tasks were:logical-mathematical

tasks. It may have been that children needed to be developmentally

advanced along both dimensions to successfully complete'these

tasks. Two-way analysis of variance procedures were used to test

these possible interaction effects. However, for hypothesis 2,

primary interest was on the main effect of the Piagetian between-

group difference, and, for hypothesis 3, the M-space between-group

difference.

Hypothesis 4 (see p. 110) was also tested using analysis of

variance procedures. The independent variables were Piagetian

operational level and M-space capacity. The dependent variable



was the a.= of Scores on the recognition and resolution of conflict

measures.

Hypothesis 5 (see p." 11) was treated as a regression problem

with recognition and resolution of conflict'serving as the inde-

pendent variable and post-instruction task performance forming the

dependent variable. Both variables were measured by simply summing

scores through instruction.

Descriptive analysis. The primary objective of the descriptive

enalysih was to characterize periormance within a particular

developmental group. Contingency tables were prepared for each of

the measurement tasks showing the number of children in each

developmental group whp obtained a particular seore on each task.

This information was used to determine whether a given task is

accessible to children who lack the logical reasoning abilities

or who have a small information processing capacity.

An attempt was also made to characterize the measuring

strategies used by children in each cell of the deyel,pmental

level matrix. The focus of this descriptiveynalysis was on the

types of strategies used by children possessiue certain cognitive

characteristics. For example, some measuring strategies appear

to involve the application of logical reasoning abilities (i.e.,

conservation and transitivity). The question ts whether children

who do not conserve or reason transitively employ these kinds of

tr-
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strategies. This information may provide some insight into the

way in which these developmental abilities affect children's

measuring.performance.

A final qu'estion of interest yhich was addressed using

descriptive procedures is whether information processing capacity

affects children's ability to integrate individually mastered

skills in solving a suiierordinate task. In this study, the in-

struction problems represented individual skills which were logically

required to complete the post-instruction task. A frequency count

of the number of children in each develoumental group who-mastered

the prerequisite skills but failed the post-instructiolktask

indicates whether a high capacIty was necessary for, or facilitated,

the integration of separate skills.
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RESULTS
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The results of the study will be presented for each of the

hypotheses given on pp. 107-111. These hypotheses are restated

here in null hypothesis form. In most cases statistical tests

were used to assess differences between the developmental groups

on various aggregations of measurement and conflict scores. Per-

formance on individual measurement tasks will also be described

both quantitatively and qualitatively. This analysis focuses on

a Characterization of performance within each cell of the deVelop-

mental lestel matrix and descriptive comparisons between cells on

particular tasks.

Variables

hypothesis 1. Children's performance on length conservation/

, le transitivity and backward digit span will remain stable

ove s ort-term instruction on linear measurement.

Null jyothesisl. The observed frequencies on the posttest

will, lot differ significantly from the.expected frequencies of

equal bers in each cell of the developmental level matrix.

Performance on the posttest len th conservation and length

transitivity tasks showed that four children had moved from pre-

operational to transitional and two children had moved from opera-

tional to transitional. With respect.to performance on the back-

Ward digit spa:, i:ask, one child had moved from low M-space-to high

Mspa--.e and three children had moved from high M-space to low M-

space. -Therefore, compared to pretest performance, about 81% of

11
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the subjects gave identical responses on the Piagetian posttest and

about 882 of tbe subjects gave similar responses on the backward

digit span posttest.

In order to conduct, a libtral statistical test to detect

significant shifts in the sample, changes on the Piagetian tasks

were tieated as changes from one level to the other rather than as

Changes to transitional responses. Using this modification, Table

1 shows the expected and observed distributions on the posttest

developmental tasks,

Comparing these two distributions, the Pearson X 2 statistic

for goodness-of-fit is 2.75. This is well below the critical value

of 7.81 (a...05, df..3). Therefore the hypothesis of a noneignificant

systematic shift in the sample was not rejected, The remaining

analyses were run using the initial classification of subjects.

Effects of Dev lo mental Variables on Measurement Performance

Loi....L.U.L.R.S.t.s±raULkbilitv. The first partitioning.of the

linear measurement tasks wail in terms of the types of knowledge

needed to complete them, i.e., the demands they placed.on the

logical reasoning abilities. One aggregation consisted of logical-

mathematical tasks or tasks which logically required length con-

servation or length transitIvity for solution. The remaining tasks

depended primarily on a specific measurement technique for

solution.

Operat,ional children will pirorm better then
preoperational children on the instruction problems and post-
instruction tasks which depend on logical-mathematical

1 ,;:j 4

n



Table 1

Posttest Performance on the Developmental Tasks-

'Logical
Reasoning
Ability

141

Observed Frequencies Expected Frequencies

High

Low

Information
Processing
Capacity

Logical
Reasoning
Ability

High

Low

Information
Processing
Capacity

High Low

8

8

Table entries represent number of subjects in each category.

wo.

/**



There is nb significant difference in the

mean scores of the two Piagetian level groups aa the logical-

mathematical tails.

Means and standard deviations for each developmental group on

the set of logical-mathematical tasks are shown in Table 2.

Analysis of variance on these scores is summarized in Table 3.

Tha two Piagetian level groups differed significantly

(a...05) on this set of tasks and the null hypothesis is rejected.

The logical reasoning ability factor accounted for 23.0% of

the variance in children's performance. The low developmental

Children had a mean total score of 9.13 (out of 16) while the high

developmental children, had a mean total score of 12.81. The inter-.

action between the developmental factors was mit significant. The

Cronbach alpha reliability coefficient for, this set of eight tasks

was.75.

200,y2.....,2tsit. 2b. Operational and preoperational children will

'not perform differently on'the instruction problems and post-

instruction tasks which require only physical knowledge or
measurement technique.

NulliIxpattIesis2b. There is no significant difference in
the mean scores of the two Piagetian level groups on the

technique tasks.

The prediction in the substanti4e hypothesis indicates the

expectation that the null hypothesis will not be rejected.

Table 4 presents means and standard deviations and.Table 5

summarizes the analysis of variance on the aggregation of technique-

based tasks.

I 3 ti



Logical
Reasoning
Ability

abe 2

Means and Standard Deviations--

Logical-Mathematical Tasks

Information Processing Capacity

High

Hi h Low

3-6.13.38 1..12.25

SD...2.20 SD...3.37

1...9.13 1,.9.13

0..4.94 SD..3.23

1k1.25

0..4130 0..3.57

Maximum score 16

SD..4.03

141
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Table 3

ANOVA--LogicalMathematical Tasks

Source of Variation' af P4
n2*

Logical reasoning
ability (A) 1 108.781 8.529 .007 .230

Information processing
capacity (B) 1 2.531 .198 .659 .005

A z. B 1 2.531 .198 .659

Residual 28 12.754

*n2 indicates the proportion of variation in performance on this

set of tasks explained by eath factor.



Logical
Reasoning
Ability

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations--

Technique Tasks

Informatitm Processing Capacity

High

High Low

SD..1.25

Low ND..1.36

Tip7.63 B4.25

SD-.2.33

Z.7.75 371..6.81

SD.,1.75 SD.;1.80

746.37

SD0.1.36 SD=1.99

MAXiMUM score =. 10

145
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Table 5

ANOVArTachnique Tasks

146

ammladelaaaffaBIN
mil!=10111w ....

Source of Variati9n df MS plc re*

Logical reasoning
ability (A) 1 1.531 .516 .479 .014

Information processing
capacity (B) 1 13.781 4.642 .040 .137

A x B 1 2.531 .853 .364

Residual 28 2.969

*n2 indicates the Proportion of variation in performance on this

set of tasks explained by each factor.

a
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Tholnagetian operational level groups did not perform

significantly different on thin set of tasks. The variation in

performance on these tasks is therefore accounted for by factors

other th#n logical reasoning ability. Although no predictions

were advanced with regard to the information processing factor on

these tasks, the main effect for information processing capacity

was significant at the .05 level. This factor accounted for 13.7%

of the variance in children's performance,'with the low deva-

lopmental children performing better (Z.7.69 out of 10) than the

high developmental children (7.6.37). The interaction between

the developmental factors was not significant. Cronbach's alpha

on this set of five tasks was .67.

I.L....___2_22....ilformatiolicaaci.
The second partitioning of

measurement tasks was based on the demands which they were expected

to place on information-processing capacity (M-space). Since the

post-instruction tasks required an integration of the separate

skills taught during instruction, the aggregation of these scores

presumably represented a high M-space demand score. In contrast,

the instruction problems focused on an individual concept or skill

and the aggregation of these scores represented a low M-space

demand score.

BagthE9ll_22. High M-space children will'perform better

than,low M-space children on the post-instruction tasks.

Null nvothesis 3a. There is no significant difference in

the mean, scores of the two M7-space groups on the post-

instruction tasks.

r
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Means and standard deviations on the post-instruction tasks

are presented in Table 6. Analysis of variance on these data is

summarized in Table 7.

Contrary to prediction, the effect of information processing .
capacity on children's ability to master these tasks was clearly

,nonsignificant and de null hypothesis is nOt rejected. Tbe low

and high developmental groups had identical mean scores of 3.94

(out of 8). The logical reasoning ability factor waS lignificant,

however, accounting for 31% of the variance in children's per-

formance. The preoperational children'had a mean score of 2.88

while the operational children had a mean score of 5.00. It must

be remembered that three of the four post-instruction tasks were

also classified as logi,cal-mathematical tasks. The interaction

between the developmental factors was not significant. Cronbach's

alpha for this set of four tasks was .22.

Hypothesis 3b. High M-space and low M-space children will not
perform differently gn the instruction problems.

Hypothesis There is no significant difference in
the mean scores of the two M-space groupg on the
instruction problems.

As in Hypothesis 2b, the prediction here is that the null

hypothesis will not be rejected.

Means and standard deviations for the set of instruction

pioblems are shown in Table 8. Analysis of variance on these

scores is summarized in Table 9.

The information processing groups did not differ significantly



Logical
Reasoning
Ability

A rt.

A

-Table 6

Maana and Stant:lard Deviations--

Post-Instruction Tasks

Information Processing Capacity

High

Low

High Low

B.4.75 B.5.25 X..5.00

SDN.1.67 SDaa . 98 nal.. 79

1=3.13 1=2.63 37..288

SDP.1.81 SD=1.45

1=3.94 1=3.94

4
SD=1.88 SD-2.05

Maximum score 8

'f
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Table 7

ANOVA--Fost -Instruction Tasks

,Source of Variation df MS
n2*

Logical reasoning
ability (A) 1 36.125 13.010 .001 .314

Information processing
capacity (B) 1 .000 .000 1.000 .000

A x 13 1 2.000 .720 .403

Residual 28 2.777

glo

*n2 indicates the proportion of variation in performance on this

seeof tasks explained by each factor.

9

t4,



Logical
Reasoning
Ability

table, 8

Meani and' Standard Deviations--

Instruction ProblemS

Information Processing-Capacity

High

Low

High Low

-L.15.50 re,..14.63

Slh.1.41 SD..3.74

76.11.88 Yi,..14.25

0..4.32 SD.2.25

i-.13.68 7..14.44

SD=3.63 SD..2.99

Maxhnum score 18

1 f

76.15.06

SD..2.77

1.13.06

SD..3.55

a
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Table 9

,ANOVA--InstructiOn Problems

Sdarce of Variatj.on cif HS n
2
*

Logical reasoning.
ability (A) 1 32.000 3.220 .084 .096

Information processing
capacity (B),\

A x B

Residual

4.500 .453 .507 .014 ()

21.125 2.126 .156

28 9.937

*112 indicates the proportion of variation in performance on-this set

of tasks explained by each factor.

4k-1,
4

1

1 -
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in their performance on these tasks. The interaction of the

developmental factors was also nonsignificant. Cronbach's alpha

.for this set of nine tasks was .75.

Effects of Develosnierital Variables on Reco tion and Resolution

of 'Conflict

,HOothesis 4
- a. -Operational children will recognize and resolve conflict

to a greater extent'than preoperational children.

b. Hi h M-space children will recognize aud resolve conflict

to a greater extent than low M-space children.

pal HvRothesis 4
2, a. There is no significant difference in the mean scores of

the two Piagetian level groups on the recognition and

resolution of conflict.

,b. There is no significant difference ii the mean scores of

the two M-space groups on the recogn tion and

resolution of clonflict.

A score representing children's ability to deal with cognitive

conflict was obtained by summing the nine recognition aud resolu-
.

tion of conflict scores. Table 10 displays the means and standard

deviations on these scores. Table 11 summarizes the analysis of

variance on .this dependent measure.

Neither the main effect nor the interaction effect were

statistically significiht (a...05). Therefore, neither of the null

hypotheses are rejected.

Re1ationzpigtween Reco nition and Resolution of Conflict and

Measurement'Performance

Hypothesis _5. Recognition and resolutn of conflict will
relate positively to performance on the post-instructton

tasks.

1 ti



Table 10

Means and Standard Deviations--

Recognition and Resolution of Conflict

Logical
Reasoning
Ability

Information Processing Capacity

High

Low

Ri h Low

X=16.00

SD=1.60

7=15.88

SD=2.80

3=12.25

SD=3.92

X=15.50

SD=3.66

(;LS'

7=14.12 7=15.69

SD=3.48 SD=1.66

Maximum Score = 18

7=15.94

SD=2.21

&13.88

SD=4.03
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Table 11

.
ANOVA--Recognition and Resolution of Conflict

Source of Variation df MS P 112*

Logical reasoning
ability (A) 1 34.031 3.473 .073 .096

Information processing
capacity (B) 1 19.531 1.993 .169 .058

A x B 1 22.781 2.325 .139

Residual 28 9.799

*n2 indicates the proportion of variation in performance on this set

of tasks.explained by each,factor.
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Null Hypothesis 5. There is no si nificant correlation
between the recognition and resolution of conflict and

performance on the post-instruction tasks.

The conflict score was conceptually shifted from its

dependent status in the previous analysis to independent status

for the present analysialk Since the conflict situations were

introduced as part of the instructional procedure, the post-

instruction tasks assessed the effect of children's ability to

recognize and resolve conflict.on their measurement'performance.

Scores on the post-instruction tasks were summed to create-a

measurement perfovmance score. A simple blvariate regression.

between these two variables yielded a cofielation coefficient of

r...455 and a coefficient of determinat5onfr2=.207. Therefore

20.7% of the variation in measuremel4 performance is explained by

linear regression on the cdnflict variable. An F ratio of 7.85

for the regression coefficient indicates that this linest associ-

ation is statistically significant at the .01 level. The ,null

hypothesis is rejected.

Descriptioh of Measurement Performance

Whereas the preceding statistical analyses considered

between-group differences on groups of scores, the descriptive

analysis focused on within-group performance on individual tasks

and comparisoni between developmental groups on particular tasks.

The primary question of interest was whether the developmental

abilities were required to master certain tasks, i.e., whether

I '"Ey
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certain tasks were "innceessible" to the low developmental

Children. An over-all picture of the performance of each deve-

lopmental group can be obtained from the graphs in Figures 4 and

. 5.

The graph in figure 4 shows that the high developmental group

had a higher mean score on all tasks except three. Consistent

with the hypotheses, theme were three of the five tasks on which

group differences wete not expected to occur. The mean scores of

the low developmental group suggest that all of the tasks except

for ,the post-instruction task in.Lesson IV could be mastered by

at 1 t acme of the preoperational children.. Contingency tables

were c puted for each task to check on this conjecture. These

are shown in,Appendix F. Patterns of scores within each task

support the fact that, whili not as many preoperatio 1 'children

achieved coMplete mastery of most of the tasks, th tasks were

generally accessible to these low developmental children. The

striking exception to this pattern was the post-instruction task

in Lesson IV. Only two of the 16 preoperatinal childpiln scored

above 4 on this task. Both of these children were found to be in

transition toward concrv te operations on the posttest develop-

mental tasks.

The graph in Figure 5 suggests no clear pattern. On some

tasks, the high M-space children performed better than the low

M-space children, while 011 others this ranking was reversed.
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The mean scores suggest that all of the tasks were within the

capabilities of at least some of the low M-space children. The

contingency tables provided in Appendix F confirm this observation.

The patterns of scores within each task, except ones, are very

similar for both developmental groups. The exception is the post-

instruction teak in Lesson al. None of the high M-space children

were completely successful orL this task, although nine chil4en

were partially successful.

aassalkaa4Laaaasazatitratlaisi

The measuring.estrategies which children used to complexe each,

task were recorded and assigned a number using the coding scheme

detailed in Appendix E. In order to gain an understanding of how

children viewed length and linear measurement, an attempt was

made,to characterize the strategies used by children in each deve-

lopmental group on the post-inaLruction tasks. A complete list o

the strategies used by each developmental group on sach,post-

instruction task is given in Appendix. G.

Lesson One. The post-instruction task in Lesson I required

children to construct a second, moveable building equal in height

to a first building using an intermediate representation (see

Appendices C and D for complete descriptions of all tasks). Per-

ceptual solutions were difficult since the second building was

situated on a hill. The two most frequently used strategies were

a correct strategy, in which the height of the first building was
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represented on the strip and then this.representation ;Jae used

to adjust the height of the second building, and an incorrect

strategy in whiCh the strip was laid horizontally and the second

building waS made "just as high in the sky." Both of these

strategies were used by it least some children in each cell'of

the developmental level matrix. The incorrect strategy reveals a

misconception of length which identifies equivalent lengths as

th alignment of only one pair of endpoints. This misconception

was evidenced by both high and low developmental children. It

is possible, of course, that children simply did not understand

the directions of the task. This problem was minimized, however,

by using phrases "just as big" and "just as much room inside"

rather than "just as high," and by demonstrating the meaning of

these directions on a preceding problem.

From a logical 4erspect1ve, transitive reasoning is involved

in applying a correct measuring strategy in this task. The inter-

mediate representation is used to indirectly compare the heights

of the two buildings. However, eight of the 16 preoperational

Sladren used this kind of strategy. Even though these eight

children failed the length transitivity task, they were able to

apply a measuring strategy which would seem to involve this kind

of reasoning.

In summary, it is difficult to distinguish between the

developmental groups in terms of the strategies used on Lhe Lesson
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I post-instruction task. Both low and high developmental children

used both unsuccessful and successful strategies. Consequently it
--

is difficult to identify the role played by the developmental

abilities in mastering this task.

Lesson Two. The post-instruction task in Lesson II required

children to construct a straight path equal to a polygonal path

using a collection of Cuisenaire rods. Two strategies, one correct

and one incorrect, were used most frequently. The correct strategy

involved matching a selection of Cuisenaire rods with the given

path and then laying them out to make the required straight path.

The incorTect strategy was a simple perceptual solution in which

the straight path was made to "look just as long" as the polygonal

path. The correct strategy was used by at least some of the

children in all four developmental groups. The incorrect strategy

vas used by at least some children in all the developmental groups

except for the high Piagetian-high M-space group, All of these

eight children employed some kind of matching strategy.

A particular kind of errors, which may signify an ovar-confi-

dence in measuring ability, was committed only by high M-space

children. This partially successful strat4y involved matching

rods with the given path but only in approximate and less than

careful fashion.

AB before, it is difficult to completely characterize the

measuring strategies used within developmental groups, or to
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distinguish between developmental groups. In other words, it

is difficult to identify the.effect which the developmental abil-

ities had on children's measuring strategies in this task. It

is clear, however, that even low developmental children .cquld

apply appropriate strategies to solve the task.

Lesson Three. The post-instruction task in Lesson III re-

quired children to construct a second length equal to a first

,length by using unit iteration. A single Cuisenaire rod was

providedlor measuring; an accurate measuring technique had been

demonstrated on the instruction problems.

T4e majority of children solved this task uSing some form

of unit-iteration. However, only six children were completely

.successfuli the rest achieved an inaccurate solution due to some

problem With the measuring technique. The most striking result

was that all-six of these sutcessful children were low M-space

children--not one of the high M-space children was completely

1

successful on this task. The preponderance of errorE made by

the high M-space children were technique-oriented. Although an

accurate technique had been demonstrated and practiced during

the lesson, 11 of the 16 high M-space children used an approx-

imate or careless form of iteration on the post-instruction task.

As in the post-instruction task in Lesson II, a simple

perceptual strategy was used by at least some of the children in

all of the developmental groups except for the high Piagetian--

-
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high M-space group. While none of these eight children were com-

pletely successful, seven of them suffered only from a technique-

based problem.

The remaining three cells of the developmental matrix were

sore difficult to characterize. Both low M-space cells contained

Children who used the most primitive str'ategiee-and children who

7.4
usea the most complete and accurate strategies. The logical

reasoning abilities apparently had-little iffect on which mea-

suring strategies children used.

Lesson Four. The post-instruction task in Lesson IV re-

quired children to construct a straight path equal in length to

a polygonal path using unit rods of shorter length. The polygonal

pat as constructed with 7 cm. Cuisenaire rods and the children

4

.w re given a collection of 5 cm. Cuisenaire rods. Two strategies

were used most often on this task, one correct and one incorrect.

The correct strategy requ-....red attentibn to both unit number and

unit size, and consisted of laying out more short units to com-

pensate for their smaller size. The most frequent incorrect

strategy resulted from attending to only one dimension, unit num-

ber, and laying out "just as many" short 'imits as there were long

units.

While M-space did not seem to affect childreWs strategies on

this task, logical reasoning abilifnilLseam to.he a definite

effect. Thirteen of the 16 operational children attended to unit

l
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size as well as unit number in their solutions. In contrast, only

twoof the 16 preoperational children attendeito both dimensions

in their sOlntions. Both of these children wef found to be

in the transitional'stage on the posttest Piagetian tasks.

Three of th 13 operational children who attended to unit

size did not achieve a complete solution, but rather used a

strategy which ccald be classified jas transitional between re-

cognizing only the number dimension and coordilla both dimen-
--

sions of number and'size Thege three children recognfzed the

% difference in unit size but did not account for the sum of these

differences. They suggested that a ,ciad with the'same numtzr of

short units was the best solution given the materials, but that a

completely accurate solution required the addition of "a little

piece" equal in length to thedifference of one pair of units

(i.e., 2 cm).
A

Two strategies were used most frequently by the preopernti nal

children. Seven of the eight low M-space children used a ,,imp1 !

counting strategy and laid out just as many Siort rods as there

were long ones. Four of the eight high M-space children con-

structed their road so that the endpoints of the two roads wi're

aligned, i.e., they ignored the polygonal path of the first road.

This soluti.on required fewer short rods than long ones and was
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in some sense more primitive tham.the numb4r strategy.

Each of the insttuction lessons involved several instruction

problems and a post-instruction-task. The instruction problems

focused on a single skill or concept and the post-instruction task

represented the integration o4 these individual skills and con-

cepts. Failure on the post-insfruction task can be viewed as the

result of a failure to master one or more of the prerequisites or

as a failure to integrate them. Table 12 accounts for all fail-

ures on the four post-instruction tasks in one of these two ways.

For purposes of table construction, "failure" was considered to

be anything less than mastery (i.e., a score of 0 or 1 on a given

problem or task).

The pattern of performance between cA

diffeent. The high M-space group eviden

is not markedly

almost as much

difficulty as the low M-space group in integrating the individual

skills orfoncepts mastered during instruction.

\

A comparison of row performance suggests that a greater

proportion of failures within the low Piagetian level group in-

volved failure on prerequisite skills or concepts. As the

analyses in Appendix A illustrate, some.of these skills or con-

cepts made ckreci demands onthe logical reasoning abilities of

conservation and transitivity.

Only in Lesson IV did the majority of failures on the post-

instruction task involve mastery of all the prerequisites and a
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Table 12

Failure on Post-Instruction Tasks

in Terms of Prerequisite Skill Performance

Logical
Reasoning
Ability

_Information Processing Capacity

High

Low

.4ermak

A. Fail one or more instruction problems (prerequisites)
and fail post-instruction task

B. Master all instruction problems (prerequisites) and fail
post-instruction task

Table entries represent total n er of occurrences
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failure to integrate or apply them. This was in spite of the

fact that the instruction problems required a recognition of the

e,
principle upon which the post-instruction task was based. Many

children were able to verbalize the inverse relationship between

unit number and unit size and recognize this principle in

facilitating contexts, but were not able to apply.the principle-

to solve the post-instruction task.
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Chapter VI

DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of this study was to examine the effect of

several logical reasoning abilities and an information processing

capacity on children's mathematics learning. The specific question

of interest was: How do these developmental abilities affect

children's ability to learn certain basic concepts and skills of

linear measurement? A secondary purpose of the study was to ex-

plore the mediational role in this learning process of recognizing

and resolving cognitive conflict. Is the ability to recognize and

resolve conflict in a lAriting situation related to developmental

level, and does this ability facilitate the learning of measurement

concepts and skills? The first section of this chapter will pro-

vide same interpretation of the results with respect to each of

these questions. The second section of the chapter will outline

several limitations uf the study, and the final two sections will

suggest some implications of the studyfor instruction and for

future res2arch.

Inter retation of Results_

Iplical_reasoning ability. The logical task analysis carried

out prior to instruction suggested that same of the measurement

tasks on which children were instructed made significant demands

on the ability to conserve length an,1 reason transitively, and

other measurement: tasks did not. Differences between
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preoperational and operational children were predicteikon,the former

set of logical-mathematical tasks but not on the latter set of

technique tasks. The resulv supported these predictions.

Therefore, theeabiaty to conserve and reason transitively

did seem to affect children's learning of measurement. Furthermore,

this effect was_specific to certain concepts and skills. Ln other

words, the Piagetian concepts of conservation and transitivity

affect children's mathematics learning, butthis effect depends on

what is being learned. The distinction between technique-based

tasks and logical-mathematical tasks seems to be a productive one

in this regard. Children who possessed the logical reasoning

abilities performed significantly better on the logical-mathematical

tasks but not'on the technique tasks. The implication of this

result is that relationships between these logical reasoning abil-

ities and learning mathematics concepts are specific rather than

general. Certain Piagetian notions affect the ability to learn

particular kinds of logically related mathematical concepts, but

do not necessarily predict children's performance on all mathe-

maticEt tasks. This conclusion is consistellt with the synthesis

of previous research presented in Chapter III, and helps to

explain the conflicting results of earlier studies (compare, for

example, Mpiangu & Gentile, 1975 with Steffe et al., Note 6).

The descriptive data, which foeused on within-group performance

on the measurement tasks, suggest a further refinement of this

interpret4tion. The way in which the logical-reasoning abilities
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affected performance on the measurement task* svemoti to differ,

even .within the set of logical-Mathematical tasks. Although the

mean performance of the operational group.exceeded the mean per-

formance of the preoperational group on every logical-mathematical

task, only the post-instruction task of Lesson IV Was beyond the,

learning capabilities of the preoperational children. That is,

At least some of the low Piagetian-level children were able to

master most of the logical-mathematical tasks. Even though these

children failed to conserve or reason transitively on the Piagetian

tasks, they were able to carry out measurements which, from a

logical perspective, required conservation or transitivity. Fur-

thermore, the strategies which they used to measure logically re-
..

quired the application of.these Principles.

This finding illustrates the difficulty of developing a

logical task analysis which matches the child's analysis of the

task. The analysis of the post-instruction task in Lesson I for

example, included transitivity as a logical prerequisite. However

some children who failed the transitivity task were able to com-

1

plete this measurement task successfully. Obviously, the appropri-

ate measurement stiategy did rat require the form of transitive

reasoning which had been expected. Carpenter (in press-a) suggests

that this kind of result,further demonstrates the fact that chil-

'dren's logic Is not congrueat with adult logic. Children who da

not possess conservation or transitivity are also incapable of

reasoning that the absence of these abilities should have any
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consequences for their measuring behavior.

It may have been tOat the measuring skills which were taught

during the lessons provided the children with techniques which

allowed them to circumvent the logical concepts involved. In

other words, children were able to learn and apply a measuring

skill without thinking about the logical basis for its use.

Whatever the explanation for these findings, they do point

out the deficiencies of the logical task analyses developed for

k.
this study. The results suggest that it may b difficult, in

general, to carry out an adequate a priori task analysis. The

observations of children's solution processes is suggested to be

an essential part of Lny analysis which attempts to identify

the component skills or concepts required to master a particular

task.

One of the most striking results of the study was the poor

performance of the preoperational children on the post-instruction

task of Lesson IV. Only two of the 16 children scored aboVe 0

on this task, and both of these children were found to be in

transition toward concrete operations on the Piagetian post-tasks.

Clearly, the logical reasoning abilities had a more pronounced

effect on children's ability to master this task than they had on

previous tasks.

An important difference between the Lesson IV post-instruction

task and most of the other logical-mathematical tasks was that it

required no new measuring technique for sclution. Whereas the
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first three lessons included instruction on a measuring skill

or technique which was needed to complete the tasks, Lesson IV

focused on the logic of the inverse relationship between unit

number and unit size. No new measuring technique was taught.

It may have been that the preoperational children were not able

to improve their understanding of this logical concept, and without

a measuring skill or technique to cmmpensate for this-lack of

understanding, they were unable to improve their performance on

the task.

There is also another way to interpret these results.

Carpenter (1975) notes that applying the inverse relationship

between unit number and unit size to srilve a measurement task re-

quires the simultaneous coordinp two dimensions--number

and size, In more general terms this requires an ability to de-

center, to attend to several aspects of: the proh,lem at once

rather than centering on only one dimension. This developmental

ability, frequently emphasized by Piaget (1952, 1960; Piaget et al.,

1960) is'also required to complete the conservation and tfansi-

tivity tasks. In this sense, the rwo Piagetian tasks and the

post-instruction measurement task in Lesson IV are structurally

similar. This similarity may have accounted for the near perfect

predictability of performance on the measurement task from

Piagetian operational level.

The results of this study further indicate that the
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decentering process required to complete these tasks is not ac-

quired by specific instruction. The status studies of Carpenter

(1975) and Carpenter and Lewis (1976) demonstrated that even

though children recognize the inverse relationship between unit

number and unit size, they are unable to coordinate these two

dimensions in solving a conservation-type problem. The results

reported here extend these findings by showing that, if children

do not already possess this decentering ability- (as measured by

conservation and transitivity), they.do not acquire it with specific

instructional experiences. The descriptive data indicated that

the maiority of children who failed the post-instruction task had

mastered the instruction problems. They had therefore learned to

,recogni4e that more of the smaller units were needed to measure a

given lensth. But they were unable to use this information and

coordinate these dimensions-in constructing the required length.

Carpenter and Lewis (1976) hypothesize that "children do not'

develop the notion of the inverse relationship between unit size

and number of units through experience measuring with difterent-

sized units" (p. 57). The results of this study support this

hypothesis. To the extent,that measurement problems require the

ability to decenter attention and coordinate several dimensions

simultaneously they are unaffected by specific experiences in

measuring. The ability to solve them seems rather to depend upon

the development of basic cognitive abilities.
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Iniartra_p_EL:_ictizi2_21caacit. The results of this kudy

itidicate that information processing capacity, as measured by

backward digit span, has no detectable effect on children's

ability to learn measurement concepts and skills. The measure did

not effectively discriminate between those.children who mastered

the measurement tasks and those who did not. Performance on the

set of tasks where significant between-group differences were

predicted showed that while there was variation, in these scores,

the factor of information processing capacity accounte r 0%

of the variation. Where significant between-group diff rences were

found, they were in the "wrong" direction on a logically unre-

lated set of tasks. Low M-space children performed significantly

better than high M-space children on the technique-based tasks.

This result is difficult to explain and simply serves to rein-

force the nonproductive nature of,this measUre in the present study.

Several problems accompanied the attempt to apply this re-

latively recent advance in cognitive psychology to the complex in-

structional setting employed here. These problems are basic ones

and may explain the disappointing performance of the M-space con-

struct. One of these problems is developing analysis procedures

to determine the M-space\demand of mathematical learning tasks.

The studies reviewed in Chapter III indicate that M-space dOes

predict performance on a variety of laboratory-type tasks--tasks

for which it is possible to specify M-space demand. Th54/kind of
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analysis requires an identification of the strategies which can

be used to complete the task and a specification of the information

processing capacity needed for the application of each strategy. The

capacity required to *apply a particular strategy must be determined

from the child's point of view. It depends upon the sub-strategies

which the child already has available, the familiarity of the task

stimuli, the way in which the child approaches the task, etc. For

artificial and novel tasks, this analysis can be carried out with a

high degree of precision. However school mathematics tasks are much

more complex and are_ confounded with previous experience. A given

strategy may therefore make different demands ondifferent children.

Because of these problems it was not possible to carry out this

kind of refined analysis on the measurement tasks used in this study.

An alternate approach to analyzing the M-space demands of

instructional tasks is suggested by Case (1975). This involves

a logical task analysis and a specification of individual pre-

requisite skills or concepts. M-space is treated as an integration

capacity and the M-demand of a particular task is determined by

the number of individual skills which must be combined to complete

the task. In this study, prerequisite skills were specified for

each post-instruction measurement task. The instruction problems

focused on individual prerequisite skills or concepts'and the post-

instruction tasks represented the integration of these prerequisites.

Therefore it was assumed that the post-instruction tasks would place

4

1 IV

6'
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a higher demand on children's M-space. Consequently, high M-space

children were expected to be more succeisful on these tasks than

low M-space children. This was clearly not the case. The fact that

many low 4-space children mastered the post-instruction tasks sug-

gests that the M-space demands of these tasks did not exceed their

capacity. Low M-space may have been sufficient to complete both

the instrnetion problems and the post-instruction tasks. The descrip-

tive data support this hypothesis. Low M-space children had no more

difficulty than high M-space children in putting together previously

mastered prerequisite skills to complete the post-instruction tasks.

Furthermore, the low coefficient of internal consistency for the post-

instructio n tasks (.22) suggests that this analysis procedure did

not suceed in' identifying a homogeneous set of tasks.

A sevond fundamental problem encountered in applying the

M-space notion to an instruccional context is one of identifying

an appropriate measure of M-space. Backward digit span has been

frequently used in the past (Case, 1974a, 1977; Lawson, 1976;

PaTkinson. 1975) and was used in this study. Intuitively, it is

a valid monsure since it requires two "ibilities which make up

the M-spave construct: short-term memory and an information

operation or transforming element. The numbers in the task not

only have Lo be held in mind, they have to be held in mind while

operating on them in.some way.

Base.; on this analysis, the backward digit span task seems to
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have a degree of face validity. However, it may not be a pure

measure of M-space. The subjects in thiatudyJevidenced some

variabigty on the 3-digit trials indicating the pregence of some

measurement error. The task may me'asure other attributes in addition

to M-space. Although the amount of error is considered to be small,

some subjects may have been misclassified. This introduces within-

group error variance and reduces the likelihood of finding signi-

ficant between-group differences.

An additional and fundamental question is whether a single

general measure of M-spa e is appropriate. Recent work by Case and

associates (Case, Kurland, & Daneman, Note 18) suggests that it may

-be very difficult to construct a general measure of M-space which

will predict performance.on a wide range of tasks. The data indrqe,te

that task variables, such as stimulus familiarity, may be more

important than previously supposed in determining the M-Space demand

of a particular task. "Operational.efficiency" is suggested to be as

critical as M-space in predicting performance on a given task.

Since operational efficiency depends on task variables and on the

subject's available schemes or mental processes, the ability to

apply a certain processing capacity will change from context to

context. In this study, children who evidenced a high capacity

on the backward digit span task may not have been able to apply

this same high capacity to solve the measurement tasks, or

children who were,low on the backward digit span task may have

had a high capacity within the measurement context. Clearly, the
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notion of operational efficiency will ilpod to 1 o fol

in future attempts to develop measures of information processing

capacity or M-space which have predictive validity.
4P

The theoryof M-space is intuitively promising. Many

instructional tasks require the ability to combine several iiieces

of information in synthetic fashion rather than treating each

piece independently. As a measure of this ability, the notion of

M-space represents a fundament#I cognitive capacity. Its useful-

ness.in educational contexts, however, depends upon the possibility

of developing an analysis procedure to,specify the M-demand of

Complex learning tasks and a single (or multiple) measure of M-space

which would predict children's performance on a given set of tasks.

The results of this study suggest that additional basic research is

needed before this will be achieved.

Significant results were obtained in this study with respect

to logical reasoning ability but not with respect to information

processing capacity. The difference in the productivity of these

factors can be.explained in part by the difference in tIlpir

theoretical and empirical bases. A wealth of researchLexists

within the Piagetian tradition which suggests important refine-

*
ments in applying Piagetian constructs to educational setpings.

A similar research base has not yet been developed for the

,notion of M-space. Such a foundation may be needed before this

construct can be usefully applied to instructional contexts.

I t u
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Recognition and resolution of conflict. The cognitive conflict

situations which were used in this study were relatively simple

situations Which represented modifications of those used by Inhelder

et al. (1974). This form of conflict was selected for the study

beause of its instructional effectiveness in measurement situations

(Inhelder et al., 1974; Carpenter & Hiebert, Note 2), and its

usefulness in soliciting responses from subjects which indicate

their understanding of the measurement.concepts. Since the study

employed only this one form of conflict, the results should not

be generalized to other modes of cognitive conflict. Appropriate

caution must therefore be exercised in interpreting the results.
Mr?'

TWO qtrcstions were of interest in this study with respect to

the role of recogaizing and resolving cognitive conflict in learning

measurement concepts. One was whether this ability was available

only to the high developmental level children, and the second was

whether this ability was an important one in learning measurement

concepts and skills.
0

The first question was answered negatively. Low developmental

level children were able to recognize and resolve conflict, and

the degree to which they did so did not differ significantly ft:cm

the high developmental children. This does not mean that the

ability to deal with cognitive conflict is unrelw-ed to deVelop-

mental level. It only indicatcs that, given the way in which

developmental level and conflict resolution were operationalized
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in this study, the capabilities of even the low developmental

children were sufficient to recognize and resolve the specific

conflict intron%44e during instruction.

The second question was answered in a more positive way.

The ability to recogr4ze and resolveconflict was found to account

for a significant percentage (20.72) of variation in children's

measurement pertormance. Children who successfully dealt with

the conflict situation were better able to improve their-perfdrm-

ance on the post-instruction tasks.

Some additional caution must be exercised in interpreting the

results with respect to cognitive coriflict. One advantage of

clinical-type b.ltudies is the collection of observations gathered lby

the investigator which supplement the quantitative data. While

these observati4ms suffer from subjectivity and cannot be analyzed

statistically, they do provide some insight into the phenomenon in

question. In this case, these anecdotal observations suggest that

the notion of cognitive conflict employed here Is a difficult one to

operationalize within the instructional setting and is a difficult

one to measure. While many children were quite successful in

explaining why different measurements were obtained, it was not clear

Iwther cognittvo conflict (in the Piagetian Sense) had been

generated or rrsolved. That is, it was difficult to assess whether

some form of motital re-structuring had occurred.

The proces1 of recognizing and resolving conflict is internally

!
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40011ntrolled.

Children engage in this process when they, perceive

same conflict between their observations and their internal con-

ceptions. It is difficult to create external situations which

automatically trigger this process, and it is difficult to know

when it is occurring. Additional work is needed in refining this

9
notion of conflict and ilioperationalizing it within instructional

settings.

Limitations of the Study

Several limitations of the study have already been noted in

,the previous section, particularly with respect to the treatment

of the M-space notion. Other limitations exist and will be

described here.

Several characteristics of the sample §election procedure

limit the interpretation of the results. First, children were

excluded from the sample who were transitional with resplect to

theii cumulative performance ,on length conservation and length

transitivify. That is, children who passed length conservation

but failed length transitivity, or vice versa, were excluded.

_This means that it was impossible to determine whether.the effect

of the logical reasoning abilities was due to either of these two

' abilities individually, or to an interaction between them.

Fureher research must be condUcted to isolate the effects of these

individual abilities.

A second characteristic of the sample whici must be considered
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was the bias introduced by selecting an equal number of subjects

for each cell of the 2 X 2 developmental level matrix. This pro-

duced an orthogonal design with respect to logical reasoning

ability and informatton processing capacity. To the extent mat

these two factors are related in the population, the sample

used in this study was unrepresentative. If, for example, there

is a high correlation between length conservation/length tran-

sitivity and backward digit span, then the high processing

capacity/low reasoning ability and low processing Capacity/high

reasoning ability xells-were over-represented. However, the

lack of interaction effects between these.two factors indicates

that this unrepresentative nature of the sample need not inter-

fere with the interpretation of the results with respect to the

main effects.

A third characteristic of the sample also affected its

representative nature. The three schools from whi.ch the sample

was drawn did not contribute equally to each cell of the develop-

mental level matrix. For example, one operational child and eleven

preoperational children were drawn from one of the three schools.

This unequal distribution reflects the fact that the majority of

first-grade children in this school were at a law developmental

fevel with'respect to the logical reasonirig abilities. A larger

proportion of the children in the other two school's were at a

'high developmental level with respect to these abilities. This
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difference is possibly a function of the socio-economic status

represented in the different school neighborhoods,

The assumption of this study was that the effects of socio-

economic status and home experience were mediated through the

specific factors of cognitive development which were employed. It

was assumed that, given a particular instruction procedure and a

particular level of prior knowledie, the factor which most Airectly

affected children's mathematics learning was level of cognitive

development. Consequently, external variables such as socio-

economic status and school memebership were not included in the

design.

An additional limitation of the design was the inclusion'of

transitional children with respect to information processing

capacity. Children were classified as having a span of two or

less digits, or a span of three or more digits. While the dif-

ference between a span of two and a span of three is quite sub-

stantial--theofetically it represents the difference of two

developmental years (Pasclial-Leone, 1970)--the scoring criteria

arbitrarily sorted the transitional cases Into one of the two

categories. A selection procedure which would have identified

and excluded transitional subjects would have yielded dLielopmental

groups which differed to a greater degree in information processing

capacity.
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Although such a procedure would have produced a design more

sensitive to thd effects of processing capacity, the data indicate

that increased sensitivity would not have altered the findings:

,Since not even a trend was detected, it is doubtful that eliminating

some random variance would have produced substantially different

results. Furthermore, the high degree of stability of this factor

demonstrated on the posttest suggests that only a few-children were

in a transitional stage. Therefore, it is believed that this

limitation did not seriously affect the results.

Another limiting characteristic of the sample was the re-

striction to a single age group or,developmental period'. Since

new developmental stages bring qualitative changes in intellectual

abilities, they may also bring changes in the relationships between

learning and development. Different relationships may exist with

childreh of different ages and different developmental status.

Consequently,tbe results of this study should be interpreted

within the context ol the particular age group used here.

This limitation is not overly severe, however, since the

intent of the study was not to answer all of the questions of

learning and development, but rather to investigate relationships

between specific developmental abilities and specific mathematical
40

content. Therefore the study was purposely restricted, not only

to a particular age group, but to particular developmental abilities

and particular mathematical concepts within that age group.

J
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Condequently, the interpretations should not only be restricted

to a particular age group, but also to the specific develop-

mental abilities and mathematics content used here.

A final set of potentially limiting factors relates to the

instruction procedure used. Several characteristics of the in-
.

struction procedure restrict its generalizability to other in-

structional settings. These were outlined in the last section of

Chapter I and could be summarized by saying that this was not a

study on instruction. It is not clear how other instruction pro-

cedures would have affected die results. It is tempting to say

that conventional classroom instruction would not remove the

specific constraints of development found in this study, but

this is an empirical question.

One instructional issue requiring clarification which affects

the internal validity of the study concerns the standardization of

instruction. To what degree did all children receive the same

instruction? This question is important since the interpretation

given to the results depends upon attributing differences in per-

formance-to differences in development rather than to differences

in instruction.

Completely standardized instruction was precluded by the

individualized setting and the differential feedback given by the

experimenter. Nevertheless., the instruction time and the opportun-

ity to learn was maintained as constant as possible across subjects.

20 0
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All subjects received the same tasks, all subjects were required

to deal with conflict situations in each instruction problem, and

all subjects were given the"same opportunity to practice the newly-

learned skills. Consequently, it was assumed that differences in

performance did not result from dlfferences inlinstruction.

ImgAleations for Instruction,

Mathematics instruction which is truly individualfzed must

provide each student with appropriate mathematical tasks. The

intent of this study was to investigate whether certain cognitive

developmental abilities could be used to help determine "appropri-

ateness." Presumably,\ mathematical concepts'or skills which logi-

cally require certain reasoning abilities or processing capacity

are beyond the learning capability of children who have not yet

developed these abilities. This assumption represents one of the

most fundamental Implications of cognitive developmental psychology

for the design of mathematics instruction. The present study is

one of the few to carefully test the assumption.

Caution must be exercised, however, in drawing implications

from thls study for general mathematics instruction. Only one

instructional procedure was used, and it differed in significant

ways from conventional classroom instruction. It is not known

how other kinds of instruction would have affected the results.

In addition, the study focused on only several developmental

abilities and On a limited set of mathematical concepts and skills.
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Different relationships may exist between other developmental

abilities and different mathematical content. To the extent that

the following observations move beyond these limitations they

should be regarded as hypotneses rather than conclusions.

1) The logical reasoning abilities identified by Piaget are

required to learn certain kinds of mathematical ccncepts.

Children in this study who did not yet conserve length or reason

transitively were not able to use the inverse relatidnship between

unit number and unit size in measurement contexts. Presumably,

conservation and transitivity represent fundamental reasoning

abilities which-are needed to deal with certain mathematical ideas.

Furthermore, the constraints imposed by the absence of these abil-

ities are not removed by specific instruction. Although direct

training was provided on similar tasks, the preoperational chil-

dren did not improve their performance on the final task assessing

their understanding of the inverse relationships between unit num-

ber and unit size.

2) The effects of these ldtical reasoning abilities on mathe-

matics learning are specific rather than general. In fact, per-

`formanCe on Piagetian tasks appears to predict performance on only

a narrow range of cloaely related mathematical tasks. Consequently,

Piagetian tasks do not appear to be useful as general measures of

learning readiness. In this study, conservatiop and transitivity

were found to have no significant effect on learning many
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mathematical tasks. For example, children who had not yet deve-

loped these abilities performed as well as hi;developmental chil-

dren on the skill or technique-oriented tasks, and they were able

to learn some of the logical-mathematical tasks.

3) A careful task analysis can be used effectively to

identify the mathematical tasts w14ch depend upon Piagetian

logical reasoning abilities. In this study, tasks which di3 not

make heavy demands on conservation and transitivity and which were

skill-oriente were learned equally well by both de4lopmental

groups. Tasks which logically required these abilities but which

involved the applicatioa of a learned measuring skill were mastered

by some, bitt not all, of the low developmental children. Tasks

which logically required these abilities and did not involve a

skill component were not maste-ed by the low developmental chil-

dren. Clearly, different types of tasks made different demands

on the students' learning capabilities. An analysis of tasks

along these lines is apparently a productive way to determine the

appropriateness of the task for an individual learner.

0 The notion of M-space as measured by backward digit span

has no immediate application to instructional settings. It is

not clear what effect, if any, this capacity has on children's

mathematics learning. Further research, as outlined in the next

section, will need to refine this construct before it can be

usefully applied to the selection of appropriate mathematical

tip
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content.

5) The problems associated with measuring the ability to

recognize and resolve cognitive conflict make it of limited use

as an independent variable in classroom settings. Although this

ability did discriminate to a significant degree between those-

children who mastered the measurement tasks and those who did not,

it is not proposed as a useful readinesi measure. It was diffi-

cult to create situations which induced true cognitive conflict,

and it was difficult to assess when such conflict was occurring.

While this construct may be effectively employed in fnrther re-

search, it is of limited use as a readiness measure in the class-
\

room.

licatiottesearh
The results of the study indicate that relationships do exist

between cognitive development and ability to learn mathematics,

but that these relationships are specific to individual abilities

and logically related or structurally similar mathematical tasks.

Searching for a single, general measure of development.which will

predict children's performance on a wide variety of mathematical

tasks may be a futile endeavor. However systematically documenting

relationships between particular developmental abilities and

learning logically related mathematical concepts will begin to

build the "linking science" which Glaser (1976)':1ad in mind. Such

research will, in a cumulative way, establIsh a store of
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information about the effects of cognitive-development on learnIng

mathematics. This information can ultima'tery be used as a basis

from which to select mathematical content which is appropriate for

individual 'children.

Two lines of research will extend the findings of this study
a

and. =tribute to linking cognitive developmental psychology to

the design of mathematies instruction. First, relationships between

develópmental abilities and mathematics learning need to be gstab-

Aished in other content domains. The work of Steffe et al. (Note

6) on early.number-concepts represents a:step ih this direction.

Second,the effects of various instructipnal tratiments on these

relationships need to be investigated. Only one kind of treatment

wns used in this study. Further research shodld document the

effect of other kinds of instruction on the relationships reported

here.

A major contribution of th'e present study was the demonstra-

tion of thYe 'of prdcedure which can be used to establish re-

lationshi between developmental abilities and mathematics

learning. Future research should take into account the follow-

ing observations.

The analysis of learning:tasks is an'imporant component of
.

i

a successful procedure. .In thisestudy it was posAible to carry

opt a detailed analysis of the deirds made by each task on the

logical:reasoning-abilities of cOnservation and transitivity.
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This analysis successfully identified a set of tasks on which

developmental group differences occurred. ,- The analysis of

a
tasks in terms of their information processing demand was conducted

at a much lower level of specificity. This relatively super-

ficial analysis did not successfully identify a corresponding

set of tasks on which between-group differences occurred. A fine-

grained task analysis, like the one conducted for the Piagetian

variables, may be the key in uncovering the relationships which

exist between .particular developmental abilities and mastering

mathematical tasks. Unfortunately, this level of analysis was
AIWA

not possible for the information processing variable in the pres-
.

ent study due to the lack of knowledge about the information

paC..essing demand of complex mathematical tasks. Further research

is needed within the-psychological domain to identify the factors

tuhich affect the processing demand of various school mathematics

tasks. Work on verbal learning by-Eintsch and associates

(Kintsch, Kosminsky, Streby, McKoon, & Keenan, 1975; 'Kintsch &

van Dijk, 1978) and on general cognitive tasks by Sternberg

(1977) guagest possible approaches to this problem.

A logical analysis is not the final step in specifying task

demands. The results of this study showed that these analyses do

not always match children's performance. Tasks which logically

required certain reasoning abilities were successfully completed

-

by some children.who had not yet developed these abilities.

2-0'
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Observations of the strategies children use to solve the t4ks

are essential in understanding the demands which a given task

places on individual children. Analysis of these strategies in-

dicates what,is.required, from the children's viewpoint, to com-

plete the task.

Another important component of a methodology designed to

investigate relationships betweenAdevelopment and mathematics

learning is the selection of context-specific measures of cognitive

development. In this studyl-length conservation and length

transitivity were used successfully to investigatitithe learning

of linear measurement. Both the developmental tasks and the

learning tasks dealt4with the attribute of length. Perhaps the

importance of context-specificity acknowledged by Piaget (1972)

for the formal operational level applies to other-developmental

periods as well. Cognitive tasks must be framed in the same

context as the set of tasks on which performance is predicted.

The context.of the task may be equally important for mea-

suring information processing capacity. The nonsignificant re-

sults of this study with respect to this factor may have been

due in part to the fact that information.procesiing capacity was

assessed using a number task while children's.learning was

assessed within a measurement context. The recent work of Case,

Kurland, and Daneman (Note 18) points to the importance of using

task stimuli which are similar to those in the tasks on which

2 r?

v..
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performance is predicted. Further research is needed to identify

measures of information processing cpacity which are specific to

a given content domain.

Conclusion

A popular tradition or belief within the mathematics education

community is thatpchildren's level of cognitive development

t

affects their ability to learn mathematics. The results of the

present study indicate that the tradition,is justified, but only

in part. Certain developmental abilities affect the learning of

certain mathematical concepts and ihis effect is evidenced in

different ways. For some concepts the abilities appear to be' 1

essentiali,' for others they are only facilitative, and for still

others they are irrelevant. The compleicity of these relation-

ships underscores the futility of searching for general develop-

mental measures which will predict performance on all mathematical

tasks. Relationships are specifict'and future research should

be designed to systematically establish these relationships.

Only with this bank of information can developmental differences

between,children bp used effectively to select appropriate

mathematical content.

2r;8
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Analysis of Post-Instruction Tasks

Coustruct a'2ftd length equal
to let using a continuous
reprementation.

Problem 2

Lesson I

Compare and order 2
lengths using an in-
termediate contirluous
representation.

Problems

218

Post-instruction tuft

Problem 1

Construct a contin-
uous representation
of the length of a
given objeg.*

l E. 2

Techni;lt of using .
finger or pencil
to mark endpoints.

InnMe

Compare directly and
order 2 objects by
length.

Relational
terms: longer,
shorter
(length).

Line up,end-
points, i.e.,
establish
baseline.

Identify lengkh
as An attribute
of objects: dis-
tance bet. endpts.

Equivalence of
2 lengths.

MONO.

Relational
'term: same

(length).

.111. 11.11.

These prerequisites were
assessed in the pretest
as part of the developmental
tasks.

*ConstAueting the length representation of a given object and constructing an
objert of 4 given'length are operationally synonymous.



Construct-a 2nd straight
path equal to a 1st poly.-=

gonal path using discrete
linear segments.

Prohlen 2

Lesson II

Construct a path
equal to the sum
of separate linear
segments.

Additivity of length
total length is su,n

of all linear seg-
menis.

Length may be sub-
divided into conti-
guous linear seg-

ments.

N
Post-instruction task

Problem 1

COnstruct a 2nd straight
path equal to a 1st
straight path using -

discrete linear segments.

Length conserva-
tion: subdivision
and change of
position.

P oblens 1 & 2

Technique of catching
rods with given path
(compare and order
selected rod with re-
maining portion of path).

1 Relational terms:
16nger, shorter,
same (length).

1..Identify length as au

attribute of objects:
linear distance be-
tween endpoints.

219

iLine up end-
points,estab-
lish baseline.

These prerequisites were
assessed in the pretest
as part of the develop-
sental tasks.

433



As,

me,

Construct 4 2n4 length equal
to a let using a single unit

to measure.

Problem 3

Lesson I//

Compare and ordir
2 lengths using'
their numerical
measure.

'Mae

IRelational terms:
more, less, same
(number).

These ererequisites
were assessed in the
pretest as part_of the
developmental tasks.

220

Postinatructlon task :

Problem 2

Represent A lengthnumerically by*
eeasuring with units (iterate)C
construct a length given the number

of units and unit size (tterrier).*

Problem 2 6 3

Technique of mark..

ing reference
point accurately
to iterate units.

Problem 1

Represent a length numerically
by measuring with collection of

units;construct a length using
collection of units given unit
number and unit size.

IP.

Whole is com- Point This prerequisite

posed of unit count was assessed by

1

segments.** to 8. the point-count
item in the pre-

. test.. 10

Units subdivide length Total length is

into segments of equal exact sum of equal

1 length.** length segments.**

1

Length may be sub-
divided into con-
tiguous, equal
length segments.**

Relational
term: same

(length).

Lesson I

Additivity of
length: total
length is sum of
all linear aegments.

Length mabe sub-
divided into con-
tiguous linear
segments.**.

*In chili analysis these two processes are operationally synonymous,
the same prerequisites.

**-These %ere all included as a part of Problems 1 end 2.

vs

21 4
b

1

3, they, share



Construct a 2nd length
equal to a Int using
Smaller units.

Problems 1 & 2

Given the same number
of units, the larger
units will produce a
longir length than the
smaller units.

Leeson IV

Post-instruction ts.sk

Les on II

Construct a length of
specified size given
a collection of Willi".

221

Problems 1 & 2

Given a pecified
length, more small
units are needed to
measure it'than
r er uMt.

Point
count to
8.

__Sgarpawe di-
rectly and
order 2 lengt

Relational
terms: mom
less

(length).

Identify
length as
the linear
distance b
nd.oint.

s.i

Lesson

Total lengt'h is the
sum of all equal
length linear segment

Additivity of
length: total
length is gun
of all linear
segments.

ength may be
subdivided int.',

contiguous lin-q

ear segments.

bor

am... .1=1.

\
.111PMn 001

Equality of
length.

Om. .1,=.

Length may be
subdivided in-
to contiguous
equal length
segments.

v....

Relational
term: sit.
(length).

1

Relational
terms; more,
less(number

Identify length
as the linear
distance be-
tween endpoints

These pOrequisites were
assessed in the pretest
as part of the developmental
tasks.
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Pretest Tasks and Scoring Criteria

Point Counting (to 8)

E empties onto the table a cup containing 8 unifix cubes

COULD YOU COUNT THESE TO TELL ME HOW MANY THERE ARE?

COUNT THEM CAREFULLY

If S miscounts them E says

COULD YOU COUNT THEM AGAIN. THIS TIME COUNT TEEM AS CAREFULLY AS

YOU CAN AND TELL ME HOW MANY THERg ARE.

Scoring Criteria

Successful: Correct response.

Unsuccessful: Incorrect response..

:

2 3

N.
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LET'S PLAY A LITTLE GAME WITH THESE STICKS.

E matches the green measuring stick with the longer of the

two black ones.

ARE THESE TWO STICKS THE SAMB LENGTH OR IS ONE OF THEM LONGER THAN THE

OTHER? WHICH ONE?

SO THIS BLACK ONE IS LONGER THAN THE GREEN, AND THE GREEN IS LONGER

THAN THIS BLACK ONE.

I removes the measuring stick and focuses attention to the

table.

ARE THERE TWO STICKS THE SAME LENGTH OR IS ONE OF THEM LONGER? JUST

LOOK AT THE STICKS, NOT THE THINGS ON THE END.

IS ONE OF THEM LONGER OR ARE THEY THE SAME?

WHY DO YOU THINK SO?

Scoring Criteria

Successful: Correct response and transitive reason.

Partially

iuccessful: Incorrect response and transitive reason.

Unsuccessful: Visual comparison (correct or incorrect

response). A

238
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Conservation of Lenzth.
Cr

E lays out the two straight wires so that one pair

of endpoints coincide,

LET'S PRETEND THAT THESE TWO WIRES ARE

FAR TO WALK ON THIS ROAD AS THIS ROAD,

OF THE ROADS?

ROADS. IS THERE JUST AS

OR IS IT FAICHFIL ON ONE

0111.011111111111=1~1.

E-bends longer road so the endpoints coincide.

NOW IS THERE AS FAR TO WALK ON THIS ROAD AS THIS ROAD, OR IS ONE

OF THE ROADS FARTHER?

(If the response is unclear or if the child does not seem to

understand the question, rephrase it as follows.)

IF TWO ANTS ARE WALKING, ONE ON THIS ROAD AND ONE ON THIS ROAD,

WOULD THEY BOTH WALK JUST AS FAR, OR WOULD ONE OF THEM WALK'

FARTHER?

E bends longer road so that the endpoints of shorter

road extends beyond that Of longer road.

NOW IS THERE AS FAR TO WALK ON THIS ROAD AS THIS ROAD, OR IS IT

FARTHER ON ONE OF THE ROADS?

(Repeat clarification questions given above if necessary.)

Scoring Criteria

Successful: Correct resAnses after both transforma-

tions.

Transitional Incorrect response after first trans-

formatibn, correct response after

second transformation.

239
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Unsuccessful: Incorrect responses after both trans

formations, or correct response after

first frinifOrmation and in&ifict-

response after second transformation.
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Pretest Measurement Tasks*

Task I HERE ARE TWO TiLEPHONE POLES --THIS ONE HAVES piv AND DOWN.

DO YOU THINK YOU CAN MOVE THIS POLE SO IT IS JUST AS BIG
_

AS THE OTHER ONE?

YOU CAN USE THIS STRIP AND THE PENCIL TO HELP YOU MEASURE.

USE THE STRIP TO HELP YOU MAKE SURE THAT BOTH POLES ARE

JUST THE SAME SIZE.

Task 2 LET'S PRETEND THIS IS A ROAD FOR ANTS TO WALK ON. COULD YOU

USE THESE RODS TO MAKE A STRAIGHT ROAD STARTING HERE WHICH

HAS JUST AS FAR TO WALK AS THE CURVY ROAD.

MAKE sunr YOUR WAD HAS JUST AS FAR TO WALK.

Task 3 HERE IS A PIECE OF LICORICE IN A BAG AND ANOTHER PIECE OF

LICORICE IN THE STORE. LET'S PRETEND THAT YOU BOUGHT THIS

PIECE AND YOUR FRIEND IS GOING TO BUY THIS PIECE. COULD YOU

MIASURE THEM SO THAT YOUR FRIEND'S PIECE WILL BE JUST AS ibNG

*The complete descriptions of these tasks are similar to those for the
post-instruction tasks given in Appendix C. The scoring criteria for
these tasks are identical to those for the post-instruction tasks given
in Appendix E.
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AS YOURS.

HERE IS A RED ROD TO HELP YOU MEASURE AND* A SCISSORS WHICH

YOU CAN USE TO CUT THE LICORICE SO THAT IT IS JUST AS LONG

AS THE OTHER ONE.

'USE THIS ROD TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU AND YOUR FRIEND WILL HAVE

THE SAME AMOUNT TO EAT.

1

ClkctO4 STO.P.E.

ri --4-,

Task 4 WE ARE GOING TO BUILD SOME LITTLE ROADS FOR ANTS TO WALK ON.

I WILL BUILD A ROAD WITH THESE YELLOW ONES.

NOW COULD YOU BUILD A STRAIGHT ROAD STARTING HERE WITH THESE

PURPLE ONES SO THAT-THERE IS JUST AS FAR TO WALK ON THE

PURPLE ROAD AS ON THE YELLOW ROAD.

SUPPOSE TWO ANTS STARTED WALKING ON THESE ROADS, ONE HERE AND

ONE HERE. WOULD THEY BOTH WALK JUST AS FAR?

HOW MANY RODS DOES YOUR ROAD HAVE? HOW MANY DOES MY ROAD HAVE?

SHOULD YOURS (MINE) HAVE MORE? (or--SHOULD THEY HAVE THE SAME

NUMBER?)

5 cm. .0.

II a P

4 cm.
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Backward Digit Span

I WILL SAY SOME NUMBERS AND I WOULD LIKE YOU TO REPEAT THE SAME

NUMBERS, ONLY YOU ARE TO SAY THEM BACKWARDS.

LISTEN CAREFULLY TO THE NUMBERS I SAY. THEN SAY THE SAME NUMBERS

ONLY REMEMBER TO SAY THEM BACKWARDS.

LET'S PRACTICE A FEW.

E presents the following 3 series and provides correct

responses for those which S answers incorrectly.

4, 2

8, 0

I, 6, 2

THAT'S COOD. NOW WE'LL TRY SOME MORE. LISTEN CAREFULLY AND

REPEAT THE NUMBERS YOU HEAR ONLY REMEMBER TO SAY THEM BACKWARDS.

Use the response sheet to read the digit series.

For each series read one digit per second. Allow

as much time as is needed between series.
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Response Sheet

Backward Digit Span
I.

Mark + for correct, 0 for incorrect.

7,8-
0, 7

4, 3.

5, 1 8, 1, 7

6, 9 0, 5, 3

8, 2 8, 4, 1

5, 0 2,43

1, 4 6, 2 0

9, 8 1 7, 6

5, 6 i 3 8, 1

7. 1

5,8, 7

8, 6, 2

Terminate the task after 3 consecutive errors.

Move to the next series after 6 consecutive correct reponses.

Scoring Criteria: Credit is given for a series after 6 consecutive

correct responses or at least 7 correct out of 10 responses.

3..
4

.244
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Description of Lessons

Lesson I

232

Instruction_lrohlems

Problem 1

The experimenter (E) provided the subject (S) with a blank'

strip and a pencil and asked S to represent the height of the

vase on the strip.

(A11 pictures used
for these lessons.
were drawn on
8 1/2" x 11" tag-
board)

After S measured the vase, E measured it in a different way

and obtained a different representation. If S had measured in-

correctly, E measured correctly. If S had measured correctly,

E measured incorrectly by dropping the endpoint of the strip

below the bottom of the vase. S was asked to reconcile the

different results. E then verbalized the important factors to

be considered in constructing a representation such as this.

S was given a prctice problem with instructions similar to

those in the initial problem.
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IP

Problem 2

E provided S with a blank strip inlet a pencil and asked S

to find out which of the two people was taller.

After S cktermined which person was taller E measured the
4

people in a different way and obtained a different solution. If

S had measured incorrectly, E measured correctly. If S had

measured correctly, E measured incorrectly in a predetermined

way. S was asLed to reconcile the different results. E then

verbalized the measurement principle involved in using an inter-

mediate representation to compare and order the lengths of two

objects.

S was given a practice problem with instructions similar

to those in the initial problem.

co?



Post-instructionirask

E provided S 'with a blank strip and a pencil and asked S

to "build" the moveable building as big as the other one.

234



Lesson II

Instruction Problems

235

Problem 1

E proVided S with a collection of Virious length Cuise.naire

rods and asked S to build a "straight road" the same length

as the given road, starting at the indicated point.

After S constructed a road, E constructed a second road

using a different strategy and arrived at a different length.

If S had produced an incorrect solution, E produced a correct

solution by matching rods against the given road. If S id

produced a correct solutiun, E produced an incorrect solution

by vertically aligning the endpoint of the constructed road

with the endpoint of the given road. S was asked to reconcile

the different results. E then verbalized the measurement
)'

principle and indicated an appropriate comparison procedure

-why) could be used to construct equal lengths.

S was given a practice problem with instructions similar

to those in the initial problem.
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166.-

iroblem 2

E provided S with a collection of various length square

dowels (7 cm., 9 cm., 14 03. and 17 cm.) and asked S to _show

howlong the fence would be,if the two boards were nailed

together.

After S constructed a fence, E constructed a second fence

using a different strategy and obtained a different result. If

S had produced an incorrect solution, E produced-a correct

solution by matching dowel pieces against the two boards and

"addi them to form a straight fence. If S had produced a

corr t solution, E produced an incorrect solution in a pre-

determined way. S was asked to reconcile the different results.

E then verbalized the additivity principle of measurement and

indicated an appropriate measuring and matching strategy which

eould be used to add the measures of two lengths.

10
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S was given "A practice problem with instructions and

'imaterials similar to those in the initial problem.

Post-instruction Task

E provided S with a collection of various length Cuisenaire

rods and asked S to build a "straight road" on which there was

just as far to walk as on the cro9ked road, starting at the

indicated point,

k
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Lesson III

\\\\

Instruction Problems

Problem 1
\

E provided S with a collection of 4 cm. Cuisenaire rods

and asked S to measure the length of the fence.

WORIMIWPW

After S measured the fence, E measured it in a different

way and obtained a different result. If $ had measured incorrectly,

E measured correctly. If S had measured correctly, E measured

incorrectly by leaving a space between rods and getting a smaller

measurement. S was asked to explain the reason for these

different answers. E then verbalized the' meadurement principle

involved in using a collection of uhits-p measure a given length.

S was given a practice problem similar to the initial

probleM but using a collection of 3 im. Cuisenaire rods.

2r .ar
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Problem 2

E provided S with one 3 cm. Cuisenaire rod and asked S

to measure the length of the board.

After S measured the board, E measured it in a different

way and obtained a different result. If S had measured in-

correctly, E measured correctly. If S had measured correctly,

E measured incorrectly in a predetermined way. S was asked

to reconcile the different results. E then verbalized the

measurement principle involved in unit iteration and demonstrated

a technique which can be used to iterate accurately.

S was given a practice problem similar to the initial

problem but using a 4 cm. Cuisenaire rod,.

Problem 3

E provided S with one 2 cm. Cuisenaire rod.and asked S to

find out which of the two strips was longer. S was encouraged

to use the rod to measure the Strips.
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After S measured the strips, E measured them in a different

vay and obtained a different result. /f S had measured in-

correctly, E measured correctly. If S had measured correctly,

E measured incorrectly by leaving space between iterations

on the longer strip and obtaining a smaller measure. S was

asked to reconcile the different results. E then restated

the principle involved in unit iteration and verbalized the

principle of comparing and ordering lengths by their unit

measures.

S was given a practice problem imilar to the initial

'problem but using a 3 cm. tuisenaire rod.

vs..=====
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Post-instruction Task

E provided S with a 2 cm. Cuisenaire rod and a scissors

and asked S to make the second bike patil in the park just as

long as the first one. S was encopraged to use the rod to

help measure.

245



Lesson TV

InstrUction Problems

Priblem 1

\

242

E constructed a "road" with four 5 cm. Cuisenaire rods.

S vas provided with a collection of 4 cm. Cutsenaire rods and

asked to build a road just as long as E's road but starting

at a different point and going in a different direction.

After S constructed the road, E noved the roads parallel to

compare the lengths. S was asked to reconcile the fact that

the same number of rods produced different lengths, and the fact

that equal lengths required different numbers of rods. E

then verbalized the measurement principle resulting from the

inverse relationship between unit nunber and unit size.

S was given a practice problem similar to the initial

problem but E's road was made with four 3 cm. Cuisenaire rods

and S was given a collection of 4 cm. Cuisenaire rods.
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Problem 2

E placed,two strips on the table, one 16 cm. and the other

20 cm. S,was asked to compare their lengths. After S confirmed

that one of them was longer, E moved them to form a

asonoriumi

%utak! 1 1.0 vic 4, H.

S was asked to measure the bottom strip using a collection

of 4 cm. Cuisenaire rods and the top strip using a collection

of 5 cm. Cusenaire rods. E then asked again about the relative

length of the two strips. After S responded the strips were

moved parallel and S was asied to explain the fact that the

same number of rods were used to measure different lengths.

E then restated the measurement principle resulting from the

inverse relationship between unit number and unit size.

S was given a practice problem simdlar to the initial problem

but using equal length strips (15 cm.) and measuring the bottom-

one with 3 cm. Cuisenaire rods and the top one with 5 cm.

Cuisenaire rods.

\-.
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Post-instruction Task

E constructed a "crooked road" with 7 cm. Cuisenaire rods:

S was provided with a collection of 5 cm. Cuisenairg rods and

asked to build a straight road on which there was just as far

to walk.

ifikLiAmon
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Lesson Protocols

Lesson 1.

Problem I a. COULD YOU USE THIS STRIP AND THE PENCIL TO MEASURE HOW

TALL THE VASE IS?

MARK WITH THE PENCIL ON THE STRIP TO SHOW JUST HOW TALL

THE VASE IS.

b. SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED LIKE THIS (Either measure

correctly by aligning bottom of strip with bottom of

vase or measure incorrectly by dropping bottom of

strip below bottom of vase);

WHY DID YOUR FREIND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO. YOU THINK IS RIGHT? wily?

c. WHEN MEASURING HOW LONG SOMETHING IS WE NFED TO FIND

erliE HIGHEST AND LOWEST POINT AND MEASURE JUST FROM THE

BEGINNING,POINT TO THE ENDPOINT.

d. Practice (sawe as a. with respect to tree)

Problem 2 a. THESE TWO PEOPLE ARE HAVING AN ARGUMENT OVER WHICH ONE

OF THEM IS TALLER. CAN YOU HELP THEM DECIDE WHO IS

TALLER--YOU MAY USE THIS STRIP AND PENCIL TO,ELP YOU

MEASURE.

b. SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED LIKE THIS (Either measure

correctly or measure incorrectly by measuring girl and

thon dropping.bottom of strip below feet of boy to have

boy appear taller).

2G0
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WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT? WHY?

c. WE CAN USE THE SAME STRIPIO MEASURE BOTH PEOPLE AN*

FIND OUT WHO IS TALLER IF WE BEGIN AT THE SAME POINT

ON THE STRIP FOR BOTH.

d. Practice A CARPENTER CUT THESE TWO BOARDS AND WCULD

LIKE TO KNOW WHICH BOARD IS L3NGEk. YOU MAY. USE THIS

STRIP AND THIS PENCIL TO HELP YOU MEASURE.

Post- HERE ARE TWO BUILDINGSTHIS ONE MOVES UP AND DOWN.

instruction DO YOU THINK YOU CAN MOVE THIS BUILDING SO IT IS JUSX

Task AS BIG AS THE OTHER ONE?

YOU CAN USE THIS STRIP AND THE PENCIL TO HELP YOU

MEASURE. USE TIE STRIP TO HELP YOU MAKE SURE THAT THERE

IS JUST AS MUCH ROOM IN BOTH BUILDINGS.
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Problem I a. LET S PRETEND THIi IS A ROAD FOR ANTS TO WALK ON.

COULD YOU MAKE A STRAlcHT ROAD STARTING HERE WHICH IS

JUST AS LONG AS THE OTHER ROAD?

MAKE YOUR ROAD SO THAT BOTH ANTS WILL HAVE JUST AS FAR.

TO WALK.

IS YOUR ROAD JUST AS FAR?

SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MADE. THE ROAD LIKE THIS (Either

measure correctly%by matching rods along strip and

laying out road or measure incorrectly by using a

perceptual strategy and aldning cndpoint of second

road with endpoint of first road).

WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A 'DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT? WHY?

c. WHEN YOU.NEED TO BUILD ROAD WHICH IS JUST AS LONG,

YOU CAN MAKE SURE BY MATCHING YOUR ROAD WIER THE

OTHER ONE.

d. Practice (same as t.) MAKE SURE THAT BOTH ROADS

HAVE JUST AS FAR TO WALK. DO YOU THINK YOUR ROAD IS

JUST AS FAR?

Problem 2 a. THESE ARE TWO RAIWOOD BOARDS. A CARPENTER IS GOING TO

BUILD A FENCE WITH THEM BY NAILING THEM TOGETHER.

'
2t
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COULD YOU HELP THE CARPENTER BUILD THE FENCE?

USE THESE TO SHOW HOW LONG THE FENCE WULD BE IF

THESE TWO BOARDS WERE NAILED TOGETHER.

b. (If S iessured incorrectly)

SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED LIKE THIS

(Match rods correctly and lay out fence).

WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT? WHY?

(If S measured correctly)

SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED LIKE THIS

(Lay long rod and show.endpoint is vertically

aligned with one of the boards).

WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT? WHY?

c. WHEN WE WANT TO FIND`OUT HOW LONG TWO THIWS ARE

TOGETHER WE CAN MEASURE EACH ONE AND THEN ADD

THEM TOGETHER.

d. (Same as a. with respect to building a bench)

1821: LET'S PRETEND THIS IS A ROAD FOR ANTS ID WALK ON.

Instruction COULD YOU MAKE A STRAIGHT ROAD STARTING HERE WHICH

Task HAS.JUST AS FAR TO WALK AS THE CURVY ROAD?

MAKE SURE YOUR ROAD HAS JUST AS FAR TO WALK.

263
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Lesson 3

Problem I a. COULD YOU MEASuRE HOW LONG THIS FENCE IS USING THESE?

a
4 cm. rods HOW LONG IS THE FENOE? HOW MANY.OF THESE?

b. SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED THE FENCE LIKE THIS

aither,measure correctly, or incorrectly by leaving

space between each uni% resulting in 4 units rather

than 5).

WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT? WHY? (If S doesn't

recognize conflict measure again to get 3 units and

repeat questions)

c. WHEN MEASURING WITH RODS LIKE THIS WHICH ARE ALL JUST

THE SAME WE NEED TO KNOW Am MANY OF THEM IT TAKES

TO GO FROM BEGINNING TO END SO THAT THE WHOLE FENCE

IS COVERED - -WITH NO SPACE BETWEEN. ONE ROD MUST BEGIN

WHERE THE LAST ONE ENDED.

3 cm.rods d. Practice (same as a. with respect to train car)

Problem 2 S. COULD YOU FIND OUT HOW LONG THIS BOARD IS? USE THIS

ROD TO MEASURE IT.

3 cm. rod b. 1. (If S measured correctly)

SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED IT LIKE THIS (Measure in-

correctly by visually estimating transition points,

leaving space between, and getting less units as a

result).

2 G 4
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WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT? WHY?

2. (IL S measured incorrectly) SUPPOSE YOUR FRIEND

MEASURED IT LIKE THIS (Measure correctly using finger

to mark reference points).

WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER? 4.

WHO DO YOU THINK IS 41GHT? WHY?

c. WHEN WE USE ONE ROD TO MEASURE WE MUST BE CAREFUL

TO START THE NEXT ONE RIGHT WHERE THE LAST ONE STOPPED

SO THAT WE MEASURE THE WHOLE BOARD.

ONE WAY WE CAN DO THIS IS TO USE OUR FINGER OR A

POINfER TO REMEMBER WHERE THE LAST ONE STOPPED--

LIKE THIS (Measure several units along board).

PUT YOUR FINGER BESIDE THE ROD, NOT IN FRONT OF IT.

d. Practice (same as a. with respect to barn) MEASURE

4 cm. rod THIS,dONE VERY CAREFULLY.

Problem 3 a. LET'S FIND OUT WHICH OF THESE TWO STRIPS IS LONGER.

2 cm. rod COULD YOU MEASURE THEU,TO FIND OUT WHICH IS LONGER?

HERE iA ROD TO HELP YOU MEASURE.

b. 1. (If S measured correctly)

;6PPOSE YOUR FRIEND MEASURED IT LIKE THIS (Measure 10

cm. strip (on left) correctly by visually determining

marking points and 12 cm. strip incorrectly by

visually estimating and leaving space between rods

to get 4 units).

265
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WHY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT'ANSWER?

WHO DO Yar THINK IS RIGHT? WHY?

2. (y_ S measured incorrectly) SUPPOSE irOUR FRIEND

MEASURED IT LIKE THIS (Measure correctly using finger

to mark reference point).

WY DID YOUR FRIEND GET A DIFFERENT ANSWER?

WHO DO YOU THINK IS RIGHT?

WHY?

c. WHEN WE MEASURE WITH ONE ROD WE MUST BE CAREFUL TO

START THE NEXT ONE RIGHT WHERE-THE LA.;i7MZE.STOPPED.

IF WE MEASURE CAREFULLY USING THE SAME ROD-WE CAN. FIND

CUT WHICH THING I LONGERJBY COUNTING HOW MANY RODS.

d. Practice (same instructions as a. with respect to "T")
3 cm. rod

Post- HERE IS A BIKE PATH RUNNING THROUGH THE PARK. THIS

Instruction TS ANOTHER PATH THAT THEY ARE JUST MAKING. CAN YOU

Task

2 cm. rod

HELP THEM BUILD THE PATH SO THERE WOULD BE JUST AS

FAR TO RIDE ON THIS PATH AS ON THAT ONE:

HERE IS A SCISSORS WHICH YOU CAN USE TO CUT THE PATH

SO THAT IT IS JUST AS LONG AS THE OTHER ONE.

YOU CAN USE THIS RED ROD TO HELP YOU MEASURE.
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Lesson 4

Problem I a. I'M GOING TO BUILD A ROAD WITH THESE YELLOW ONES

WHICH LOOKS LIKE THIS (4 roda),

COULD YOU BUILD A STRAIGHT ROAD STARTING HERE WITH

THE PURPLE ONES SO THAT YOUR ROAD IS JUST AS LONG

AS THIS ONE? BE SURE THAT THERE WOULD BE JUST AS

FAR TO WALK ON YOUR ROAD AS THERE IS ON THIS ONE.

IS YOUR ROAD JUST AS LONG NOW?

b. HOW MANY RODS ARE IN YOUR ROAD? HO MANY IN THIS ONE?

DO YOU THINK BOTH ROADS ARE JUST AS LONG?

LET'S CHECK THEM.

(Move yellow road parallel to purple road)

1. (IL both roads were 4 rods) WHY DO YOU THINK THE

.ROADS ARE DIFFERENT It' THEY ARE .B0TH 4 RODS LONG?

2. (If roads Fere same length) -WHY DOES ONE HAVE 4

RODS AND THE OTHER 5 RODS?

3. (If roads were different lengths) COULD YOU MAKE

THE PURPLE ROAD JUST AS LONG?

WHY IS ONE ROAD 5 RODS LONG AND THE.OTHER.ROAD 4

?

RODS LONG?

c. SO IF ONE OF THE RODS IS SHORTER WE NEED TO USE MORE

OF THEM TO MAKE THE SAME LENGTH.

d. Practice (same as a. with 4 light green rods and purple

rods for S)'k.

267
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MAKE SURE YOUR ROA% IS JUST AS LONG.

Problem 2 a. WHICH OF THESE STRIPS IS LONGER OR ARE THEY THE SAME?

(Place strips.fromllinta5

COULD YOU MEASURE THE BOTTOM STRIP WITH THE PURPLE ONES?

SO THE BOTTOM ONE IS 4 PURPLES.

COULD YOU MEASURE THE TOP STRIP WITH THE YELLOW ONES?

SO THE TOP STRIP IS 4. YELLOW ONES.

IS ONE OF THE STRIPS LONGER OR ARE THEY THE SAME?

f

b. 1. (LE S says they are different) WHY? BUT WHY

DID THEY MEASURE THE SAME NUMBER?

2. (If S says they ar,e the same) WHY? BUT ONE OF

THEM WAS LONGER BEFOREWHY DO YOU THINK IT S THE

SAME NOW?

3. (Move top strip and rods'parallel) WHICH STRIP

IS LONGER?

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY MEASURE THE SAME NUMBER OF RODS?

c. IF WE WERE GOING TO MAKE THEM THE SAME LENGTH WE WOULD

NEED MORE PURPLE RODS. SO IF YOU ARE USING SHORTER

RODS TO MEASURE SOMETHING YOU WILL NEED MORE OF THEM

TO MEASURE THE SAME LENGTH.

d. Practice WHICH OF THESE STRIPS IS LONGER OR ARE THEY

THE SAME? (Move sCrips fromIltol )

COULD ygni MEASURE THE BOTTOM STRIP WITH THE LIGHT

GREEN RODS?

- 268
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SO THE BOTTOM ONE IS 5 LICHT GREEN RODS. .

co= YOU MEASURE THE TOP STRIP WITH THE YELLOW RODS?

SO THE TOP STRIP IS 3 YELLOW RODS.

IS ONE OF THE STRIPS LONGER OR ARE THEY THE SAME?

WHY?

Post-- WE ARE GOING TO BUILD SOME LITTLE ROADS FOR ANTS TO

Instruction WALK ON. I WILL BUILD A ROAD WITH THESE BLACK ONES.

Task NOW COULD YOU BUILD A STRA1C11T ROAD STARTING HERE WITH

THESE YELLOW RODS SO THAT THERE IS JUST AS FAR TO

WALK ON THE YELLOW ROAD AS THE BLACK ROAD?.

SUPPOSE TWO ANTS STARTED WALKING ON THESE ROADS, ONE

HERE AND ONE HERE. WOULD THEY BOTH WALK JUST AS FA.R?

HOW MANY DOES YOUR ROAD HAVE? HOW MANY DOES MY_ROAD

HAVE? SHOULD YOURS (MINE) HAVE MORE? (or - -SHOULD

THEY HAVE THE SAME NUMBER?)
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AIVENDIX E

CODING SCHEMES AND SCORING CRITERIA
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Coding Schemes and Scoring Criteria

Coding Scheme--Lesson I--Problem 1

1. Did not use strip--did not mark beginning and/or endpoints.

2. Marked off a segment corresponding to only a part of the length.

3. Marked off entire length but did not attend to endpoints:

a) did not match highest and/or lowest point.

b) placed sttip off to the side and estimated points.

4. Harked off length correctly.

Unsuccessful (0):

Partially

Successful (1):

Successful (2):

Scoring Criteria

Did not represent length on the strip,

evidenced little understanding of this

concept (strategies 1 and 2).

Represented length on the strip but

result only approximate (strategy 3).

Measured correctly--attended to both

endpoints (strategy 4).

2
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Coding Scheme--Lesson IProblem 2

1. Did not use strip--perceptual or other solution.

2. Used strip but only perceptually or otherwise (e.g., used

horizontally to align endpoints).

3. Used strip to measure one length or the other (correctly or

incorrectly) but did not compare them.

4. Used strip to compare lengths but incorrect measurement resulted

in erroneous conclugion:

a. line up end of strip with end of page.

b. didnot attend to endpoints.

c. strip was incorrectly placed for comparison of second length.

5. Correct measurement and comparison.

§42Iing-ELLLEEll

Unsuccessful (0); Did not use the strip to compare the 2

lengths (strategies .1-3).

Partially Successful (1): Cc-ipared lengths with the strip but

incorrect procedure led to erroneous

conclusion (strategy O.

Successful (2): Correct measurement and comparison

(strategy 5).
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Codin Scheme-Lesson - Post-Instruction Task

1. Did not use strip--perceptual or other solution.

2. Used strip but only perceptual3y or otherwise (e.g., laid strip

horizontally).

3. Used strip to measure one length but not the other.

4. Used strip to measure both lengths but did not measure the

lengths themselves.

5. Use& strip to measure both lengths but adjusted by perceptual

judgment.

6. Used strip to measure both lengths but did not attend to both

pairs of endpoints.

7. Measured correctly.

Unsuccessful (0): Used a perceptual strategy or used

strip but did not evidence an under-

standing of measurement principles

(strategies 1-4),

Partially Successful (1): Measured both lengths, but achieved

only an approximate result (strategies

5 and 6),

Successful (2): Measured correctly--attended to both

pairs of endpoints (strategy 7).
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Coding SchemeLesson II--Problem 1

1. Perceptual solution--"just looks right."

2. Perceptual solution--aligned endpoint of second road vertically

with endpoint of first.

3. Perceptual solution--then compared (and corrected second road)

by imeasuring" both with intermediate object (fInger span,

iteration with rod, etc.):

a. used gross visual estimate.

b. used marking or careful visual estimate procedure.

4. Matched rods to the given road but only in approximate fashion

(e.g., matched one rod at a time and visually,estimated reference

points on given road; matched rods to only part of the road).

5. Matched rods, laid out road, then changed it according to

perceptual judgment.

6. Matehed rods in trial and error fashionlaid out straight

road, then matched and corrected road,-then matched road again,

etc.

7. Matched rods systematically and correctly.

.asalmSELLull.

Unsuccessful (0); Evidenced no understanding of measure-

ment principles, I.e., used strategies

based on perceptual judgment

(strategies l-3a).

274



Partially Successful (1):

Successful (2):

261

Evidenced some understanding of

the mesurefient principles by match-

ing rods to the-given road or by

using some other measurement technique

but reached only an approximate

solution (strategies 3h-5).

Evidenced an understanding of the

measurement principles and reached

an exact solution (strategies 6'and 7).
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Coding Scheme- esson 11Problem 2

1. Perceptual solution--"just looks right".

2. Perceptual solution--aligned endpoint of constructedlength

vertically with endpoinrof one of the boards.

3. Perceptual solutionthen compared hy "measuring" with an inter-

141/4;

mediate object (finger span, etc.) but used only visual estimates:

a. measured only one board; or both boards treated individuafly.

-.-

b. measured both boards and used their sum for comparison.

4. Matched rods with one board or the other, or both individually,

but did not combine results to construct length.

5. Matched rods with both boards, combined results to construct
,..,

length, then adj lu sted length by perceptual judgment.

6. Matched rods with both boards in trial and error fashion--

laid out length, then matched rods with boards and corrected

length, etc.

7. Matched rods with both boards and combined results to construct

length.

Scoring Criteria

Unsuccessful (0): Used only perceptual solution and/or

evidenced no understanding of the

additivity principle (strategies 1,

2, 3a, and 4).

Partially Successful (1): Evidence some understanding of the

additivity principle hut reached



Successful (2):

.

only an approximate solution

(strategies 3b

Evidvnced an understanding of the

#ddiiivity principle and reached

hn accurate solution (strategles

6 and 7).

-11
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Coding Scheme--Lesson IIPost-Instruction Task

1. Perceptual sol ion--"just looks right."

2. Perccptual solutionaligned endpoint of second road vertically

with endpoint of first.

Perceptual solutionaligned endpoint of second road angularly

with endpoint of first.

4. Perceptual solution--then compared by "measuring" both with

intermediate object (finger span, iteration with rod, etc.):

a. used gross visual estimate .

b. used marking or careful visual estimate procedure.

5. Matched rods to the given road but only in approximate...fashion

(e.g., matched one rod at a time and visually estimated reference

points on given road; matched rods to only part of the road).

6. Matched rods, laid out road, then corrected it according to

perceptual judgment.

Matched rods in trial and error ashion--laid out straight road,

then matched and corrected road, then matched road again, etc.

1

8. Matched rods by laying them bespe given road.

9. Matched rods correctly.

aulna_aLLEsla

Unsuccessful (0): Evidenced no understanding of measure-

ment principles, i.e used strategies

27s
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Successful (2):
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based on perceptual judgement

(strategies 1-44

Evidenced some understanding of the

measurement principles by matching

rods to the given road or by using

some other measurement technique .

but reached only an approximate

solution (strategies 4b-6).

Evidenced an understanding of the

measurement principles (strategies

7-9).

9



Coding Scheme--Lesson III--Problem 1

I. Laid rods along only part of the object--did not cover the

whole length (e.g., did not go from endpoint to endpoint;

left spaces between rods).
TS

2. Laid rods along entire length but failed to count them

appropriately (e.g., counted only some of them; counted them

twice). (This does not include an accidental miscount.)

3. Used a basically correct measuring and counting procedure but

did not carefully attend to the endpoints.

)N
4. Used correct procedure and achieved an accii ate solution.

Scoring Criteria

Unsuccessful (0): Evidenced little understa-nding of

,
unit measurement and assigning a

numerical value to a specified

length (strategies I and 2).

Partially Successful (1): Evidenced some understanding of

Successful (4):

266

unit measurement but did not achieve

an accurate solution (stratcgy 3).

Eviden,..ed an understanding of unit

measurement and achieved an accurate

solution (strategy 4).
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Coding Scheme--Lesson IN--Problem 2

1. Measured length without using rod for iteration (e.g., finger

span, steps with fingers or with rod as pointer, etc.).

2. Measured length by sliding rod along while counting or

"stepping" rod along length without attending to reference

points.

3. Measured length with rod by using entire finger as the reference

point:

a. counted finger as well as rod to give measure.

b. counted only toe' movements to give measure.

4. Measured length with rod by visually and carefully estimating

reference points.

5. Measured length with rod using appropriate technique but

miscounted in some way.

6. Measured length with rod correctly by accurately marking

refereTice points with finger.

Scorina Criterig.

Unsuccessful (0): Evidenced little or no unaerstanding

of unit iteration as a measurement

proc'3ss (strategies 1, 2, an6 3a).

Partially Successful (1): Evidenced some understanding of

unit iteration but used innecurate

technique or miscounted (strategies

3b, and 5).

28 j
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Evidenced an understanding of

unit iteration and used an accurate

technique (strategies 4 and 6).



Coding Scheme--Lesson 111--Probler'm 3

1. Perceptual solution--one looks longer (did not measure).

2. Measured only one length with rod, i.e., did not compare

length by measuring both.

3. Measured lengths using procedures other than unit iteration

(e.g., finger span, steps with fingers),

4. Measured both lengths using approximate unit iteration and

based response on this measurement:

a. slid rod along length or "stepped" rod along length while

counting--did not use reference points.

b. used entire finger as the reference point.

c. miscounted in some way.

5. Measured both lengths but gave res' ,rsed on perceptual

judgment rather than a comparison 11 the measures.

6. Measured both lengths correctly (attended to reference points

by careful visual estimates or marking them with fingers)

and gave appropriate response.

Isaias Criteria

Unsuccessful (0):

Partially Success'ful (1):

269

Used only perceptual or gross unit

iteration procedures to measure and/ox

did not use the measures to compare

two lengths (strategies 1-3, 4a, and 5).

Used an approximate form of unit

iteration and compared length based

283



Successful (2):

on these measures (strategies 4b and

4c).

Measured accurately by iterating a

unit and used results to correctly

compare lengths (strategy 6).

2 S4
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Codin Scheme--Lesson III--PostInstruction Task

1. Perceptual solution--"looks just as long" (did not measure).

2. Measured only one length with rod, i.e., did not Compare

strips by measuring boa.

3. Measured second length in wrong direction and was left with

complement.

4. Measured lengths using procedures other than unit iteration

(e.g., finger span, steps with fingers).

5. Measured both lengths using approximate form of unit iteration

(systematic or trial and error):

a. slid rod along lengths or "stepped" rod along length while

counting--did not use reference points.

b. used entire finger as the reference point.

c. miscounted in some way.

6. Measured both length§ -using an accurate technique and unit

iterationcareful visual estimates or finger marking

(systematic or trial and error).

Scoring Criteria

Unsuccessful (0): Used only perceptual or gross unit

iteration procedures to measure and/or

did not use the measures to compare two

lengths.

Partially successful (1): Used an pproximate form of unit

iteration and compared lengths based
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Successful (2):

on these measures (strategies Sb

and 5c).

Measured accurately by iterating

a unit and used results to

correctly compare lengths

(strategy 6).
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Odin

1. Perceptual solution--"looks just as long."

2. Counting solution--laid out just as many rods.

3. Attended to unit size, i.e., recognized the difference in unit

size and indicated that this was a relevant factor in the solution

but did not use the information appropriately (e.g., laid out

more long rods than short).

4. Matched rods alongside given road:

a. changed final road using perceptual judgment.

b. used matching to achieve an accurate solution.

5. Attended to unit size and laid out less long rods than short ones

(or more short rods than long ones).

Scoring, Criteria

Unsuccessful (0): Built road without accounting for

unit size in the construction

, process (strategies 1, 2, and 4a).

Partially SucCessful (1): Accounted for unit size in construction

of road but did not use the inverse

relationship appropriately (strategy 3).

Successful (2): Accounted for unit size in appropriate

way to achieve approximate or accurate

solution, or achieved accurate

solution by using matching strategy

(strategies 4b and 5).

/7
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Coding Scheme--Lesson IV--Problem 2

1. Gave incorrect response with following explanation:

a. no reason given.

b. perceptual explanation.

c. number of units.

2. Gve correct response with following explanation:

a. no reason given.

b. perceptual explanation.

c. they were the same (different) size before.

d. different-size rods measure different number of units.

Critera

Unsuccessful (0): Gave incorrect response (strategy 1).

Partially Successful (1): pave correct response but did not

provide logical explanation

(strategies 2a and 2b).

Successful (2): Gave correct response and provided

logical explanation (strategies 2c

and 2d).
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Coding SchemeLesson TVPost-Instruction Task

1. 'Did not make straight road (thought an oqual-length road must

be crooked).

2. Perceptual solutioa--"just looks right."

3. Perceptual solutionaligned endpoint of second road vertically

with endpoint of first road.

4. Perceptual solution--then compared (and corrected second road) by

"measuring" both with an intermediate object (e.g., finger span).

5. Counting solution--used as many short rods as there were long

ones.

6. ,Attended to both unit size and unit number in constructing a

solution:

a. adjusted solution according to perceptual judgment.

b. attended to the difference in unit size but did not account

for the sum of these differences.

c., sonsidered size ratio and used approximately correct number

of short rods (from 6 to 9).

Unsuccessful (0): Evidenced no understanding of tiT

inverse relationship between unit(

size and unit number, i.e., used

strategies based on perceptual judgment

or,on Unit number only (strategies 1-5).

"St
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Partially Successful '(1):

Successful (2):

Recognized the-Inverse relation-

ship but did'not achieve an approx-

imately accurate solution (strategies

6a and 6b).

d(Recognized th inverse relation-

ship and achieved an approximately'

accurate solution (strategy 6c).

4°.
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Scoring Criteria for Recognizing and Resolving Conflict

Unsuccessful (0)114404. Did not recognize or notice the

difference in results'or did not

see thb inconsistency in arrtving

at two different measuret for the

same length (e.g., "both are right").

Partially Successful ( ).

Successful (2):

Indicated that they noticed a

difference in the results and

that one of the results must be

incorrcict (either by spontaneous

verbal statement, verbal response %

to question, or.demonstration);

but could not explain or otherwise

reconcile the difference, or

explained it on the basis of a non-

measurement rationale.

Recognl7ed and explained the

difference in results either

verbally or viz demonstraelon

by appealing to the relevant

principle(s) or measurement

either-klirectly or inclirectly.
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I
CONTINGENCY TABLES-

4

DEVELOPMENTAL GROUPS X MF.ASUREMENT TASK FERFORMANCE
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Developmental Groups X Measurement Task Performance

Logical Reasoning Ability

Task Table Mean S,D.

Lesson I,
Problem 1

Lesson I,
Proillem 2

Lesson I,
Post-
instruction
tasks

Lesson II,
Problem 1

High

Low.

-High

Low

High

Low

Task Score
0 1 2

-0 5 11
. ,

5 11

0 1 2

5

High

Low

0 1 2

1 11

1 8

Table entries represent number of subjects'

A

1.6875 .4787

1.6875 .4787

1.6875 .7042

1.4375 .6292

1.1875 .9106

,8125 .8342

1.4375 .8921

1.0625 .9979

*Tasks on which between group differences were predicted.
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Lesson II, 'High

Problem 2*

Lesson II,
Post-
instruction
task*

Lesson III,
Problem 1

Lesson III,
Problem 2

Lesson III,
Problem 3

Low

Hlgh

Low

Hi h

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Lesson III,
Post-
instruction High

task

Lesson IV,
Problem 1*

Low

High

Low

280

1.7500 .5774

1.3125 .9465

1.5000 .8165

1.1250 .9514

2.0000 .0000

2.0000 .0000

1.3750 .6161

1.3750 .6191

1.3125 .6021

1.0625 .4425

.8750 .7188

.6875 4732

1.8750 .5000

1.5000 .8944



Lesson TV,
Problem 2*

Lesson, TV,
Post-
instruction
task*

Lesson I,
Problem 1

Lesson
Problem 2

High

-Low

High

Low

281

1.9375 .2500

1.6250 .6191

1.4375 .8139

.2500 .6831

Information Processin& Capacity

High

Low

High

Low

Lesson I,
Post-
instruction High

task* Low

295

4

1.6875 .4787

1.6875 .4787

1.6250 .6191

1.5000 .7303

1.0625 .9287

.9375 .8539



Lesson II,

Problem 1

Lesson II,
Problem 2

Lesson II,
Post-
instruction
task*

Lesson III,
Problem 1

Lesson III,
Problem 2

Lesson III
Problem 3

Lesson III,
Post-
instruction
task*

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

1.3750 .8851

1.1250 1.0247

1.4375 4,21

1.6250 .7188

1.4375 .8139

1.1875 .9811

2.0000 .0000

2.0000 .0000

1.1250 .6191

1.6250 .5000

1.0000 .3651

1.3750 .6191

.5625 .5123

1.0000 .9661
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Lesson IV,
Problem 1

Lesson IV,
Problem 2

Lesson IV,
Post-
instruction
task*

High

Low

High

Low

High

LOW

S
297

1.7500 .6831

1.6250 .8062

1.6875 .6021

1.C750 .3416

. 8750 .9574

. 8125 .9811

283
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APPENDIX G

MEASURDIENT STRATEGIES USED ON POST-INSTRUCTION TASKS

0

,

0
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Measurement Strategies Used on Post-Indtruction Tasks,

High
" Logical

Reasoning
Ability

Low

Nigh
Logical
114x.asoning

Ability

Low

Lesson I

Information Processing
Capacity

Hi h

2,2,2,7,

7,2,7,7,

6,4 6 6.

2,2,2,7,

5 6 6

7,46,1,2,

6,6,7,7

7,2,3,2,

6,2,2,6

Lesson III

Information Procelsing
Capacity

Hi zb

56,5,5c 2,1,56,6

53,54,3 6,5c,6,1

56 56

561,1,56 56,1,6,1

1,561,4 6,6,3,6

56

High

Logical
a Reasoning

Abiaity

High
Logical

Reasoning
Ability

Low

Lesson II

Information Processing
Capacity

Nth

5,5,8,9, 13,9,1

7,5,6,9 7,9,9,9

9.5.1,91 9,70.

1,9,1,9 1,8,83

Lesson TV

Information Processing
Capacity

h

6c,6c,66

3,66.6c

c

6c,6c,66

6c,6c,6c

6c 5

6c,3,5,3

3,6c,2,3

5,5,5,5

5,3,5,5

Entries in tables refer to strategy numbers given in the coding schemes,

Appendix E.
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PRETEST PERFORMANCE
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Pretest Performance

Eight Items were included in the pretest. The items,and the

criteria USIA for scoring performance are described in-Appendix B.

17".ePoint conla og was scored as successful (S) or unsuccessful (0).

Cumulati 2 performance on.length conservation and length transitivity

was scored an successful (S), transitional (T), or unsuccessful (U).

Performance on eaeh of the measurement tasks was scored as suCteess-

ful (S), partially successful (P), or unsuccessful (U). High (H)

backward digit. sRan was considered tbe a Span of three or more and

low (14) backward digit span was considered to be a span of two or

less.

In order to reduce testing time and to make minimal demands

on students nild teachers, pretesting with a particular subject

was concluded when the subject was eliminated from ihe final sample

.(see pp. 117-120 for a description of the criteria used for sample

selection). Consequently, many potential subject ; received only

some of the vretest items. A (-) indicates that .the subject did

not receive that item.

The following is a summary of pretest performance using the

abbreviatioon described above.



Subject

Number

Point

CounvIng

Length conservation/

Length transitivity

.keasurement

1 2 3 4

P -

U U U U

OMR IMO

11. ma.P

OMR

.0.S -

UUUU
wM1

ammil

S -

UUUU
el

U \U U S

U U U U

dalMa

ON. Am. 1.110

UUUU
Om.U P -

U U U U

U U U U

Backward

Digit Span

Schooll A

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

,.S

-S

U

U

T

U.

T

S

T

, U

T

S

U

T

T

U

U

U

U

-

L

1* =I.

IMO

.1110

It=

L

H

1)

*2

3 '

4

5

6

*7

8

9

10

*11

12

13

*14

15

16

;t17

18

*119

*20
;

3!) 2
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Subject Point Length conservation/ Measurement Backward

Number Counting Length iransitivity 1 2 3 4 Digit Span

*21 S U U'ilMUU li

22 S S
{

MI

*24 S U U U U ,I1 L
,..

*25 S - S p .0 u u

26

*27

MM. Mlf 41!

U U U Lt

28' , S U U P -

29 S T -

30 s s s

31 s T

*32 S U U U U U L

33 S U U U S -

U=1

!Mt

- Vim&

34

35

School 13'

36'

S.

-s

OMR

s

dime M

37 S U UP-
38 s s s

,
39 s T

*40 S U U U U U H

MP!

im

3n3
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Subject

Number

Point

Couyiting

Length conservaiiina

Length transitivity

Measurement

1 2 3 4

UUUU
,n4 gnn,

S

UUUU
U P

UUUU
IMP

UUUU
.1M4 On.

U U U U

UUUU
"OP

4On

6444

UUUU
S

UUUU
1404 444

290

Backward

Digit Span

*41

42

43

45

*46

47

*48

49

*50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

*58

59

*60

61

r-

s

S

S

S

s

U

U

I it

P

.00

44.14

414447

Ondb

.44
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Subject Point Length conservation/ Mensurement Backward

Number Counting Length transitivity 1 2 3 4 Digit .Span

62

63

64 s.

65* S S

66 S U

*67 S S '

i 68 S U

69 S T

*70

71

*72

73

74

7.5

76

*77

78 S U

79 S u

s T80

81

82

4

$05

=It .wm

MED MN*

U UUS
Ong MIR

U UUU

4WD 111.,

U .0 U u

*KM

UUUU

IMIN

41R MEM MP. /NM

INE. .1=m*

,Rme

WI!

roma

40

!WE
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Subject

Number

Point

Counting

Length conservation/

Length transitivity

Measurement

-1 2 3 4

- MED

- MN.

- IBM

- ami

- - -

-

- .16

-

- - MI=

UUUU
-

- - 41.1.

- MOW

_ _

UUUU
- 01=11.

- IMO

am.S

Backward

Digit Span

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

*93

94

95

96

97

98

*99

100

101

102

103

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

T

T

T

U

U

U

U

T

S .UUUS
U

S

U

T

T.

T

U

S

T

T

S

U

=NS

111110

WM

NMI

IMP

L

IBM

3 6
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Subject

Number

Point

Counting

Length conservation/

Lenstli transitivity

Measurement

1 2 3 4

-

-

01.00.

-

UUUU

U S. -

Me OM ON*

am!

1=le IMO

INM

U U U

=M. tom

AMIE AMP

AAP =la

UUUU
41M. .11

U S

11121 4101.

11111.

Backward

Diet Span

104

105

School C

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

U

S

S

S

S

S

S

S.

S

T

S

U

S

T

U

T

T

S

-

U

T

S

U

S

U

T

-

ea=

IWO

MINN

0110

106

*107

108

109

110

111

112

113

*114

115

116

117

118

1

*119

120

121

122

123

1n7
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Subject

Number

Point

Counting

Length conservation/

Length transitivity

Measurement

1 2 3

UUUU
UUUU

Backward

4 Digit Span

*124

*125

S

S

S

S

H

.

126 S U _ - - - -

127 S T _ _ _ -

128 S U - - - - -
..

129 S T - _ - - -

130 S U - _ _ _ -

131 S U - - _ _ _

132 S S S - _ - -

133 S T - - _ -

134

135

S

S T

IM 11114 OM,

POI

136 S S UUUS -

*137 S S U U U U . H

138 S U - - - ... -

139 S U - - - _ -

140

141

142 S U - - _ _ -

.,

143 S T - - - _ -

*Subjects selected for final sample
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